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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Statement of the Problem. Highway researchers have been 
plagued for a number of years with the problem of how to decide when 
and where to build new roads on a regional, intercity, or statewide 
basis. Most planning procedures to date have been limited in scope by 
considering only a small network and a small number of alternative net-
work investments. Just recently, with the use of dynamic programming, 
there have been some formulations of the problem of investing in a road 
network over an extended time period where the interdependency of road 
investments were considered. (For example, see Tillman (30); Neufville 
and Mori (21); Funk and Tillman (12); Bergendahl ( 4); and Morlok (20)). 
The primary aim of this research effort has been to develop a 
planning process for regional road investments that will optimize over 
several known investment alternatives. The optimal investment alterna-
tives which occur over several specified time periods will minimize 
operators' costs, construction costs, and maintenance costs. Operators' 
costs may include such things as vehicle operation, road accidents, and 
drivers' time. Construction costs may be formulated as a cost function 
being composed of right-of-way, road construction, bridges, and signs. 
Maintenance costs are the monies necessary to maintain or for minor re-
pairs on existing facilities. Most statewide highway planning agencies 
have been using the Bureau of Public Roads Urban Transportation Program 
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System 360 (BPR) (31,32) for detailed urban studies. Included in the 
BPR package is a set of programs dealing with spiderweb networks that 
may be utilized for intercity network studies. Therefore, if the BPR 
programs can be utilized, the planning process could be implemented 
with minimum effort by the highway planner. 
1.2 Components of Regional Highway Planning. Every regional 
highway planning process must address itself to the solution of the 
traffic generation, the traffic distribution, the traffic assignment, 
and the road investment problems. A structure for a regional highway 
planning process is depicted in Figure 1, 
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The first component of this regional highway planning process is 
the traffic generation problem. This problem may be defined as the de-
termination of factors which contribute to the desire for travel between 
two nodes (i,j). Numerous socio-economic factors that could contribute 
to trip generation have been considered by many researchers. In men-
tioning a few of the more common factors, one would include population, 
automobile tag registrations, drivers license, personal income, manu-
facturing, employment, and wholesale sales. Regression analysis has 
nonnally been employed for the detennination of the most important trip 
generation factors. 
The second component of regional planning deals with traffic dis-
tribution. Basically, the problem is to find the number of trips that 
exist between each node-pair for a given set of nodes. Trip counts 
must be distributed for the present and projected into the future for 
different time period considerations. The traffic distribution problem 
can be treated with several different approaches. For example, traffic 






















Figure 1. Structure of a Regional Highway Planning Process 
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Gravity Model and the Intervening Opportunities Model (31). Although 
others exist, these are probably the most widely used models for traf-
fic distribution. 
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The third component of regional highway planning is the traffic 
assignment problem. To solve the traffic assignment problem one must 
find the traffic allocation that minimizes the sum of operators' cost 
over all roads for a given set of traffic demands (trips) between every 
node-pair. The nonnal assumption made is that the operators' cost has 
a one-to-one correspondence with the operators' time. With the assump-
tion of only travel time cost, the problem reduces to the minimization 
of the total travel time on the network. The usual solution of this 
problem has been fonnulated by Garrison and Marble (14) through the use 
of Linear Progranuning. The BPR programs (32) provide a means of assign-
ment through use of the minimum trees which may utilize minimum imped-
ance or minimtllll time routes. A minimum time tree with reference to a 
particular node called N1 would consist of all the minimum time routes 
to every node in the network from node N1. The impedance of a road is 
a function of the roads' resistance to travel. The impedance might in-
clude such things as travel time, distance, ease of travel, and road 
composition. 
The final problem in the regional highway planning process is the 
road investment problem. This problem begins by assuming the traffic 
generation, traffic distribution, and traffic assignment problems have 
been solved. A network operators' cost must be calculated for each 
feasible network. Construction costs for new roads and maintenance 
costs for every network are assumed to be given. Knowing these inputs, 
the problem of road investment is to find the best investment policy 
for constructing new roads in such a.manner that the sum of operators' 
costs plus construction costs plus maintenance costs is minimized. 
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Road investment analysis should consider several time periods over 
which investment can be made; thus, coupling the analysis procedure 
with the budget limitations for investments and the construction pro-
cess during each period. Since the service functions of new and old 
roads within a given network extends over a time frame of many years, 
this multiple-time period characteristic will better serve to portray 
the real world situation. Several alternative road investments should 
be considered during each time period. The decision of time and cost 
of an investment may be dependent upon.previous decisions of investment. 
The ability to cope with these interdependencies should be a character-
istic of all regional highway planning models. 
1.3 Constraints in Regional Planning. In listing some of the 
constraints involved in the regional planning process, the number of 
trips between nodes must be forecasted for the present and each future 
time period. This in turn implies the utilization of a form of fore-
casting of growth rates or population increases to project trips into 
the future. 
Another limitation on the solution is the fixed budget during each 
planning period. This restricts the possible investment plans that may 
be considered during each planning period. An example of a typical re-
striction would be to specify that at least 85% of the budgetary monies 
allocated during each time period be invested. 
For realistic highway planning, one might consider a planning 
period of say 20 years with possible investment alternatives every five 
years. This would dictate a fixed budget during each five year time 
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period which cannot be exceeded. Since a limited budget exists for 
each time period (five years) and a variation in trips also exists, it 
becomes quite evident that any network planning must be done in stages. 
This restriction tends to point to the utilization of some fonn of 
dynamic programming in which an optimal investment is found by opti-
mizing over the total of the time periods (20 years); the optimal de-
cision of investments will be dependent upon the investments made 
during each time period. 
If every possible alternative investment could be considered at 
each stage, then a global optimum could be obtained; however, due to 
combinatorial reasons, this number of alternative investment plans be-
comes so excessive that no current computers can handle such a large 
problem when dealing with 40 to 100 nodes. Thus a constrained extremum 
must be found. An appropriate way to constrain the problem is to 
specify the alternative investment programs to be considered. This 
specification of alternatives can be a major problem if one is trying 
to choose the best alternative investment plans from the complete set 
of alternative plans; however, it seems likely that most highway plan-
ners are able to construct a reasonable set of restricted alternative 
investment programs for consideration for future development. 
In summary, the aim of this dissertation has been the development 
of a regional planning process for optimizing investments in a highway 
network. The detennination of an optimal investment scheme in planning 
the construction of new highways and improvements has been illustrated. 
The optimal investment will provide a network that will satisfy the 
demands placed on it by the users and concomitantly minimize construc-
tion costs, network operators' costs, and maintenance costs. The 
proposed regional highway planning method has the advantage of being 
application oriented, requires only small implementation procedures, 
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and demands only slight computational times by the computer. In Chapter 
II a review of the current techniques for solving the road investment 
problem is presented. Chapter III describes the proposed two-part model 
which has been developed for solving the traffic generation, the traffic 
distribution, the traffic assignment, and the regional road investment 
problems. A brief narrative description of the computer programs uti-
lized within this planning model is presented in Chapter IV. Two ex-
ample problems are presented in Chapter V to illustrate the ability of 
this planning model to cope with a large number of nodes in a network, 
a large set of decisions, and a large number of feasible output net-
works. Chapter VI provides a summary of the model described in this 
dissertation and describes the more important traits for employing this 
planning method. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 Introduction. The principal objective of a transportation 
study is to produce a plan for a future transportation network. Drake 
and Hoel (10) have stated, "Because of previous trends, it would appear 
that the practice of statewide transportation planning will become as 
significant as has urban transportation planning." Traffic generation, 
traffic distribution, traffic assignment, and road investment techniques 
are an important part of this planning process. In recent years con-
siderable effort has been devoted to traffic generation, traffic dis-
tribution, and traffic assignment studies. Several methods of solutions 
have become available for these problems, and research personnel are 
now in a position to resolve the road investment problem. Most of the 
work that has been done to date has been primarily oriented toward ur-
ban traffic problems. 
2. 2 Traffic Generation. Traffic generation may be thought of as 
the resultant factor of the separation of interurban activities. Many 
factors have been shown to correlate with trip generation potential. 
Regression analysis has normally been applied to the many factors that 
have been considered for trip generation in determining the prime con-
stituents. To list a few of the more common factors, one would include 
population, personal income, automobile tag registrations, drivers li-
cense, manufacturing, employment, wholesale sales, and retail sales. 
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The implication here is that many factors have been considered and re-
gression analysis has been employed for testing the correlation of 
these factors. 
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2.3 Traffic Distribution. In looking into the area of traffic 
distribution, one soon discovers that a multitude of research and 
progress has been accomplished in this area. Traffic distribution is a 
phenomenon, such that trips between nodes are brought into being. De-
termining the number of such trips is accomplished by actual count or 
estimated by traffic generation models. The most frequently used models 
in this area are the Fratar Model ( 11), the Gravity Model, and the In-
tervening Opportunities Model. A large part of the following informa-
tion concerning these three models has been obtained from Urban Trans-
portation Planning System 360 -- General Information, U.S. Bureau of 
Public Roads (31). 
In discussing the first of these models, the Fratar Model, one 
would classify this method as a growth factor technique. The Fratar 
Model was developed by Thomas J. Fratar in 1954. A basic assumption in 
this model is the change in trips in an interchange is directly propor-
tional to the change in trips in the origin and destination zones con-
tributing to the interchange. In predicting future travel, the model 
uses present travel flows and the predicted growth factors of the ori-
gin and destination zones as inputs. 
The Fratar Model is applied in the following manner. Each node-
pair trip in the base year trip table is multiplied by its destination 
growth factor. The total from each origin is compared to the desired 
total and each trip originating from that point is multiplied by the 
ratio of the totals. This process is repeated by comparing the 
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destination totals to the desired totals and then multiplying each of 
the elements by the ratio of the actual to the desired total. Then the 
origins are again compared and multiplied by the corresponding ratios. 
This method is continued for several iterations until the actual totals 
become sufficiently close to the desired totals. 
A shortcoming of this method is that a base year trip table must 
be known before starting any iterations. No origin or destination 
zones are pennitted to be removed or added to the system. Therefore, 
if there were no trips existing between two zones in the base year, an 
unlimited growth rate would not produce any trips between those two 
zones. Growth factor techniques tend to retain the instability of pre-
diction between zones where a very small ntunber of trips exist during 
the base year. Normally, the growth pattern by nature tends to expand 
in the previously underdeveloped areas. This being the case, the ina-
bility of the growth factor techniques to expand existing trips which 
are near zero becomes a very detrimental drawback for this method. The 
model is further described in Appendix A.l. 
The Intervening Opportunity Model asstunes the individual traveler 
tends to make his trips as short as possible. It is assumed that since 
a traveler considers the possiblity of stopping at any destination, 
then there exists a probability of actually stopping at each destina-
tion. It is further assumed that the traveler rank-orders the destina-
tion zones according to distance or travel time from the origin zone. 
The model is described in its mathematical fonn in Appendix A.2. 
Probably the most widely used trip distribution model is the 
Gravity Model. The tenn Gravity Model comes from the similarity of the 
trip potential-distance relationship with Newton's law of mutual 
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attraction of physical bodies which has the mass-distance relationship. 
Basically, the model states that the number of trips from one zone to 
another is directly proportional to the total number of trips produced 
by the first zone multiplied by the trips attracted by the second zone 
and inversely proportional to the distance factor or travel time factor 
between the two zones. The application of gravity models is widespread 
and many variations of the basic model have been employed. This model 
does not require a base year trip table. It can also produce trips be-
tween zones which previously had no existing trips. One limitation of 
this model is the necessity for calibration. The calibration procedure 
adjusts the base year travel pattern to fit the most current origin-
destination trip counts so that the model can be used as a predictive 
tool. Mathematical formulas for the Gravity Model are presented in 
Appendix A.3. Apparently, there is little difference in the performance 
of the Intervening Opportunities and Gravity Model (17). 
Other models concerning trip distribution have been proposed such 
as the Abstract Mode Model (24). Additional information may be obtained 
in Guidelines for Trip Generation Analysis (16). Similar infonnation 
and further descriptions of these models have been produced by Overgaard 
(23) and Deutschman (9). A survey of travel demands has been accom-
plished by Miller (19), which provides a detailed bibliography in this 
area. 
2. 4 Traffic Assignment. Traffic assignment may be defined as a 
method of allocating a given set of trips between all nodes to a spe-
cific transportation network. Trips are loaded onto networks for sev-
eral reasons. For example, assume a trip table exists for five years 
in the future. If the trips from this table can be loaded or assigned 
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to the existing network, then an estimate of the volume levels on each 
road will have been determined. The future volume levels on the net-
work links will assist in the planning of highway investments of the 
future in preventing overcrowded highways or inadequate facilities, 
Traffic assignment also assists in evaluation of different alternative 
network proposals. A network operators' cost may be determined from 
the volume of trips on each road and the cost of travel over each road, 
By minimizing the network operators' costs for several alternative net-
works, an optimal or minimum cost network may be useful information 
when planning new constructions, 
Beckman (3) and Bergendahl (5) consider some of the various forms 
of traffic assignment, Jewell (18) describes several models for traf-
fic assignment in considerable detail and several algorithms for multi-
commodity flow. Almond (1) considers the problem of fixed journey time 
versus variable journey time as a function of flow, In many cases, the 
most simple and most efficient method of traffic assignment has been 
done on a minimum-time route basis. The BPR computer programs (32) as-
sign traffic on the basis of a minimum-time path or minimum-impedance 
path. These programs are readily available for use on the IBM 360 com-
puter. To obtain a minimum-time or minimum-impedance assignment, it is 
desirable to use the BPR programs because of their ability to model a 
large network while using only small amounts of computer time, 
2. 5 Road Investment. Road investment mode ling may be defined as 
the determination of an investment plan for adding new roads or links 
to a network which will reduce the total travel time or network opera-
tors' costs plus construction costs plus maintenance costs, 
Several researchers have attempted to solve the urban road 
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investment problem. Garrison and Marble (14) used a linear programming 
formulation for the analysis of network improvements. This included 
the idea of adding capacity and improving the level of service on the 
link. They assumed the travel cost on each link to be constant. With 
additional investment in each link, the capacity of the link increased 
in a linear fashion. The objective was to minimize the travel cost and 
the investment. Such constraints as flow balance, capacity limits, and 
budget were included. 
Roberts and Funk (13) in 1964 used a linear programming model to 
add links to a transportation networko The first step was to choose 
all possible link additions to the network. If the link was added to 
the network, then it was included in the objective function. Zero-one 
integer programming was used as a solution technique. 
Moving away from the more widely researched urban transportation 
network problem which is mainly restricted to a grid-type network, 
Ridley (25) developed an investment policy to reduce the total travel 
time in a transportation network. The flow on each link was assumed 
far below the link capacity. He also assumed the travel time could be 
represented as a linear decreasing function of the investment. The ob-
jective was to minimize the total travel time in the network. The ob-
jective function was nonlinear since the travel time was a function of 
both traffic volume and investment. The transportation network was 
represented by an abstract graph of nodes and arcs. Real-valued vari,-
ables and functions were defined on the graph to represent travel times, 
traffic flows, and investment. The travel time on each arc was assumed 
known as a function of investment in each arc. The assignment of traf-
fic flow to the network was based on the minimum travel time between 
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the nodes under consideration. Ridley's technique finds the optimal 
set of arcs to invest in to produce the minimum travel time in the net-
work. Upper and lower bounds were found on the minimum travel time for 
an investment. The method of bounded subsets, which is a form of the 
branch and bound methods, was adopted to find the optimal investment 
for a given budget. The technique starts with the maximum investment 
in the network and progresses toward the budget constraint. A major 
drawback in Ridley's method is the large number of possible link addi-
tions which must be considered. The efficiency of the method is re-
stricted to eliminating a few projects from a set. 
In 1969, Scott (27) reported on three different approaches to the 
solution of the optimal network problem. These solution techniques in-
cluded: 1) integer programming; 2) backtrack programming; and 3) cer-
tain approximative solution algorithms. Integer programming has been 
used by many researchers and has been discussed in this report. Back-
track programming attempts to reduce the total number of combinatorial 
possibilities which must be examined in searching for the optimal solu-
tion. The method partitions the total solution space into sectors of 
feasibility and non-feasibility. A systematic search over the combina-
torial tree for the network is utilized in searching for the optimal 
solution. Scott has worked a set of small problems with this method, 
but noted that the algorithm requires lengthy computations even for 
small systems of vertices. The algorithm has the advantage of per-
mitting network optimization over any linear or monotonic nonlinear ob-
jective function. 
The third method that Scott expands on is the approximative solu-
tion algorithms. The first algorithm establishes the minimum spanning 
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tree of the network and proceeds toward the optimal solution by adding 
new arcs in a progressive manner. The algorithm terminates when the 
cost of the entire network exceeds the set budget constraint. The sec-
ond approximate algorithm begins with the maximum set of links for the 
network and deletes links in a systematic order. The performance of 
the approximative algorithms is compared to the solutions obtained by 
the backtrack programming method, The approximative algorithms yield 
excellent results while requiring only small amounts of computer time 
to obtain the final solution, One restriction of this scheme is t:hat 
of limited testing on very small networks of ten nodes or less, This 
method does not solve the road investment problem; it only determines 
an optimal network given an upper bound on the total length of the net-
work. No staging or multiple-time period considerations are involved. 
In 1970, Richard de Neufville and Yasuo Mori (21) extended Funk 
and Tillman's (12) work. They have developed a computer program using 
dynamic programming for staging the construction of highway links. The 
program permits: 1) examination of several stages for each project 
proposed; 2) multiple-time periods; 3) budget limitations; 4) system 
costs; and 5) benefits accrued by changes occurring over several time 
periods. The variable increment dynamic programming procedure was uti-
lized for increasing computational effectiveness. This method incorpo-
rates several desirable traits for the solution of the road investment 
problem. 
Tillman (30) proposed a dynamic programming model to determine 
when the links of highways, railways, and airlines should be added to 
provide maximum economic benefits to the country. This model differs 
from similar models in that the resource to be allocated over time is 
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in terms of links of the transportation system rather than the budget. 
For the model to be fruitful, accurate forecasts of the effect on the 
system when various links are added and the economic, return from each 
link are necessary. A simple deterministic example problem was illus-
trated by Tillman. A probabilistic version of dynamic progranuning 
could also be used to solve the problem. 
Bergendahl (4) formulated a solution method to the road investment 
problem by combining linear programming and dynamic programming. Linear 
programming was used to find the optimal traffic operation which mini-
mized travelers' time for each alternative investment. The time for 
investment was found by using dynamic programming to find the minimum 
social costs for road investment and traffic operation up to a time 
horizon, where the future effects were estimated in a scrap value. The 
scrap value accounted for the future worth of the finalized network. 
Budget constraints were introduced when the government weighs the in-
vestment costs greater than the operating costs; another formulation 
placed an upper bound on the annual investment budget. An example 
problem was worked which consisted of 13 nodes and five possible link 
additions. However, several alternative investment plans were avail-
able for each link addition (i.e., no link addition, two-lane addition, 
four-lane addition). This method considered multiple-time periods and 
is considered by this author to be the most sagacious way to formulate 
a solution to the road investment problem. 
Bergendahl's formulation has assumed road decisions, construction 
costs, and social costs occur at the beginning of each planning period. 
This implies that roads must be constructed instantaneously which in no 
way ties to the real world situation, Considering the fact that today's 
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existing network is the only feasible input for the beginning stage, it 
is normally easier to solve the problem by starting at the free end 
point of the problem (last future planning period) and working toward 
the fixed end point (the present). Bergendahl's solution by dynamic 
programming is completely opposite to the above staging scheme. In 
this research, Bergendahl 's basic idea has been expanded upon and an 
easier application implementation technique has been developed which 
may consider networks containing a maximum of 8,170 nodes and in the 
order of 1,000 alternative investment plans at each planning period. 
In the article by Sonia Stairs (28), several of the various methods 
proposed to solve the road investment problem are presented. He dis-
cusses the limitation of Ridley's (25) branch and bound method and the 
integer programming solution proposed by Roberts and Funk (13). Stairs 
describes a heuristic method for solving the road investment problem 
that requires a planner to have direct input-output relations with a 
computer. The planner manually inserts various alternative investment 
plans into a computer which in turn supplies the consequences of the 
investment plan almost instantaneously. This "Interactive Program" 
would be feasible on a "time-sharing" computer system, The crux of the 
scheme is to try changing the network and then calculate the effect on 
the network costs. By perturbing the network with several alternatives, 
it may become apparent that some alternatives are not worth considering. 
Therefore, a fast reduction in the possible alternatives may be arrived 
at by the planner. Local effects of changes could be estimated by 
trials on small sections of the network. This type of method would be 
useful in providing information about the region of local optimization 
and sensitivity of the various alternatives. 
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Stairs points out there are two distinct objectives of network se-
lection. One is to find the best network. The other is to select a 
network which is better than any network found by current methods. For 
small problems, one can investigate every alternative but for large 
problems one shall probably be limited to the second objective. Stairs 
ignored the time dimension for planning investments to simplify his 
procedure. 
2.6 Summary of Literature Review. In considering the progress 
that has been made in regional highway planning, the surface has just 
been dented with techniques that provide a plausible method for solu-
tion. Although advancing efforts have been accomplished in developing 
models for traffic generation, traffic distribution, and traffic assign-
ment, little progress has been made in coupling these methods with a 
suitable solution to the road investment problem. The main obstacle 
has previously been the lack of a suitable technique for solving the 
road investment problem. However, with the advent of dynamic program-
ming, the broader consideration of regional road investment can now be 
handled, within certain constraints (8). 
CHAPTER III 
MODEL THEORY AND DESCRIPTION 
3.1 Introduction. The proposed planning method for intercity 
road investments minimizes the sum of operators' costs, construction 
costs, and maintenance costs incurred over several time periods. Net-
work operators' costs are formulated as the sum of the costs for ve-
hicle operation, the costs of road accidents, and the costs for travel 
time. The construction costs have been assumed to be a function of 
right-of-way, road construction, bridges, and signs. Maintenance costs 
are the costs for maintaining an existing facility. 
A beginning assumption for this method considers a network con-
sisting of nodes and links to represent an intercity road system. The 
nodes represent the location of the various cities within the planning 
region and the links correspond to the existing and proposed road pat-
terns that interconnect the cities. A set of demands (trips) are de-
veloped for each node-pair during each time period. The demands for 
travel are satisfied by a set of minimum-time routes through the net-
work of linkages. Investments are in the form of additions of new 
links to an existing network. 
The model for the road investment problem consists of two parts. 
First, the network operators' cost for each possible network is calcu-
lated. The network operators' cost is determined from knowledge of the 




will be considered as fixed during each time period, k, which is assumed 
to be a duration of five years. Therefore, a network operators' cost 
table will be developed listing the cost for each specified time period, 
The second part of the solution uses dynamic programming to minimize 
the sum of construction costs, network operators' costs, and maintenance 
costs over multiple-time periods. 
Since investments are to be made at various points in time, a 
technique to account for the change in the value of a dollar with time 
must be employed. A dollar spent now is not the same as a dollar spent 
a year from now. If one were given the al te111ati ve of receiving a dol-
lar either today or a year from today, most people would choose the 
former (assuming he neglects the effects of interest, inflation, and 
income tax advantage); however, if the same person were required to 
give up a dollar either today or a year from now, he would in all like-
lihood choose the latter. Clearly, the value of the dollar is not in-
dependent of time. 
The intent of the above example is to illustrate that the reality 
of an interest (discount) rate as a reflector of the time preference 
should be divorced from the erroneous conception that interest charges 
are only relevant when the borrowing of funds is involved. In analyzing 
the benefits accrued and costs involved with road network investment 
alternatives, it becomes very advantageous to view an interest rate or 
discounting rate as a tool for transposing benefits and costs which re-
sult at various points in time to comparable values at some common 
point in time; therefore, all monies within this dissertation will be 
discounted to their present worth value with an asstuned interest rate 
of seven percent. 
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3.2 Network Operators' Cost Formulation. The first assumption in 
determining a network operators' cost is that the regional road network 
can be isolated from another region. (Fixed boundary conditions on any 
network will always be a point to question.) The existing roads will be 
considered as links of a graph and with nodes representing the cities 
within the planning region. Dummy nodes may be used to represent the 
intersection of roads between cities. These dummy nodes would be viewed 
as zero trip distribution nodes. Each investment alternative will be 
viewed as the opening of a link at the end of a time period while the 
decision was made at the beginning of the time period. The network will 
be considered as fixed during each time period, i.e., traffic must be 
free to operate on all links within this period. Five years has been 
chosen as the duration of a period. This seems plausible when consid-
eration is given to the time lag for construction of a road after the 
decision has been made that the road must be built. 
The demand for travel can be defined as a relation D~. between two 
1J 
nodes (i,j) in the network during period k. The demands may be ex-
pressed in terms of trips through use of origin-destination data. Trips 
(demands) can be distributed during each time period by employing an 
Intuitive Gravity Model (2). By an Intuitive Gravity Model, it is in-
ferred that trip distribution is dependent on a single factor similar 
to mass in the Gravitational Model. This assumes that the desire for 
intercity travel is uniform over the region being considered. Personal 
income for each node can be considered as the sole factor that generates 
trips between nodes. This follows from the assumption that the demand 
(trips) is highly correlated with economic activity, and personal income 
would also be highly correlated with such activity. The desire for 
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travel is counteracted by the distance separating the cities or nodes, 
The distribution model is 
where: 
(PI~) (PI~) 
D~. = S __ i __ .._J_ 
1J ll r .. 
1J 
k D .. = demand between nodes (i,j) during period k; 
1J 
PI~ = personal income for node i during period k; 
1 
PI~ = personal income for node j during period k; 
J 
r .. = distance between nodes (i,j); 
1J 
a= 2.78 - impeding factor (6); 
(3.2,1) 
S = 440 = calibration constant to express demands in terms 
of trips (2). 
A trip table will be calculated for each time period k. A growth 
factor for personal income will be used in order to simulate the in-
crease in trips during future time periods. (The Fratar Model could be 
used in this case after obtaining a base year trip table to project 
future trips; however, the author feels it would be more accurate to 
use some forecasting technique for increasing personal income for each 
time period and then reuse the Gravity Model to build a new trip table.) 
Trip tables will be constructed for each time period (k = 1,2,.,, ,n), 
After the trip tables have been constructed, each trip table must 
be assigned to every feasible network that can exist during each period 
k. These trips will be assigned to each network by employing a minimum-
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time route. The BPR programs develop a minimum-time route tree for each 
node to every other node in the network. Therefore, if you have N nodes 
in a network, there will be N trees for that network. The tree building 
starts at node 1 and finds the shortest time route to node 2. It then 
determines the shortest time route between nodes 1 and 3. The process 
continues until a route is determined for nodes 1 and N. This would 
compose the tree for node 1 (TR1). After all trees (TR1,TR2, ... ,T~) 
have been built for a network, the trips will be loaded through the use 
of the minimum trees onto the network. This will form a total load on 
the network which has minimized travel time costs on a given network. 
For mathematical formulation, the following definition will be 
made. The links will be numbered i = 1,2, ... ,m where there are m links 
in a network. The link volume or total trips on a link will be denoted 
as LKVOLk(t) to represent the average total trips per period on link t 
during time period k. The operating cost on each link during period k 
will be a function of this link volume. In this analysis, all links 
will be assumed to operate well below their capacity. This assumption 
rules out congestion effects on roads between cities. The effects of 
congestion and travelers impedance can be handled by the BPR programs 
if the road impedance or resistance to travel is known. Although this 
impedance concept is not being used in this report, this method of 
using impedance of a link to find minimum-impedance trees would provide 
a very meaningful solution to this problem, Further research in the 
determination of impedance is being conducted by Osborne (22). 
The operators' cost on a given link tis assumed to be a function 
of the time period k. Therefore, a link operators' cost for each link 
t, LKCOSTk(t), must be known valid, for time period k. The total 
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network operators' cost during period k may then be formulated as: 
= l LKCOSTk(t)[LKVOLk(t)] 
£ 
(3.2.2) 
where LKCOSTk(t) is the average operating cost for link~ for one trip 
during period k. From Equation (3.2.2), the network operators' cost 
for a given network is determined for period k. One must then calculate 
this network operators' cost (NOCk) for every feasible network that may 
exist during period k. 
With the computation of the above cost tables, one has completed 
the first step in the solution of the regional road investment problem. 
These derived network operators' costs will be used as inputs to the 
road investment problem. 
3.3 Regional Road Investment Formulation. The second part of the 
solution is to determine the optimal investment scheme. At this point, 
the problem of determining an optimal road investment sequence may be 
formulated as a multistage decision process. A multistage decision 
process is a method in which a sequence of decisions are made such that 
a decision in one period affects the decisions made in succeeding peri-
ods. A method of solving this type of problem is dynamic programming 
(DP). 
At this point, a short digression to explain dynamic programming 
seems to be in order. Basically, dynamic programming is a decomposi-
tion technique for solving multistage decision problems. The DP ap-
proach is to decompose then-decision variable problem into none-
decision variable problems. In many cases, then subproblems are much 
easier to solve than the original problem. The decomposition is ac-
complished in such a manner that the optimal solution to the 
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n-variable problem is obtained from the optimal solutions to then one-
dimensional problems. 
Dynamic programming is based on Bellman's (7) "principle of opti-
mality" which states: "An optimal policy (set of decisions) has the 
property that whatever the initial state and decisions are, the remain-
ing decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state 
resulting from the first decision." 
Consider the n-stage decision process shown in Figure 2. The be·-
ginning stage is considered to be stage n. The numbering of stages is 
assumed to represent the number of stages remaining in the total plan-
ning period of n stages. Each stage in the process has an input Sk' 
which in turn was the output of a previous stage, ~k+l' The input to 
stage k is acted upon by a decision Dk which transforms the input to 
some output function Sk = ~k<Dk' Sk> 1, producing a cost Ck and an out-
put ~k' The output ~k now becomes the input Sk-l to the next stage k-L 
The decisions, Dk, at each stage are restricted to a known set of per-
missible alternatives Ak. The cost at stage k is a function of the in-
put Sk and decision Dk. Therefore, Ck= Ck<Dk,Sk> measures the cost of 
making decision Dk when the input to the stage is Sk. 
The objective of this multistage decision process is to optimize 
some function of the individual stage costs, F<C 1,c2,c3, ... ,Ck>. The 
composition of then-stage cost function determines whether a given 
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Figure 2. n-Stage Decision Process 
Now consider the implication of the "principle of optimality" 
to the above multistage decision process. Suppose the objective 
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is to minimize then-stage objective function F <SD> which is the sum n n n 
of the individual stage costs, 
* 2 F <S > 
n n = D min D [C 1<D 1 ,S1> + C2<D 2,s2> + ••• + C <D ,S >] n'"' ,, 1 n n n 
subject to 
Equation (3.3.1) may be written as 
* F <S > = 
n n 
subject to 
2 * F <S > = 
n n 
min[F<S ,D >]. 
0 n n 
n 
k = 1,2, ... ,n. 
(3.3.1) 
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k = 1,2, ... ,n. 
Note that C <D ,S > does not depend on D 1, ... ,D1. Therefore, the min-n n n n-
imization with respect to these variables may be accomplished as shown 
below 
* F <S > = 
n n min{C <D ,s > + D min D [C -l<D -l's -1> + ••• + Cl<Dl,Sl>]} 0 n n n n- 1, ... , 1 n n n 
n 
(3. 3. 3) 
subject to 
k = 1,2, ... ,n. 
Using Equation (3.3.1), one may rewrite Equation (3.3.3) in the follow-
ing manner: 
k = 1,2, ... ,n (3.3.4) 
where 
k = 1,2, ... ,n. 
Equation (3.3.4) is the mathematical statement of Bellman's "principle 
of optimality" for a serial multistage decision process. 
Now one can verbally bond Equation (3.3.4) with then-stage deci~ 
sion process shown in Figure 2. The solution procedure takes place in 
the following manner: Start with the last stage which is stage number 
* 1, and detennine the optimal D1 (denoted by D1) by minimizing the cost 
* c1 for each value of input s1. Then, the optimal o1 has been deter-
mined independent of the decisions made at prior stages. 
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Next, one can consider the last two stages, stages 1 and 2. Re-
membering that regardless of the input s1 to stage 1, the optimal deci-
* sion D1 to minimize the cost c1 from stage 1 will be chosen. Consider 
all possible inputs to stage 2. From these inputs determine the optimal 
* decision D2 by minimizing the total cost from the last two stages, It 
should be mentioned that the input to stage 1 is a function of the de-
cision and states at stage 2, but one has previously determined the op-
* timal decision o1 at stage 1 for every possible input state, One has 
now completed the optimization of a two-stage process. Extending the 
* procedure to stage 3, one determines D3 by considering the cost of the 
* 3rd, 2nd, and 1st stages. Since the optimal cost c2 at stage 2 is for 
all succeeding stages, one does not have to reconsider stage 1. There-
* fore, for each input s3, one determines D3 considering the cost of stage 
* 3 and the total cost of succeeding stages c2. The process is continued 
* until one has reached the final stage where one determines D. Through n 
this decomposition procedure one has determined an optimal decision at 
each stage for the entire problem, The optimal decisions must be 
traced back through the solution starting at the final stage n to ar-
rive at the individual decisions at each stage. 
With the above description of DP, one is in a position to formu-
late a solution for the road investment problem. One can assume that 
each stage in the DP technique is a period of time t, say five years, 
This would be the approximate time required to construct new road al-
teITiatives for a known set of projects, The input to the stages will 
be defined as the existing road network which includes any links that 
have been constructed in the previous stages. It will be convenient to 
introduce the concept of "state" of the road network. A state Sk will 
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be inputs to the stages which in essence is the set of road network 
links that are open for traveling during period k. The decisions Dk at 
each stage k will be which of the alternative roads or links to open 
for travel at the end of period k. The function Tk<Dk,Sk> which trans-
fonns one state Sk into the next state Sk-l is assumed to take place at 
the end of time period k and before the beginning of time period k-1. 
The transformation may be written as follows: 
(3.3.5) 
The initial state of the road network prior to any road investments 
will be defined as 
will be a sequence 
s . n An investment alternative for four time periods 
of state pairs [(S 1 ,s'1), (S 2,s'2), (S 3,s'3), (S4,s'4)]. 
Corresponding with these state pairs will be a set of decisions 
(Dl,D2,D3,D4). 
The cost Ck<Sk,Dk> is the sum of the network operators' cost plus 
construction cost plus maintenance cost. It is assumed that the con-
struction costs CCk<Sk,Dk> are known for every possible transition 
(Sk ,s'k). These costs may be formulated as a function of the costs for 
right-of-way, road construction, bridges, and signs. The maintenance 
costs MCk<Sk> will be considered to be the required cost to maintain 
the network which exists at the beginning of each period. The decisions 
and construction costs are assumed to occur at the beginning of each 
time period. The network operators' costs are charged at the end of 
the period. All costs are assumed to be fixed for a duration of five 
years. Each cost will be discounted to its present worth value at the 
beginning of the last stage n. This procedure permits comparison of 
cost alternatives based on their present worth value over multiple-time 
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periods. 
Mathematically, the total cost of each stage Ck<Sk,Dk> may be ex-
pressed as 
where 
i = interest rate (.07 assumed); 
1 PS=----
(1 + i)t' t = time period of one stage (5 years). 
(3.3.6) 
(3.3.7) 
The PS factor properly discounts the network operators' cost which is 
charged at the end of each stage; therefore, the operators' cost of the 
newly fonned roads is reflected back to the beginning of the stage, 
This charging of the network operators' cost at the end of the 
time period serves to delay the benefits resulting from the new road 
additions. In Equation (3.3.6), the NOC is actually the cost for oper-
ating on the new facilities, ~k' after the construction decision has 
been made. This technique provides a method of accounting for the ben-
efits accrued in the final planning stage of the DP process; otherwise, 
the last stage would always represent a decisionless stage because any 
investment in new road constructions would tend to increase the objec-
tive function without any offsetting benefits. The only problem en-
countered with this method occurs at stage n (input stage) of the DP 
process. The network operators' cost which should be charged for op-
erating on today's existing highway network is neglected in stage n. 
Since this cost is fixed and independent of the decisions made at stage 
n, its consequence will only increase the total objective function by a 
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fixed amount; therefore neglecting the input stage network operators' 
cost will have no affect on the optimal solution calculated by the DP 
program. The above assumptions are consistent when a reapplication of 
the DP process for the next n-stage planning period is encountered. 
A mathematical formulation of the road investment problem may be 
formulated as 
k = 1,2, ... ,n (3.3.8) 
where 
k = 1,2, ... ,n 
The PS factor in Equation (3.3.8) discounts all accumulated costs from 
the beginning of one stage k to the beginning of the previous stage 
k+l. 
So far no mention of budget constraints during each stage has been 
considered. A limit on the monies to allocate for construction costs 
in each period is logical. Since one is normally working under a bud-
get for each period, Equation (3.3.8) should incorporate these con-
straints. Therefore, Equation (3.3.8) may be rewritten to include the 
budget constraint as 
k = 1,2, ..• ,n (3.3.9) 
where 
k = 1,2, ... ,n 
subject to 
where: 
k = 1,2, ••. ,n 
eek= construction cost for period k; 
Bk= budget limitation for period k. 
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In summary, the solution to Equation (3.3.9) will provide the op-
timal solution to the road investment problem for the feasible invest-
ments considered (i.e., this solution minimizes the sum of network oper-
ators' costs plus maintenance costs plus construction costs). In this 
planning method for regional road investments one must know the network 
operators' costs for each time period as found in Equation (3.2.2). In 
addition, one needs the cost of maintenance for each network during each 
period and the construction cost for each feasible investment. Coupled 
with these costs, the budget limitation for each period must be known. 
An assumed interest rate to discount monies and the length of a time 
period provide all the necessary inputs to find a solution to the re-
gional road investment problem. Keep in mind, however, that the net-
work operators' costs must be formulated through the use of a gravity 
model to distribute trips for each time period considered. The solu-
tion procedure uses the BPR programs to determine network operators' 
costs and then DP to solve the investment problem. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 
4.1 Introduction. All of the following programs were written for 
the IBM System 360 and were executed on a Model 65 computer. Only 
those programs concerning spiderweb networks were employed from the BPR 
package of programs (32). From this set of programs, a technique was 
developed to compute the network operators' cost for every feasible 
network state. The calculation of the network operators' costs re-
quired the following BPR programs: 1) Build Spiderweb; 2) Format Spi~ 
derweb; 3) Build Spider Trees; 4) Format Spider Trees; and 5) Load Spi-
derweb. In conjunction with these BPR programs, three supplementary 
programs were developed. These programs were entitled: 1) Build Trip 
Table; 2) Format Link Volume; and 3) Network Operators' Cost. 
After the computation of all network operators' cos ts, a final 
program using dynamic programming was employed for the optimization 
process. A brief description of each of the programs will now be pre-
sented. The major portion of the BPR program descriptions has been 
procured from the General Information documentation by the Bureau of 
Public Roads (31). 
4. 2 Build Spiderweb (BLDSPWB). A spiderweb network is a simpli-
fied network of direct connections between centroids. The spiderweb 
programs were originally written for use in nationwide traffic assign-
ments where counties are used as zones and the network connects 
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centroids representing the zonal system. Assignment of trips to such a 
network represents major corridor movements within the area described 
by the network. The input for this program requires the coordinates 
for each centroid in the area plus additional description as desired by 
the user. In addition, an input of connector cards is required stating 
which centroids should be connected to each centroid. To minimize the 
coding requirements, only centroids connected to higher numbered cen-
troids need be recorded. With the addition of the last two programs 
which couple the BPR programs, it is mandatory that each link connec-
tion card be a sequence of higher ordering of nodes. The program per-
mits either a maximum of four connectors or eight connectors at each 
centroid. For an eight connector network, a maximum of 8,170 nodes may 
comprise a spiderweb network. A maximum of 16,362 nodes may compose a 
network with only four connectors per node. Eight connector networks 
were utilized in the research presented in this dissertation. From the 
coordinates and connectors, this program prepares a network and writes 
it out together with such additional information as included in the co-
ordinate file as a network record which is very similar to a historical 
record. A list of the input data cards and execution cards is illus-
trated in Appendix B.l. 
4.3 Format Spiderweb Network (FMTSPWB). This program provides a 
standard format or computer print out of a spiderweb network descrip-
tion as initially built by the program BLDSPWB. The output format sup-
plies the x-y coordinates of node A, the node number, the impedance and 
distance of the link to every node B connected to node A. This infor-
mation is formated for every node in the spiderweb network. A listing 
of the execution set-up for FMTSPWB is shown in Appendix B.I. A 
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representative output from this program is shown in Appendix B.2. 
4.4 Build Spider Trees (BLDSPTR). This program uses the network 
record described above as input and produces a tree file and/or a tree 
time file under user option. This permits the user to either select 
minimum-time routes or minimum-impedance routes through the network, 
Since this is a spiderweb network with up to eight connectors, turn 
penali ties and capacity limitations are not permitted. A tree may be 
defined as a record showing the shortest route from a given node to all 
other nodes in the highway network. These spider trees provide a mini-
mum-time route when loading a trip table onto the network. Spider 
trees may be constructed to provide minimum-impedance routes through 
the network. This would be a more realistic situation that would ac-
count for the variable road conditions that affect the travelers' 
choice of roads. The execution of BLDSPTR is shown in Appendix B.l. 
4.5 Format Spider Trees (FMTSPTR). This program provides a 
standard fonnat of spiderweb trees, The program FMTSPTR permits a max-
imum of thirteen trees to be printed in a single computer run. Nonnal-
ly, it is not necessary to format all or even thirteen trees from a 
given network. A cross-sectional sample of trees taken throughout the 
network can be printed for the user to check minimum-time routes for 
accuracy. This program may be deleted after sample runs have insured 
the correct operation of the BLDSPTR program, A listing of the execu--
tion of the FMTSPTR program and its output is presented in Appendix B.3 
and B.4, respectively. 
4.6 Build Trip Table (BLOTT). This program was originally writ-
ten for the MSG group at Oklahoma State University during their study 
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of the "Travel Demand in Oklahoma" (2). The program has been written 
in Fortran IV computer language for use on the IBM System 360 computer. 
BLOTT permitted the coupling of the Intuitive Gravity Model in Equation 
(3.2.1) with the BPR programs. The BLOTT program requires the latitude 
and longitude in degrees and minutes and personal income for each node 
in the network as inputs. The trip tables generated by this program 
were assumed to be symmetric. The trip table output has been written 
in the proper form to input with the next BPR program, Load Spiderweb. 
Utilization of this program provides the solution for the traffic dis-
tribution problem in Figure 1 on page 3. The BLOTT program is executed 
only one time for each five year time period employed by the DP tech-
nique. Each period trip table was stored on a disk data set which pro-
vided an input for the execution of Load Spiderweb program. A program 
listing of BLOTT is shown in Appendix B.5. Representative outputs from 
this program are illustrated in Chapter V, Tables VII, VIII, IX, and X. 
4.7 Load Spiderweb (LDSPWB). This program requires as input the 
network record, the tree file, and a trip table. The output is an up-
dated network record which includes the link volumes found by this pro-
gram. The trips are loaded onto the network through the minimum trees 
found by the BLDSPTR program. The program is flexible as to zones that 
may be loaded. Options are provided for loading all zone-to-zone move-
ments, selected origins to selected destinations, all origins to se-
lected destinations, or selected origins to all destinations, The BPR 
program to format the spiderweb loads was not sufficient in the calcu-
lation of a network operators' cost. Therefore, a converter program 
was added to provide the required output. The LDSPWB program is the 
last description of the BPR programs utilized in this planning method. 
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The execution of this BPR program is contained in Appendix B.6, 
4.8 Fonnat Link Volume (FMI'LKVOL). This program written in the 
PLl computer language for the IBM System 360 Model 65 computer is 
strictly a read-write type program. It reads the output from the 
LDSPWB program saving only the link volumes and sequentially assigns 
numbers to the links within the network. The numbering is accomplished 
by starting at node 1 and assigning each link connected to node 1 a 
sequencing number that begins at the lowest external node connection. 
After all links connected to node 1 have been assigned a link number, 
the program then proceeds to node 2 and continues the assignment. 
This process is continued until every link has been assigned an index 
number. This ordering of the links is very useful when calculating the 
network operators' cost. The printed output lists the A node, the A to 
B node connection, and the link A-B volume, The program listing of 
FMTLKVOL is presented in Appendix B.7. 
4.9 Network Operators' Cost (NTOPCOST). This program written in 
the Fortran IV computer language performs the multiplications and sum-
mations required in Equation (3.2.2) in calculating the network opera-
tors' cost for each network. Several feasible network operators' costs 
may be calculated by using the same spiderweb network. The only change 
required is the link travelers' costs for traveling on a two-lane road 
as compared to traveling on a four-lane road. Therefore, the network 
operators' costs for all feasible networks having the same link connec-
tions, but permitting two to four-lane changes, are computed in a single 
run of the above programs. The NTOPCOST program will loop back and re-
calculate the network operators' costs for each two to four-lane change 
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that creates a feasible network state. 
The required inputs for this program are the link numbers that may 
change, the network number, the state of each network, the period num-
ber, and a cost table for all possible link operators' costs. The pro-
gram uses the network state and selects from the matrix of link costs 
the proper two or four-lane costs for a given network. On the average, 
a total of eight different network operators' costs were calculated in 
a single run of this program. The program listing of this program is 
shown in Appendix B.8. The output from the execution of Program 2 in 
Appendix B.6 which includes a sequence of four period outputs from the 
programs FMI'LKVOL and NTOPCOST is shown in Appendix B.9. 
4.10 Dynamic Programming (DP). Written in the Fortran IV computer 
language, this DP program minimizes the sum of network operators' costs, 
maintenance costs, and construction costs over a specified number of 
time periods. Budget limitations on new construction are imposed during 
each period. The solution of Equations (3.3.6), (3.3.7), and (3.3.9) 
are found by starting at the free end of the problem and working toward 
the fixed input (the road network that exists today). 
Required inputs are the following: 1) the network operators' costs 
for each period and each specified network; 2) maintenance costs for 
each network and each period; 3) construction costs for each feasible 
decision; 4) budget limitations for each period; 5) the interest rate 
for discounting monies; 6) the decision numbers and decision states; 
and 7) the network numbers and network states. 
The output of this program provides the optimal cost accumulations 
for each period for the various network states. The optimal decisions 
and up to two ties at each stage are printed and the optimal decisions 
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are traced back through the stages after a solution has been found. In 
addition, the construction costs for each feasible decision, the main-
tenance costs, and the operators' costs are printed as part of the out-
put. 
A listing of this program is presented in Appendix B.10. Repre-
sentative output from this program is shown in Tables XIV, XV, XVI, and 
XVII, in Chapter V. 
4.11 Program Utilization. The execution of programs required in 
determining the various network operators' costs after the trip tables 
were constructed by the BLOTT program was combined into just two pro-
grams. Referring to Figure 3, the first program executed the BLDSPWB, 
the FMTSPWB, the BLDSPTR, and the FMTSPTR programs. This program con-
structed a highway network and all of the minimum-time routes in prepa-
ration of the loading of trips onto this network. The second program 
was repeated the same number of times as the number of trip tables con-
structed to handle each of the specified time periods. The NTOPCOST 
program calculated each network operators' cost created by two to four-
lane changes within a fixed network configuration. After the complete 
set of network operators' costs have been computed, the dynamic pro-
granuning program can be run one time for the determination of the opti-
mal costs and optimal decisions at each stage. 
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APPLICATION OF THE MODEL 
5.1 Introduction. Two example problems are presented in this 
chapter to illustrate the regional planning model developed in Chapter 
III. The first example problem, which is rather trivial assumes a net-
work of six nodes and two possible link additions. A pictorial sample 
of the various network link interconnections and minimum trees is pre-
sented. Three stages for planning the construction of new roads has 
been assumed. There are nine feasible network states at the input of 
the last two stages and 16 feasible decisions to consider for altering 
each of thes.e nine states. The required input data has been assumed 
and the optimal investment policy has been computed. This problem is 
trivial in the sense that it can be worked by hand in a short amount of 
time; however, it should provide a meaningful description of the 
modeling effort being employed. 
The second problem that is presented is far from trivial and serves 
to demonstrate the power, the ease 'of application, the small cost, and 
the versatility of this planning method. The problem begins with a 
network that is composed of the largest 53 personal income towns (re-
gions) in Oklahoma. Eight possible links may be changed within this 
network. From these, 200 feasible network states and 326 alternate in-
vestment decisions were assumed. The optimal decision policies are 
presented for each stage of the total planning period of 20 years. 
41 
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5. 2 A Simple Six-,Node Problem. A very small problem was consid-
ered first to insure that all computer programs were operating correct-
ly. Although the numbers used throughout this example are not realis-
tic, the example problem serves to exhibit the technique of applying 
the planning method for regional road investments. The network in Fig-
ure 4 is assumed to represent six cities (nodes) with six existing 
roads (solid lines) connecting the cities. The dashed lines represent 
roads (links) that have been proposed for addition to the existing net-
work. The nodes are numbered 1 through 6. The numbers between the 
nodes represent distance in miles. Three time periods each consisting 
of five years were assumed. The following trip tables in Table I were 
given inputs for each period. These tables represent three outputs 
from the traffic generation and traffic distribution problems. The 
traffic generation problem would require 1970 personal income data for 
each node in the network. This personal income data would then be pro-
jected into each of the future periods (1975 and 1980). To generate 
the trip tables or solve the traffic distribution problem would then be 
a simple matter of solving Equation (3.2.1) for the trip table entries. 
6 





TRIP TABLES FOR PERIODS 1970, 197S, AND 1980 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
TT3 - 1970 
1 0 15 10 5 4 12 
2 15 0 8 6 6 9 
3 10 8 0 10 15 8 
4 5 6 10 0 10 8 
5 4 6 15 10 0 10 
6 12 9 8 8 10 0 
TT2 - 1975 
1 0 18 12 6 5 14 
2 18 0 10 7 7 11 
3 12 10 0 12 18 10 
4 6 7 12 0 12 10 
5 5 7 18 12 0 12 
6 14 11 10 10 12 0 
TT3 - 1980 
1 0 30 15 8 15 16 
2 30 0 15 20 20 25 
3 15 15 0 25 30 35 
4 8 20 25 0 30 35 
5 15 20 30 30 0 15 
6 16 25 35 35 15 0 
44 
Four different networks were used as spiderweb networks in the 













The following programs from the BPR package were used: 1) BLDSPWB-
to build the spiderweb networks in Figure 5; 2) FMTSPWB-to format the 
spiderweb network descriptions; 3) BLDSPTR-to build spider trees (mini-
mum-time routes); 4) FMTSPTR-to format the spider trees; and 5) LDSPWB-
to load the three trip tables on each network. In addition to these, 
the two coupling programs, FMTLKVOL and NTOPCOST, were employed to cal-
culate the network operators' costs for each network. The outputs of 
the network operators' cost program served as inputs for the dynamic 
programming program. 
A set of minimum-time trees constructed by the BLDSPTR program is 
shown in Figure 6 for network N of Figure Sa. The LDSPWB program pro-
a 
vided the following link volumes (LKVOL) for network Na in Figure 5. A 
link cost (LKCOST) matrix was assumed to represent operators' costs per 
trip on each link during each time period. Using the link costs in Ta-
ble III and the link volumes in Table II and Equation (3.2.2), the net-
work operators' costs (NOC) for network N are calculated to be 1068, 
a 
1535, and 4329 for the respective periods of 1970, 1975, and 1980. The 
proposed links to interconnect nodes 2-6 and 4-5 were assumed to have 
three possible states: 
0 represents no road; 
2 represents a two-lane road; 
4 represents a four-lane road. 
A number consisting of two digits was used to represent the state of 
the network. Each digit of this number will use the three digits above 
to represent the state of each link. This limits the maximum number of 
feasible states or networks at nine. In this problem, all nine networks 






































LINK VOLUME TABLE FOR NETWORK N 
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required monies to maintain the existing network during each period. 
Maintenance costs and network operators' costs are shown in Table IV. 
A one digit code has been used to represent the decision for each pro-
posed link addition. The number of digits in the decision will be the 
same as the .number of proposed link additions (two in this problem). 
The decision code is listed below: 
0 represents no construction; 
2 construct a two-lane road; 
3 convert a two-lane to a four-lane; 
4 construct a four-lane road. 
The construction cost for each decision is shown in Table V, No budget 
limitations were imposed upon the decisions at each stage for this 
sample problem, 
TABLE IV 
NETWORK OPERATORS' COSTS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS 
Network State Network 0Eerators 1 Costs Maintenance Costs 
Number 2-674-5 1970 1975 1980 1970 1975 1980 
1 0 0 1068 1535 4329 200 240 300 
2 2 0 1001 1440 3989 210 253 310 
3 4 0 992 1427 3954 215 260 318 
4 0 2 1043 1499 3991 215 263 330 
5 0 4 1021 1469 3887 220 270 335 
6 2 2 976 1405 3651 225 270 340 
7 4 2 967 1392 3616 230 280 345 
8 2 4 954 1374 3547 225 275 330 
9 4 4 945 1361 3512 235 280 350 
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TABLE V 
DECISIONS AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
Decision Decision Construction 
Number 2-6/4-5 Costs 
1 0 0 o.o 
2 2 0 100.0 
3 4 0 187.5 
4 0 2 144.0 
5 0 4 300.0 
6 2 2 244.0 
7 4 2 331. 5 
8 2 4 400.0 
9 4 4 487.5 
10 3 0 125.0 
11 3 2 275.0 
12 3 3 350.0 
13 3 4 440.0 
14 0 3 225.0 
15 2 3 320.0 
16 4 3 420.0 
The dynamic programming technique uses only the last three stages 
shown in Figure 2. At each stage in the process of DP, there are nine 
possible input network states (except stage three which has only the 
existing network as its input) and 16 possible decisions for each stage 
that must be considered, The problem is solved by starting at the free 
end, stage I (1980), and working toward the fixed end, stage 3 (1970). 
This type of system is classified as a serial system with one fixed end 
point and one free end point. These types of problems can be solved by 
so 
starting at either the free or fixed end, but normally they are easier 
to solve by starting at the free end point. The dependency of a deci-
sion made in one time period affecting the decision in another time 
period is properly accounted for in the DP technique. 
The use of the DP computer program which used Equations (3.3.6), 
(3.3.7), and (3.3.9) and the costs in Tables IV and V yielded the opti-
* * * mal decisions of D3 = 2 O, D2 = 0 O, and D1 = 0 2. The corresponding 
optimal cost values are 4596, 4621, and 4105. This implies we should 
build a two-lane road to interconnect nodes 2 and 6 in 1970. We do no 
constructing in 1975 and in 1980 another two-lane road to interconnect 
nodes 4 and 5 should be constructed. 
5.3 A Complex 53-Node Problem. To better illustrate the power of 
this planning method, a 53-node problem shown in Figure 7 has been 
solved. The nodes represent the largest 53 cities based on personal 
income within the State of Oklahoma. A spiderweb network shown in Fig-
ure 7 was constructed to represent major road connections between these 
cities. The dashed linkages which are numbered from 1 through 8 repre-
sent the eight possible road connections that may be added to the exist-
ing network (solid lines). The basic problem is the determination of 
the optimal construction scheme during the next 20 years that minimizes 
the sum of operators' costs, construction costs, and maintenance costs. 
The problem was formulated exactly as described in Chapter III. 
Four time periods each consisting of five years were considered. 7his 
required four trip tables to be constructed to represent the solution 
of the traffic generation and the traffic distribution during each per-
iod. An initial set of personal incomes by county for the year 1967 
were obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business 
14 
Figure 7. 53-Node Network 
u, ..... 
52 
Economics, in Washington, D. C. In each of the future periods, differ-
ent personal incomes were assumed to represent the growth or decay of 
each of the particular regions about the 53 nodes. These personal in-
comes for each node are given in Table VI along with the node number, 
the x-y coordinate location in degrees and minutes of latitude and lon-
gitude, and the name of the city. The Intuitive Gravity Model in Equa-
tion (3.2.1) was used with a calibration constant of S = 440 (16). The 
BLOTT program generated four trip tables as shown in Tables VII, VIII, 
IX, and X to represent the respective periods of 1970, 1975, 1980, and 
1985. 
This completed the solution of the traffic generation and traffic 
distribution problems depicted in Figure l, The BLDTf program for con-
structing these trip tables was executed only one time for each five 
year planning period. The output trip tables were stored on disk data 
sets for repeated use by the LDSPWB program. 
Each of the link additions were represented by a one digit code as 
shown on page 45. This dictated an eight digit number to represent the 
state of the network. Links connecting nodes 2-5, 2-50, and 9-12 were 
assumed to have two-lane roads in existence prior to any planning peri-
ods. Therefore, the only decisions that would be feasible for these 
particular links would be the conversion from a two-lane to a four-lane 
road. Each decision consisted of an eight digit number being formed 
from the code as shown on page 48. 
The state and decision numbers were coded to represent the links 
of the network as shown in Table XI. Since links 2-5, 2-50, and 9-12 
were assumed to be existing two-lane roads, the initial state to be 
used as input for stage four in the DP program would be 22200000. If a 
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1970 TRIP TABLE 
Destinations (node numbers) 
I 2 J 4 5 • 1 • 9 10 ll IZ u 14 u 16 11 II It zo I o. 1101. 1n. 6TS. 10,. , ... ,o. HO. 1,,. .,,. ,,.,.. 59lo 59. 19. lllo 11. ,, ... SJ. za. 11s,. 
Z 1101. o. 11. 141. 1706. ,.,. 1416. Zt. n. J9Z. 116. so. ,. . ... ····· 122. 66. u. n. 21. J ,~,. 11. o • 21. s. .. !. 125. so. 10. u. so. , .. 1. ,. ,. IS. 1. 2. ,, .. • . ,,. . .. ,. 21. o. 16. ,, .. .. .. 4 • ,.. u. .. ,. 2. .. ,. . . 1,. 1. 9. s 10,. uo,. s. 1,. o. 10. !lo 2. z. 2S. 1. ,. 1. 12. 16. ... ,. 1. ,. 2. • 261. ,.,. .. 1,,. 10. o. 10. ,. ,. 140. 10. ... 1. ,. 9. J. , . .. z. .. 1 90. 1416. s. .. !lo Ito c. 2. 4. 10. 10. .. 1. u. 110. , .. 6 • 1. 24. 2, • no. 29 • 12s. 6, 2. J. 2. o. sz. 4, 10, 52, 10. o. 2. ,. 11. 2. 1. 610 • u,. ,., so. 4. 2. Jo ... 52. o. ,. u. 15. ,. 1. •• 1. Ho lo 2, 10, 10 ,1,. 192, 10. 19. zs. 1,0. IC, 4o J, 0, Zt, .. 1. 2, U, 4, S, 2, l, ,. 
1l ••••• 11,. 11. u. 1. 10. 10. 10, IZ, Z9, 0. 45. l, l, 19, 10, 46. I, 2, U, 
IZ s,z. 50, 50, 6. ,. 4. .. S2, 15, 6, 4S, 0, 2. I, ,. .. 90. l, I, 29, u n. ,. ... ,. ,. 1. l, 10, I, 1. I, 2, 0, 0, 1. 1. l, 2. 0, 5, 
14 It, •••• •• Z, 12 • 5, 12, 0, l, 2, I, l, o. 0, I, l, l, 0, 2, o. 15 111 • ••••• ,. .. 16o ,. llC, 2, ,. u. 19, ,. I, ,. 0, 24, . . 1. 5, 2. ,....... 
16 11. uz. s. ,. 4, J, 26, ,. 1, 4, 10, •• l, I, 24, 0, 19. o. II, Z, V) 11 ZJ4te ... u. ... J, J. 6. ll, ... ,. .... 90, 1. l, .. 19. 0, l, 2. • • !-I 18 SJ, u. 1. 16. 1. .. 1. z. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. o. 1 • o. l, o. 0. z. 
Q.) 19 21, u. Z, 1. •• z. 24, 1. z. I, 2. 1. 0, 2. S, 11. 2. o. 0, 1 • 
"@ 20 us,. 21. 1s,. 9. 2. .. 2. 61. 10, ,. 11. 29. ,. o. Z, z. .. 2, 1, o. 21 ,.o. 21, 21,. ,. l, ,. I, .,, 1. ... 1. u. .. o. 1. l, .. 2. o. 291, 
;:1 zz 12,. IJ, )2, 12, 1. ,. 1. ,. 2. •• z. z. 10 • o. 1. 1. I, 10. . o. 1. 
i:: ZJ sz. 11, 4, .,. 2, .. I, 1. 1. ... l, 1. I, o. 1. 0, 1. 2a. o. l, 24 so. 1. 20, ,. 1. 1. c. ,. 1. 1. l, 1. 14, o. 0, o. 1. 1. 0, ,. 
Q.) 
z, ,,,.. 122, •• S, 4, s. .. s. •• 11. 416, 22, 1. 1. 19, IZ, so. 1. 2 • 4. 26 u. 662. 1, z. '2, ,. 6C, lo 1. ,. z. 1, o. ZZ, •• z. l, o. ,. o. '"O l1 14. 16. 2. 1. 1. l, ,. lo z. l, 1. l, o. o. l, 4, 2, o. .. 0, 
0 21 11, •• o. .. I, 2 • 1. 5. 2. z. 1. z. 1,. o. o. o. 1. 4. o. 1. i:: 29 21. n. 5. I, 1. 1. 2. ,. Jl. I, 2, ,. o. o. 1. 4o •• o. 1, 1. .__, JO 11, 201. 1. l, .. Z, 115, o • 1. 2, 1. 1. o. 1. •• ,. 1. o. 1. o. JI ZJ, 1132, 1. z. n. .. 14, o. ,. 4, z. 1. 0, 9, 10. Z, l, 0, Z, o. 
V) 12 JO, 4, 105. 1. o. ,. c. 9, z. 1, 1. z. • •• o. o. o. 1. l, o. ,. 
i:: ,, 1202. 56. 1. 42. 4, 16, 2. z. z. • •• u. 4, ,. o. 1,. 1. z. 1. o. ,. ,. •••• ., .. s. 10, ,. 10. 4, 2, z. 65, • •• ,. 0, l, 9. Z, S, l, l, J, •r-1 JS 41, , . .... ,. 0, l, o. s. 1. 1. I, I, 16. o. 0, o. 1. Z, o. 4, b.Q ,. ITC. 12, .. JO. 1. 4, L, Z, l, ... 2. l, 2, 0, 1, 0. l, 5, 0, 4, 
•r-1 ,, sn. u. .. 61, z. 1, I, 2, I, 11, 4, Z, 1, 0, 1. l, 1, Z, O, 5, 
!-I JI 10, 129, 1. 1. 21. ,. •• O, o • 1, 1. o. o. 11, 2, 1, 0, 0, 1. 0, 0 J9 IS, 11, 1. 1. ,. 1. .,, o. I, 1, 1, 1, 0, 2, .. 1, 1. 0, 51, 0, 
40 lo\2e sa. ,. "· ,. 16. 2, 1. 1, 196, 4, 1, O, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1. o. 1, 41 IS. .. ,. 1. I, 10, Z, •!I· 0, 1. 2, 1. 1, 0, 4, 14, ,. I, 0, ,. 0, 
42 1,. so. ,. 2. 2, 2, S, Z, 4, J, 21, •• 0, 0, 10, 16, .,. 0, 1. l, ., 1, 1, I, O, o. o. 1. l, Z, o. I, 1. o. 0, l, J, l, o. I, 0, 
44 11, u. 2. 1. 1. 1, 2, I, 1. I, 2, ,. 0. 0, 1. •• 10, o. 1. I, 45 54, 10, 1, I, I, 1. l, 1, 11, I, ,. 59, 0, 0, l, 2, o. o. 0, 2, 
46 21, 1, .. I, 0, 0, 1. J, 106. 0, Z, .. o. o. I, Z, 1, o. 0, I, 
41 ,, 162. 0, I, ,, .. ,. s. 0, o. 2. 1. 0, o. 11. Z, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
41 ... 14Se I, .. 1), 64, 2, 0, o. 1J, J, I, 0, 1, ,. l, 1. o. 0, I, 
49 21, .. 24, 2, o. I, C, ,. 1. l, 1, l, 160. 0, o, o. 0, 2. 0, 2, 
50 14, Ill, I, 1. Z, I, IU, 0, l, I, 2, 1, 0, l, 29, 10. l, 0, ,. 0, 
51 52, 91, Z, I, 2, z. .. l, I, ... 11, 2, o. 0, 15, .. 5, o. 1. I, 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
Destinations (node m.unbers) 
., •Z 0 •• 0 •• 0 "' •• so SI sz SJ I is. , .. ,. u. s,. n. ~. ••• z,. h. sz. z •• ,. z .. ,. so. ,. 12. 10. ,. uz. l4S. .. 111 • .,. , . ,. , 1. ,. ,. 2. ,. .. o. ,. z•. ,. z • •os. .. 
• a. 2. o. ,. ,. ,. 1. .. z. , . a. , . o. s 10. z. o. 1. 1. o. u,. 13. o. z. z. o. o. 
' z. z. c. 1. 1. o. ,. ... ,. 1. z. o. o • ' .,.. ,. ,. z. 1. 1. ,. z. o. 11). .. o • o. • o. z. 1. 1. ,. ,. c. o. ,. o • ,. ,o. ,. • a. .. z. ,. "· 10•. c. o. ,. ,. 1. , . o. 10 z. ,. o. ,. ,. o. z. n. 1. ,. .. o. o • 
II ,. n. 1. z. ,. z. ,. ,. 1. z. 11. ,. o. 
12 ,. .. ,. ,. "· .. c. ,. ,. 1. z. z. o • u o. o. o. o. c. o. c. o. 160. o. o. ,. 1•. 
u .. o. o. o. o. o. 11. ,. o. 1. o. o. o • 
,.---. IS u. 10. lo 1. 1. ,. 1. ,. o. z,. n. o. o. 
C/l u ,. , .. Jo .. z. z. o. 1. o. 10. .. o • o. 
~ If 1. . ,. 1. 10. o. l. c. 1. o. 1 • s. 1. o. 
(I) II o. o. o. o. o. o. c. o. z. o. o. o. o. u ,. lo 1. 1. o. o. o. o. o. ,. ,. o. o. 
"§ 20 o. 1. o. 1. 2. 1. c. 1. 2. o. 1. .. o. 21 o. , . o. o. 1. ,. o. o. .. o. o. s. , . 
22 o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. •• o. o. 1. lo i::: ZJ o. o. o. o. o. o. c. 1. 1. o. o. o. o. 
z• o. o. o. o. o. o. c. o. 20. o. o. 1. z. 
(I) ZS 1. n. 1. z. .. 1. c. 1. o. z. n. o. o. 
"O 2' "· lo o. o. o. o. IS. 1. o. z. 1. o. o. 0 2l o. ,. u. z. o. 1. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 
i::: 21 o. o. o. o. o. o. c. o. u. o. o. 1. lo 2• o. ,. .. u. •• ,,. c. o. o. o. o. o. o. '--' JO !9. ,. 0. o. o. o. 2. o. o. .. ,. o. o. 
)I 19. 1. o. o. o. o. 1,. 1. o. z. ,. o. o. 
C/l J1 o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. •• o. o. .. z • i::: n c. 1. o. a. o. o. o. ,. o. o. 1. o. o. 
•r-1 ,. 1. ,. o. o. 1. 0. o. .. o. 1. ,. o. o. 
bO JS o. o. o. o. o. o. c. o. zs. o. o. 1. 1. 
.,..; J6 o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 1. o. o. o. o. 
~ Jl o. o. o. o. o. o. c. 1. o. o. o. o. o. 
0 
,. ,. o. o. o. o. o. 11. o. o. o. o. o. o. 
J9 s. 1. o. o. o. o. 1. o. o. .. 1. o. o. 
•o o. o. o. o. o. o. c. .. o. o. o. o • o. 
•1 o. 1. o. o. o. o. z. 1. o. s. 1. o. o. 
•z ,. o. o. z. •• 1. o. o. o. 1. u. o. o. . , o. o. o. ,. o. 1. c. o. o • o. o. o. o. 
•• o. z • ,. o. z. ,. c. o. o. o. o. o. o. ., o. z. o. z. o. .. o. c. o • o. o. o. o • 
•• o. 1 • 1. ,. .. o. o. o. o • o. o. o. 0. ., z. o. o. o. o. o. c. 1. o • o. o. o. o. . , 1. o. o. o. o. o. 1. o. o • o. ,. o. o. •• o. o • o. o. o. o. c. o. o. o. o. 1. 11. so s. ,. o. o. o. o. C. o. o. o. 1. o. o. 
SI , . u. o. o. o. o. c. 1. o. 1. o. o. 0. 
SZ o. o •. o. o. o. o. o. o. 1. o. o. o. o. 
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TABLE X (Continued) 
Destinations (node munbers) 
41 42 0 44 45 46 4l ... 49 50 51 52 53 
l 39. l&S. 11. JI. ,, .. n. lt •. 10-.. 52. JS. 106. 47. 11. 
Z 1415. 124. 12. 28. 30· 12. 41C. 3~. •.. nz. 21s. 60 z. 
3 3. 10. 2. 1. 21. 10. 2. .... 73. ,. s. 1114. 12 • 
4 4. ... 1. i. ,. 1. 3. z,. s. z. 4. 2. 1. 
s 2,. ... 1. lo z. 1. 353. ,z. 1. 1. , . o. o. 
6 60 ... o. 1. z. 1. •• uo. 1. J. "· 1 • o. 1 1221. u. z. 4. 3. 1. u. 6. 1. iz•. 14. o. o. 
8 lo s. 1. 3. 21. ,. o. 1. 1. 1. 2• 160. z. 
9 z. 10. 3. n. 202. 114. 1. 1. z. 2. ,. 1. 1. 
10 5. 1. 1. 1. J. 1. 4. 111. 1. 3. •• I. o. u 5. n. 1. 5. IS. 3. 2. 1. 1. s. 43. 2. o. 
12 z. 19. 1. ,. 161. 10. 1. z. 2. 2. ,. 5. o. 
13 o. 1. o. o. 1. o. o. o. 212. o. o. ... 24. 
14 10. 1. o. o. o. o. 26. z. o. 2. 1. o. o. 
lS 41. 28. 1. ... 3. 1. s. •• 1. ,,. . ... o. o • u, •• 32. s. 18. ,. 2. 1. 1. o. 23. 12. o. o. ,........ 17 2. 11. z. n. n. .. 1. 1. 1. 3. •• 1. o. t/1 18 o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 1. 4. o. o. o. 1. 
f.-l 19 •• z. z. z. 1. 1. 1. 1. o. •• 1. o. o • (!) 20 1. 3. o. 1. •• 2. o. 1. 4 • 1. z. •• 1 • .D 21 1. z. o. 1. 4. 1. o. 1. •• 1. 1. ,. 1. 
§ 22 o. 1. o. o. 1. o. c. lo 20. o. 1. 2. 2. 23 o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 1. 1. o. o. o. o. 24 o. o. o. o. 1. o. c. o. ""· o. o. 1. 4. ZS 3. ias. l. 4. •• 2. 1. 3. 1. 4. 69. 1. o. 
(!) 26 91. 1. c. o. o. o. n. z. o. 6. 2. o. o. 
"O 21 1. 1. 17. 3. 1. 1. c. o. o. 1. 1. o. o. 
0 28 o. 1. o. o. 1. o. o. o. 21. o. o. z. z. 
i::: 29 l. 3. ~. 33. 10. 54. c. o. o. 1. 1. 1. o. 
'-' 30 144. z. 1. 1. 1. o. 6. 1. o. u .. 2. o. o. 
31 u. z. o. 1. o. o. 53. 4. o. s. z. o. o. 
t/1 
32 o. o. o. o. 1. o. c. o. n. o. o. 1. 3. 
33 1. 3. o. 1. 1. o. 1. .. 1. 1. z. 1. o. i::: 34 z. •• o. 1. z. 1. 1. •• o. 2. 11. o. o • •r-l 35 o. o. o. o. 1. o. c. o. • •• o. o. 2. 3. bO 36 o. 1. o. o. 1. o. c. 1. 2. o. o. 1. o. 
•r-l 37 o. 1. o. o. 1. o. o. 2. 1. o. 1. o. o. 
f.-l 31 •• o. o. o. o. o. 42. 1. o. 1. o. o. o. 0 39 14. 2. 1. 1. 1. o. 1. 1. o. 15. 1. o. o. 
40 1. 1. o. o. 1. o. 1. 23. o. 1. 1. o. o. 
41 o. z. o. 1. o. o. ,. 1. o. n. z. o. o. 
42 z. o. 1. 4. ,. 1. o. 1. o. 3. 30. o. o. 
43 o. 1. o. s. 1. 1. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 
"" 1. 4. s. o. s. s. c. o. o. 1. 1. o. o. 0 o. ,. 1. s. o. u. o. o. o. 1. l. 1. o. 
46 o. 1. 1. s. 13. o. c. o. o. o. o. o. o. 
41 s. o. o. o. o. o. o. 1. o. 1. o. o. o. 
41 1. 1. o. o. o. o. 1. o. o. 1. 1. o. o. 
49 o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 1. 21. 
50 n. 3. o. 1. 1. o. 1. lo o. o. .... o. o • 
51 z. 30. 0. 1. 1. o. c. 1. o. .... o • o. o. 
52 o. o. o. o. 1. o. o. o. 1. o. o. o. o. 
53 o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 21. o. o. o. o. 
°' 0, 
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feasible decision policy of 00322000 is assumed to transform the exist-
ing state, then the new state would be 22422000 as shown in Table XI. 
A two-lane road was considered to be the only feasible additions for 
interconnecting nodes 17-46, 19-44, 28-37, and 42-44. The link which 
interconnects nodes 4-33 could represent either a two-lane or a four-
lane road. 
TABLE XI 
CODE FOR STATES AND DECISIONS 
Digit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Number 
Link 2-5 2-50 9-12 4-33 17-46 19-44 28-37 42-44 Connection 
Existing 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 State 
Feasible 0 0 3 2 2 0 0 0 Decision 
New 2 2 4 2 2 0 0 0 State 
With the above limitations imposed upon the state of each link, 
200 feasible network states were constructed. A network operators' 
cost was detennined for each of the 200 networks by employing program 1 
and program 2 in Figure 3, on page 40. Operators' costs for every link 
were assumed. The assumed two-lane travelers' cost are given in Table 
XII. Table XIII contains the two and four-lane costs for the eight 
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TABLE XII 
TWO-LANE LINK COSTS 
LINK LINK Two- Lane LINK LINK Two - Lane 
NUMBER C<JfNECTIONS 1970 1975 1980 1985 NUMBER CONNECTIONS 1970 1975 1980 1985 
1 1-11 3.7 3.9 4.0 4.2 51 9-52 6.8 7.3 7.4 7.5 
2 1-12 5.2 5.4 5.7 6.0 52 10-15 6.8 7.0 7.4 7.5 
3 1-20 3.5 3.6 3.8 3.9 53 10-34 2.9 3.1 3.4 3.5 
4 1-22 8.1 8.4 8.5 8.7 54 10-34 2.9 3.1 3.4 3.5 
5 1-33 3.0 3.2 3.6 3.7 55 10-40 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.3 
6 1-34 3.7 3.9 4.0 4.1 56 10.48 2.3 2.4 2.7 2.9 
7 1-37 3.6 3.9 4.2 4.5 57 11-12 4.3 4.6 4.8 4.9 
8 2-5 4.3 4.4 4.7 5,0 58 11-17 4.0 4.4 4.5 4.6 
9 2-7 4.3 4.5 4.8 5.0 59 11-25 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 
10 2-15 3.3 3.5 3.8 4.1 60 11-34 2.7 3.0 3.2 3.3 
11 2-31 2.5 2.7 3,0 3.2 61 11-51 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.9 
12 2-3lt 5.6 5.8 5.9 6.0 · 62 12-17 3.1 3.3 3.7 3.8 
13 2-41 3.4 3.6 3.9 4.0 63 12-20 4.5 4.9 5.2 5.4 
14 2-48 4.7 4.8 5.0 5.2 64 12-45 2.3 2.5 2.8 3.0 
15 2-50 5.0 5.3 5.6 5.7 65 13-32 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.1 
16 3-8 2.8 3.0 3.4 3.5 66 13-35 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 
17 3-12 6.8 7.0 7.3 7.4 67 13-49 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.5 
18 3-13 5.3 5.6 5.7 5.9 68 13-53 3.3 3.5 3.8 4.0 
19 3-20 3.9 4.1 4.2 4.4 69 14-30 6,5 6.9 7.3 7.4 
20 3-21 3.3 3.5 3.8 3.9 70 14-38 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.8 
21 3-32 3.9 4.3 4.4 4.6 71 14-47 4.1 4.5 4,6 4.8 
22 3-35 4.8 5.0 5.3 5.4 72 15-16 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 
23 3-52 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.4 73 15-34 5.2 5.5 5.6 5.7 
24 4-6 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.5 74 15-41 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 
25 4-18 8.4 8.6 a.a 8.9 75 15-50 2.7 2.8 3.1 3.4 
26 4-23 5.3 5.4 5.6 5.S 76 15-51 2.5 2.6 2.8 3.1 
27 4-36 4.7 5.0 5.2 5.3 77 16-17 5.3 5.5 5.6 5.7 
28 4-37 3.6 3,7 3.8 4.2 78 16-19 6.7 7.1 7.3 7.5 
29 4-40 3.4 3.8 3,9 4.1 79 16-27 8.9 9.1 9.5 9.6 
30 5-6 6.0 6.3 6.4 6.5 80 16-42 3.8 4.2 4.3 4.4 
31 5-31 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 81 16-43 6.5 7.0 7.1 7.2 
32 5-47 2,1 2.5 2.6 2.8 82 16-44 4.4 4.8 5.0 5.3 
33 5-48 5.1 5.5 5.6 5.7 83 16-50 4.0 4.0 4.2 4,7 
34 6-10 3.9 4.1 4.4 4.5 84 17-25 3.2 3.6 3.6 3.8 
35 6-23 9.2 9.3 9.8 9.9 85 17-42 2.6 3.0 3.0 3.2 
36 6-40 3.1 3.2 3.6 3.8 86 17-44 4.3 4.6 4.8 5.0 
37 6-48 · 2.8 3.0 3.4 3.5 87 17-45 2.5 2.7 2.8 2.9 
38 7-15 3.7 4.0 4.2 4.3 88 18-22 6.7 7.2 7.4 7.6 
39 7-30 2.6 2.7 3.2 3.3 89 18-23 4.6 5.0 5.1 5.2 
40 7-39 3.6 3.7 3.8 4.3 90 18-24 7.0 7.3 7.6 7.7 
41 7-41 1.5 1. 7 1.9 2.3 91 lll-36 6.7 7.0 7.2 7.4 
42 7-50 2,1 2.4 2.6 2.7 92 19-27 8.1 8.3 8.4 8.5 
43 8-9 5.2 5.5 5.7 5.8 93 19-39 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 
44 8-12 4.5 4.6 5.0 5.2 94 19-43 8.8 9.3 9.7 9.8 
45 8-20 3.8 4.2 4.3 4.4 95 19-50 6.1 6.3 6.4 6.5 
46 8-45 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2 96 20-21 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.2 
47 8-52 2,2 2.4 2.6 2.8 97 20-37 5.8 5.9 6.0 6.3 
48 9-12 4.1 4,2 4.6 4.9 98 21-22 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.8 
49 9-45 2.5 2.7 2.8 2.9 99 21-28 4.3 4.7 4.8 4.9 
50 9-46 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.7 100 21-35 4.5 4.8 4.9 5.0 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
LINK LINK Two - Lane LINK LINK Two - Lane 
NUMBER CONNECTIONS 1970 1975 1980 1985 NUMBER CONNECTIONS 1970 1975 1980 1985 
101 21-36 5.6 5.7 5.8 6.3 126 30-41 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.7 
102 21-37 6.0 6.3 6.5 6.6 127 31-38 3.3 3.5 3.7 4.0 
103 22-33 8.9 9.2 9.7 9.9 128 31-41 2.9 3.3 3.4 3.6 
104 22-24 2.7 2.9 3.2 3.2 129 31-47 2.5 2.6 2.8 3.0 
105 22-28 1.7 2.0 2.2 2.2 130 32-35 4.5 5.1 5.1 5.2 
106 22-36 3.9 4.2 4.5 4.6 131 32-52 4.3 4.4 4.9 5.0 
107 23-36 6.6 7.2 7.3 7.4 132 33-34 3.2 3.5 3.7 4.0 
108 24-28 2.7 3.0 3,3 3.4 133 33-37 3.8 3.0 3.3 3.6 
109 24-35 3.3 3.7 3.8 3.9 13" 33-40 2.9 3.1 3.5 3.8 
110 24-49 3.6 4.0 4.2 4.3 135 34-51 3.8 4.2 4.5 4. 7 
111 24-53 5.7 6.0 6.2 6.4 136 35-49 2.8 3.0 3,3 3.5 
112 25-34 3.5 3.8 3.9 4.0 137 36-37 2.8 3.0 3.6 3.6 
113 25-42 1.8 2.3 2.5 2.6 138 37-40 4.5 5.0 5.2 5.2 
114 25-51 2.2 2.5 2.7 2.9 I 139 38-47 2.3 2.3 2,5 2.5 
115 26-30 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 '140 39-50 4.0 4.0 4.3 4.5 
116 26-31 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.3 I 141 40-48 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.8 
117 26-38 2.4 2.8 2.9 3.0 i 142 42-50 5.7 6.2 6.5 6.6 
118 26-41 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.7 143 42-51 2.4 2.5 2.7 3,0 
119 2b··47 3.1 3.4 3.5 3.8 144 43-44 4.3 4.4 4.6 4.8 
120 2'/-43 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.4 145 44-45 4.9 5.2 5.2 5.4 
121 211-35 1. 7 2.0 2.3 2.4 146 44-46 4.1 4.3 4.6 4.6 
122 29-43 5.1 5.4 5.6 5.9 147 45-46 3.1 3.2 3.4 3.5 
123 29-44 3.1 3.1 3.4 3.6 148 48-51 6.9 7.2 7.6 7.7 
124 29-46 2.3 2.5 2.7 3.0 1149 49-53 2.7 3.0 3.1 3.2 













TWO AND FOUR-LANE LINK COSTS FOR EACH 
FEASIBLE LINK ADDITION 
LINK Two - Lane 
CONNECTIONS 1970 1975 1980 1985 1970 
2-.5 4.3 4~4 4.7 5.0 4.1 
2-50 5.0 5.3 5.6 5.7 4.6 
9-12 4.1 4.2 4.6 4.9 3.7 
4-33 4.4 4,6 4.8 5.0 3.8 
17-46 4.8 5.0 5.4 5.5 4.5 
19-44 9.1 9.3 9.5 9.9 8.0 
28-37 7.2 7.7 7.8 7.9 6.5 
42-44 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 4.6 
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Four - Lane 
1975 1980 1985 
4.2 4.3 4.4 
4.7 4.9 5.1 
3.9 4.0 4.3 
4.2 4.2 4.3 
4.5 4.7 4.8 
8.2 8.7 9.0 
6.7 7.0 7.1 
4.7 4.8 5.0 
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links that may change in the network. The 200 network operators' costs 
were actually determined with 23 runs of the BPR programs as shown in 
Figure 3. This was possible since the network connections did not 
change when considering only two to four-lane changes. The only change 
required was to impose a new link cost to represent the travelers' cost 
on a four-lane road. These changes were accomplished by the NTOPCOST 
program. Operators' cost on a given link was assumed to vary between 
periods. This would account for increased travelers' costs due to ve-
hicle expenses, road deterioration, and increased road volumes. 
The 200 network operators' costs and maintenance costs for each 
period are shown in Table XIV. The maintenance costs were assumed to 
increase with each time period and for each link addition to the exist-
ing network. This is based on increased voltunes and increased number 
of links requiring higher maintenance costs. These numbers.were arbi-
trarily assumed and may or may not represent actual maintenance costs. 
In Table XV the 326 feasible decisions with their corresponding con-
struction costs are shown. The network operators' costs, maintenance 
costs, and construction costs have been reduced by a factor of 1825. 
This was imposed on each cost since the link volume calculated in Equa-
tion (3.2.2) was assumed to represent average daily traffic volume; 
therefore, a conversion factor of 1825 (5 years* 365 days) would be 
required to represent the total traffic volumes during each five year 
period. Since this same number should be applied to maintenance costs 
and construction costs, these costs have been reduced by this same fac-
tor. This reduction in costs in no way affects the optimal decisions 
arrived at by the DP optimization process. 
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NETWORK PERIOD OPERATORS' COSTS AND 
MAINTENANCE COSTS 
OPCOST ,P!RIOD•l ,2,3,4 MAINTENANCE COST ,PERIOO•l ,Z 1 3 ,4 u,., .... 119C9Z• 509JO"- 355)85. 230915. 155118. 11489. 53308. 
10.9043. 111436. 509041. 355149. z,u,z. 156208. 8169), 53441, 
1049480, 1H111, 509105, 355293, 231552, l!HtZOI, 81693, 93441, 
104432•, 116450, S08399, 354,85, 231552, 156201, 81693, 53441, 
10.)921, 116015, ,01200• 354S94, 2)1899, 156441, 11815, 53521, 
1043484, 115194, 501136, 354450, 231899, u,.,.,. 81115, 5:1521, 
104805, 118C61, 508841, 355058, 231899, 156441, 81115, 53521, 
100016, 11~11, 501931, 354359, z,zuo. 156591, au,,. 53515, 
1048916, 111546, 508913, 355152, 231899, 156441, 1181', 53521, 
1041092, 111890, 508109, :H49ll, 232130, 1'6591, 81196, 53!515, 
l041H•, 1111 n. 501171<\, 355061, 232130, 1,,,,1. 81196. 53Sl5. 
100,n. 115903. 508068. 35445). z,zuo. u,,,,. 81896. '''"· 1042969. 775528. 101869. lS'1136l. 232295, 156101, il955. .53611.. 
1042532. 115247. 507805. 3542U, 232295. 156708. 81955. ,,,u. 
10'11>7684. 7'11!14. 508510. 354826. 232295. 116101. 11955. 53613, 
1042124. 114872• 507605. 354126. 232419, 156192. 81998. 53641. 
10.1610. nns,. 501892. )55061. 232UO, 156597. au,,. 53575. 
104066. 117699. 501629. 354826. 23Z29S. lS6108e 81955. 53613, 
1041203. 117980. 508693. ]54970. 2)2295. 156701. 81955. 53611, 
l04J05l. 1157U. 507917. 354361. 232295. 156701. 81955. 5J6U. 
1042643. 115337. 501188. ]54210. 232419,. 156792. 11998. 53641. 
10,220,. n5os,. S07724. 354126. Zl21tl9e 156792. 81998, 5J641. 
1047358. 11732.4. S08429• ,,,1,,. 232419. l56l9Z. 81991. 53641. 
10.1na. 114681. 507525. 354035. 232515. 156851. 12032. 53663. 
1041955. 111510. S08989. 355111. 231899. l5641tle 11815. 151521. 
1041111, 1119lle 508726. 354936. 232UO. 156597. 81896. 5351,. 
l0485ltl• 178194. 508190. 355080. 2321JO. 156597. 81896, 53515. 
1043391. 11,,2,. 50101"- 354472. 232UO. 156597. au,,. 53575. 
1042989. 175552. 507885. 354380. 212295, l 56101. 11,,,. 53613. 
1042552. 115211. !101121. 354236. 232295. 156101. 11955. 53613. 
1041101. nnJa. soa,2,. 354845. 232295. 1'4108. 81955. 536U. 
10421"· 714896. 507622, 114145. 232419. 156192. ll998. 53641. 
1048629. 171Jl9e 501908. 355080, 232lJO. 156591. 81896. 5Hl5. 
10•1115. 111122. 508645. 1'48,u. 232295. I 56108. 81955. 5)613, 
1o•azzz, 178004. 101109. 354989. 232295. U61ca. 11955. 53613. 
1043010. 115736, 508004, )5'11380. 232295. 156108. 11,,,. 5!613. 
1042662. 115361. 507104. J54289. 232419. 156192. 8199Re 53641, 
1042226, 115qao. 501140. '54l45. 2J2419. 156192. 81998. 53641, 
1047377. 1111 .. 1. 508446. J54754. 23.2419. 156792. 81991. ,,, ... ,. 
1~1811. 114705. 507541. 354C54e 212Sl5e 156851. 120,z. 53663. 
10489U, 111,21. 501'18, 355168. 2111,,. l561t41. 11815. 53521. 
1048013. ll1867. 501715. 35<\932. 232130. 156591. 81896. 535l5. 
1048510. n111ta. 501719. 355076. 232130. 156597. 81896. 5)515, 
100)58, 1158Ble 501073. 354461. 232130. 156591. 81896, 5)515, 
1042950. 175506. 507874. 354)17. 232295. 156701. 81955. 53613. 
1042513. 11522•. 507810. 354ZJJ. 21229', 156-708. 11955. 53613. 
1047665. 171442. 508516. 3548iltle 232295. 156108, 11955. 53613. 
10<\ZIO!le 17484,9. 501611. 354142. 232419, l567'Ze 11998. 53641. 
1048591. 118JU, 501897. 355076. 232130, 156597. 81&96. 5)515. 
1041147, 117676. 501634. 354141. 232295. 156701. 11955. ,,,u. 
1048184. 111951, 508691. 354985. 232295. 156108, 81955. 53613. 
1041032. 11'690. §07993. 35't317. u22q5, 156708. 819'5. ,,,u. 
l04t2624te 115lU. 507793. 15't286. 232 .. 19. 156792. 8.1998. 53641. 
lOltZlllle 1750)4. 501729. 3541"2. 232419. 156792. 81998. 53641. 
1047339. nno1. 508415. 35'11750. 2321tl'f. 156792. 81991. 53641. 
1041779. 714658. 5015)0. 354050 • 232515. 156851. 120,2. 53663. 
1048939. 178560. 501988. 3551 73. 231899. l!S6oit4le auu. 51521. 
1048095. Hl90J. 508724. 35't938. 232130. 156597. 81996. ,nn. 
1048532, 778185. 508788. 355082. 232130. l56S9l. 81896. 5J515. 
10<\J310• 115911. M>ICB3e 354473. 232130, 156591. 81896. '3575. 
1042912, 115542. 50ll84t. JS'tHZ. z,zz,,. 156701. 81955, S3613. 
1042535. 115261. 501819. 354238. 2.12295. 156708. 81'955. 5361 'J. 
1047681. 117528, soaszs. 3548"6. 232295. lS6708. 8l955, 53613. 
10,212,. l1'.816e 507620. 354147, 2)2419. 1'56792. 81998. 53641. 
1048611. 111369. 5C8901, nsoaz. 232130, 156597. 81896. 53515. 
1041169 • 111113. 50864). 35't841. 232295. 156108. 81955, 5161). 
1048206. 171994. 501108. 35it990a 232295. 156708. 81955. 53613, 
1043054. 11,121. 508002. 354382. 232295. 156708. 8195!. ,536l3. 
1042646. 175351, 507803. :H4291. 232.\19. 156792. 81998. 536'91. 
1042209. 115070. 507139. 351tl47. 232419, 156792. 11998. 53641. 
1041361. 111331. 508444, Hltl55. 2)2419. 156792. 81998. 53641. 
1041801. 174695, 501539. )5 .. 056. 232515, 156851. 82032. S3663. 
1oso511. JH835e IC9902e )55719. 231899. l561t4l. llai.5. 53521. 
10505U, 111110. 509182, )5!1699. 232130. 156597. 111••· 53575. 
1010179. 7H460e 50002, 355628. 232130. 156597. 81896. 53515. 
1045028. 111192, 508997. )'5020, 232130. 156591. au,,. 53575. 
10'1t4t620. 116817. 508798. )'4929. 232295. 156708. 819',, 5361). 
1044965. 1111n. 508977. 15 .. 999. 232295. 1'6·108. 81955, 5)61). 
1050115, 7791t04t. 509683. 35'5607. 232295. 156708. 81955. 5361]. 
1041t,11. n,1,z. 508718, J54901e 232419. 15&792• 81998. 53e."1. 
l0S051t8e 11H88, 5C919l• )55716. 211899. 1S61t'1tl• 81815, 53521. 
1050415. 179133. 509111, 355695. 232130. 1565,91. 81896, 53575. 
1050140. 719413, 509691. 355625, 232130. 156597, 11896. 53515. 
1044990. 711146. 508986. 355016. 232130. 156597. 81896. 53S7S. 
104 .. 512. 176111, 5081Bl, 351t925. 232295. 156108. 8tvn. 5S613. 
10.4926, 711091. 5,08966. J51t996. 232291, 156708. 81955. , .. 11. 
1050017. 179358. ,0,,12. 355604. 232295. 156JC8• 81955. ,,,u. 
104.511. 116716. 50ei.,. J54904, ZJ2'1tl9. 156792. 81998. 53641. 
1oso5a1. '14-836. 509908e 355,725. 231899. lS64"1. 81815. 53521. 
105052.C,. 119181. 509190, 355706. 232UO. 156597. 81896. 53515, 
1050173, "'""· so,;109. 355634. 232130, l565'91. 81896. 53575. 1045022. 111193. 509003. 3S5026e 232130, 156597. 81896. 51515. 
104461.\. 116818. 508104. 351t9)4. 232295. I 16108. 8191J5. 53613. 
l0<\4%6. 7Jl14'te 501985. J55006. 232295, 156701. 81955. 53613. 
10,011,. 719412. 509691. 355615. 2:S22'95. 156108. 81955. 536U. 
1044558. 116769. 501786. )5<\915. 232419. 156792. 81998. SJ61tl. 
105675 •• 784332, 513694. 358270. 231899, 1564 .. l. 81815. 53521, 
10567,.8. 18.\327. 513692. 358261. 232130. 156597. 81H6, 5)515. 
1056348. 10951, 5Uit95. 358119. 212130. 156591. 818~6. 53515, 
1051197. 781689. 512190, 351570. 232130. 156597. 81896. 53515. 
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TABLE XIV (Continued) 
IOI 44200220 10,011,. Hl314• 512590. 357479. 232295. 156108. 819,S. 53611. 
101 4z400220 1051188. 181615". Sl278J. 357568. 2)2295. 156708. 81955. 53613. 
IOJ Z44COZZO 1056340. 783952. 513493. 358176. 232295. 156708. 81955. 5)613. 
104 44400220 1050710• 18U09. 512588. 357477. 232419. 156792. 81998. '3641. 
105 22200202 IOS6l79e 114361. 5U704. 3!H215e 231899. 1!56441. 81815. S35ZI. 
106 22400202 10%170. 11'9364. 513101. 358273. z,zuo. 156591, 81896, 53515, 
101 24200202 105631&, 183993, 513505, 358184. 2JZUO, 156597, 11896, 5J515, 
108 42200202 1051219, 111726, 512199, 357575, ZJZIJO, 156597, 11896, 53515. 
109 442co202 1050811, 181351, 512600, 357•84, 232295, 156708, '"''· U6U. 110 42400202 10,1211. 181121, 512797, ,,.,,.,,. n22n. 156708, 81955, 53613, 
Ill 24400202 1056362, 183988, ,u,oz. 358181, 232295, 156108, .,.,,. 536l'J, 
llZ 44400202 1050803, 18Ultft, 5lZ59J. 3511t82. 232419. 1!56792. 81998. 536.\1. 
IIJ 21200022 1053682. l82Z52. 512154. 357097. 231899. U64Ue 8Ul5. 53.521. 
114 22400022 10'3620. l82205. 512139. 357086. 232130. 156591. 11896. '53SHe 
115 24200022 1053214. 181876. 511955. 3570°'· 232UO. lS6S9l. 81896. 53515. 
116 42200022 1048123. 1796C9e 511249. 356J98. 2321JO. 156597. 81196. 53575. 
111 44200022 1047715. 779234. 51L050. ,,.,01. 232295. 156708. 81955. sun. 
118 42400022 10480.1. 17'i562. 5UU,4e 356387. n2295. 156708. 81955. s,,u. 
ll9 24400022 1053212. 781130. 5119'\0. 356995. 2'2295. 156708. 81955. 53613. 
120 4411,00022 1047653. l1'9lB7e 511035. 356295. 232419. 156792. 81998. IJ.3641. 
Ill 22222200 1048905. 111528. 5C8tss. 355141. 232130. 156597. 81896. 53515. 
122 22422200 1048061. 111872. 508692. 354906. Z)Z29S. 156108. 81955. 53613. 
IZJ 24222200 1048498. 11815). 508156. 355050. 232295. 156108. 819~'5. 53613. 
124 42222200 101113346. 11'5886· 508050. J5't4it2. 232295. 156108. 11955. 53613. 
125 22242200 10it8579e 118331. 508814. 355050. 2JZZ9S. U6Joa. 81955. 53613. 
126 22••2200 1047735. 111681. 509611. 3548U. 232419. 156792. 81998. 53641. 
121 24z•2200 10it81Jl. 111962. 508675. 3S4959• 232419. 156192. 81998. 53641. 
128 42242200 101113020. 115695. 501949. 354351. 212419. 156792. 81998. 53641. 
129 22222020 1053012. 781679. 511192. 356638. 232130. 156597. 81896. 53515. 
uo 22•22020 1052161. l8l02J. Sl0928e 356403. 23229S. 156108. 81955~ 5J613o 
Ul 24222020 1052604. 181304. 51099Jo )56541. 232295. 156708. 81955. S3613. 
IJ2 •2222020 1047454. 719037. 510281. 355939. 232295. 156708. 81955. 53U3e 
133 22242020 1052685. 7U488. n1111. 3'6S47. 232295. 156708. 81955. 53613. 
u• 22.42020 1051140. 780832. Sl08't8e 356312. 232419. 1'6192. 81998. S364le 
us 2,242020 1052211. 181113. 510912. JS64'6e 232'419. lS6192. 81998. 53641. 
U6 422.,.2020 1041128. 7188"'· 5102:06. 3558'\le 2)2419. l56792. 81998. S36·U• 
131 22222002 1048891. 11u21. 508957. 355144. n2uo. 156597. 81896. 53515. 
ua 22,22002 1048041. 117865. 508693. 354909. ZJZZ95. 1S6708. 81955. 5361). 
U9 24222002 1048484. l18llt6. 508758. 355053. 2)2295. 156708. 81955. S3613e 
140 •2222002 1043333. ll58l9e 508052. 354445. 232295. 1 S6708e 81955. 53613. 
141 22242002 10,1566. 178330. 508816. 355053. 232295. 156708. 81955. 53613. 
142 22442002 1047721. 177614. 5086U. 354818. 232419. 156792. 81998. 53641. 
10 2•2•2002 lOo\8158. 177955. 508677. 354962. 232419. l56792. 81998. 536.\le 
14• 422•2002 10.3006. 115688. 50H7le 354354. 232419. 156792. 81998. 53641. 
10 22220220 1048886. 118505. 508960. 355157. 232130. l561J97. 81896. 53575. 
1'6 22420220 1048042. 1718't9. 508691. 354922. 212295. u,1oa. 8191JSe 536U. 
1'7 24220220 1048479. JJ8UO. 508761. 355066. 232295. 156108. 81955. 53613. 
148 ,2220220 l04UZ7. 115863. 508056. )54457. 232295. 156708. 81955. IJ36Ue 
149 222•0220 10485.o. nnu. soa8ao. 355066. 232295. 156708. 81955. 53613. 
uo 22•40220 1041115. 1116sa. 50861"· 354131. 232419. 156792. 81998. 53641. 
151 2"240220 1048152. 117939. 508680. ]5,.975. 212419. 156192. 81998. 53641. 
1S2 42240220 1043001. 175672. 507915. 354366. 232419. 156792. 81998. 536"1. 
IS3 22220202 1048908. 778542. $08970. 355162. 212130. 156597. 81896. 53515. 
154 22,20202 1048064. 171886. 508706. 354927. 232295. 156108. 8195S. 5361). 
us 21t220202 10.\8501. 178167. ,onn. 355011. 212295. 156708. 81955. SJ6U. 
156 "2220202 l0433't9. 115900. soao,5. )54463. 212295. 156708. 81955. 53613. 
IS7 22240ZC2 1048582. 1783·51. 508889. 355071. 232295. 156708. 81955. 53613. 
1S8 Z21tit0202 l0<\1738. 171695. 508626. 354836. 232419. l56792. 81998. 53641. 
159 2"24(202 lOlt8ll.\e 111916. 508690. 3Sit'i80e 2)2419. 156192. 81998. 53641. 
160 422402C2 1043021. l757C9. 507914. 354311. 232419. 1Sb792e 81998. 536"1· 
161 22220022 1048869. ll849b. 508959. 355159. 2321]0. 156597. 81896. 53575. 
162 22-\20022 1048025. 177839. 508695. 354923. 232295. 156108. 81955. 5361]. 
163 24220022 10<\8"62. 118120. 508160. 355061. 232295. 156108. 81955. 53613. 
164 42220022 1043311. 11585). !08054. 354459. 212295. 1561.08. 81955. 53613. 
165 22240022 104U,o\4e nuos. 508878. 355067. 2322•5. 156108. 81955. 53613. 
166 22440022 1047699. 117641. 508615. 354832. 23Z4l 9. 156792. 81998. 53641. 
161 2.\Z,.0022 l(),\8136. 111930. soa•H• 354916. 212419. 156792. 81998. 53641. 
168 422it0022 1042984. 175662. 507973. 354368. 212"19. 156792. 81998. 5)641. 
169 22202210 1050516. nun. 50'i1871. )55105. 2J21JO. 156597. 81896. S3575. 
110 22402220 1050453. lHlU. 509853. 35568<\e 21221iJi5. 156708. 81955. 53613. 
111 24202220 1050108. 119)95. 509674. 355614. 23Z295. 156708. 81955. 53613. 
112 4zzo2220 1044958. 111121. 508968. 155006. 232291). 1 '6708. 81955. 53613. 
17J 222022CZ 1050S49. 119818. S09890. 35511!5. 232130. 156597. 818':"'6. 53S1S. 
IH 22402202 1050492. 1H769e sc,812. 355695. 232295. 156108. 81'1!55. S36l le 
us 2•2-02202 l050lltl. 119443. 509691. )5S623. 212295. 156708. 81955. 5361 ). 
11• 422022C2 l01tit99l. 11'176. S08985e 355015. 2JZ295. I 56708. 8191JS. 53613. 
111 22200222 l0S6109e 181t)01t. 513615. 3S826l. 2321JO. 156597. 81896. 53575. 
178 22it002Z2 1056100. llitZ99e 513673. 358258. 232295. 156708. 81955. U613. 
11• 24200222 10S6301. 713929. 513416. 358110. 232295. 156708. 81955. 53613. 
180 •2200222 lOSl 149e 181662. ,12110. 357561. 232295. 156108. u,s,. S36Ue 
181 22222220 l0.tt8BJ5. 118464. 508926. 355127. 2)2295, 156108. 81955. 53bl 3. 
102 22422220 1047991. n11c8. 508663. 354892. 232419. 156192. B1998. 51641. 
1BJ 2•222220 1048428. 118089. 508727. JS5036. 232419. 156792. 81998. S36itle 
11• ltZ222220 1043216. 175822. SOIOZI. 354428. 2321tl9. U6792. 81'98. 5)641. 
185 22242220 1048510. 111211. 508845. 355036. 2Uitl9. 156792. 81998. 53641. 
186 2241t2220 1041665. 111611. 508582. 354801. 2J2515. 156851. 12012. 53663. 
181 24242220 1048102. 111898. 5086.6. 3S491t5. 23251!5. 156857. 82032. 53663. 
188 't2242220 1042950. 115631. 5079"1· 354336. 232515. 156851. 82032. 53663. 
189 22202222 1050478. 179754. 509d61. 3557COe 21229~ 156108. 819'5. 53613. 
190 22402222 1050422. llta701J. 5098it3e 3551.181, 232419. 156792. 8l'i198. 53641. 
1"1 242C2Z22 1050070. 11•379. 5,Q.9662. 355609. 232419. 156192. 81998. 516"1· 
192 42202222 l04't92le lTlllZ• 508957. 355001. 212419. 156792. 81998. 53641. 
"' 2221.2222 l0it8l'90. 718439. sca910. J5Sl20. 2JZ4l9. 156792. 81998. 5)64\. 194 22422222 lO't7946e nnn. 508641. 35,.394. 232515. l568S7. 82032. 53663. 
10 2•222222 1048JU. 11806•. 508711. )55028. zusu. 156857. 82012. 51663. 
196 42222222 lO't323Ze IJSJ9l. soaoos. 354't20. 2,z5,1s. 156857. 820)2. !5366]. 
101 222,2222 l0it8465. '1821t9. 508829. 3S502B. nzsu. 156857. 82032. 53663. 
198 22442222 1047620. 111592. 508566. )54793. 232592. 151909. 82059. 53681, 
199 242•2222 l0480Sl. 171813. 5086)0. 35,.937. 2325'2. 156909. 82059. 53681. 
zoo 4z2-.2222 1042905. 175606. 507924. l51t32'il. n2s•z. 1s,90,. 82059. 53681. 
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TABLE XV 
FEASIBLE DECISIONS AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
ONO OEC u ONO OfC cc ONO OEC cc ONO DEC cc 
l 0 O 0 3 0 0 0 0 2n. 82 0 ) l 3 2 0 0 0 l 169. 103 ) 0 C l 2 2 2 0 2C'1. , .. • l O 2 0 0 , 2 ... b'i. 2 OC300000 2!>S. 83 ) 0 3 ) 2 C O O 1126. 10, 0 3 3 D 2 2 2 0 2016. 1.0 0 3 0 0 2 2 2 0 1821. 
l 03000000 110. 8. C 0 C C 2 0 0 0 331. 105 3 0 J C 2 2 2 0 2033. 2'0 0 1 0 O 2 2 0 ; lbtn. • 30000000 l61. 85 C C C l 2 0 0 l 96). 100 0 l l 3 2 2 2 0 2H9. l.1t l 0 300~22 2 lll4o~. 
5 C03l0000 528. 80 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 2 9lt5. IOI 3 0 l 1 2 2 2 0 2306. 2•8 C 304200 0 118b. 
• 0301COOO 58l. 81 C l C 0 2 0 0 2 1000. 108 0 0 O O 2 2 2 0 . 1511. 2'9 n 10'9020 0 1~38. I JOOlCOOO s .. o. 88 l 0 0 C 2 0 0 2 9Sl. 109 0 O O l 2 2 2 2 2l'tl. 250 0 30•002 C I 152. • OJJOCCOO S6S. 89 0 0 l l 2 0 0 2 1218. IJC 0 0 3 0 2 2 2 2 2125. Bl C 30lt00C2 Ill•· • 30300000 s22. 90 0 3 C l 2 0 0 2 12H. I 11 0 3 0 0 2 2 2 2 2180. 2S2 C 10.2200 18tt"J. IO 03330000 831. 91 ) 0 Cl2002 1230. 172 3 0 C C 2 2 2 2 2111. 25) 0 3042020 loll. 
II 30330000 195. 92 0 l 302002 uss. 113 0 0 l 3 2 2 2 2 2398. 25• 0 30,2002 IS.5. 
12 00000000 o. 93 l C 302C02 1212. 114 0 3 0 3 2 2 2 2 24-5). 255 0 10.0220 2015. 
13 00030002 632. 9• 0 3 332002 1528. 175 l O O l 2 2 2 2 24tlO. 256 0 30.0202 1897. 
10 00300002 614. 95 3 0 332002 l48S. 116 0 l 3 0 2 2 2 2 205. 257 c,0.0022 Ull. 
15 03000002 669. 96 0 0 002002 690. 177 3030222 2 2392. 258 )0022000 901. 
10 30DOC002 626. 97 0 0 030220 11t,1. 118 0333222 2 2108. 259 30020ZOC 1253. 
11 00330002 887. 98 0 0 300220 1'35. 179 3033222 2 266S. 260 30020020 1001. 
18 03030002 • .-2. 99 C 3 000220 1490. 180 00002222 1810. 261 30020002 929. 
19 300)0002 ,,,. 100 l 0 000220 1447. 181 00022000 63'. 262 30002200 1281. 
20 03300002 92'. IOI 0 0 330220 1 JC8. 182 00020200 986. 263 30002020 lO'il'l. 
21 30300002 881. 102 0 3 Cl0220 1161. 183 00020020 900. 2 .. 1000200·2 951. 
ll OlJlC002 1191. 103 3 0 Cl0220 1120. 18' 00020002 662. 265 lC000220 144 J. 
2) 30330002 l l 54. 10• n l 300220 l lltS. 185 00002200 1014,. 266 30000202 1309. 
Z• ocoooooz H9. 105 J 0 300220 1102. 186 00002020 828. 261 30000022 ll,23. 
" C0030020 110. 106 0 3 330220 2018. 181 00002002 690. 261 30022200 158'. 20 00300020 152. 101 3 0 330220 1915. 188 00000220 1180. 269 30022020 1198. 
21 (3000020 801. 108 0 0 000220 1180. 189 00000202 10•2. 210 10022002 1260. 
28 300CC020 U4. 1(9 0 0 032020 1101. 1•0 00000022 8S6. 211 30020220 l l!,Q,. 
29 00330020 102s. 110 0 0 302C20 IOBJ. 1•1 00022200 1111. 212 30020202 1612. 
,c C3030020 1080. 111 0 3 002020 1111. 1•2 00022020 1131. 213 30020022 1426. 
31 300)0020 1031. 112 J 0 CC2C20 109S. 19) 00022002 993. 21'. 30002220 1110. 
12 03300020 l0b2. 113 0 0 332020 1356. 19• 00020220 1483. 215 30002202 1640. 
lJ J03COC20 1019. 114 0 3 032020 1'11. 195 00020202 1345. 216 30000222 1806. 
J4 03330020 1335. 11§ ) 0 C32020 1368. 196 00020022 111)9. 211 100,2000 ll•J. 
3§ l033002C 1292. 116 0 3 n 2 o 2 o 1393. 191 C0002220 lSll. 218 1C04C200 1495. 
3• 00000020 497. 111 3 0 0 2 0 2 0 1350. 198 00002202 1113. 219 30040020 1304. 
lJ 00030200 956. 118 0 J 3 2 0 2 0 1666. 199 00002022 1111. 280 100.0002 1111. 
38 OCJ00200 9311. 119 ) 0 332020 162). 200 00000222 1539. 281 100•2200 1826. ,. CJOOC200 993. 120 0 0 OC2020 828. 201 000,2000 816. 2'82 30042020 U,40. 
,o JOC00200 950. 121 0 0 C32200 1211. 202 ooc•o200 1228. 28) 30042002 l'i02. 
•1 003JC200 1211. 122 0 0 302200 1269. 203 000it0020 lOltZ. 28• 100,0220 1992. 
42 0303(200 1266. 123 0)(02200 l :u-c.. 20• 000 .. 0002 904. 28' 30040202 1854. 
0 3DOJCZOO 1223. 12' 10002200 1281. 20S coo42200 l5S9. 286 30(40022 1668. .. OllOC200 12 .. a. 125 00332200 is•2. 206 000.2020 un. 281 03322000 1199. 
'5 3030C200 1205. 126 OJC32200 1597. 2C1 00042002 1235. 288 03320200 1551. 
46 0313(200 1521. 121 30032200 1 ss ... 208 000.0220 112s. 289 03320020 1)65. ., J033C20C 108. 128 0))02200 1519. 209 000.0202 1587. 290 03320002 1221. 
•• C0000200 683 • 12" 30302200 1536. 210 000,0022 14Cl. 291 03322200 us2. •• C003C022 lU9. 130 03132200 18S2. 211 00322000 889. 292 03322020 169b. 50 00300022 1111. 131 30332200 1809. 212 00320200 l 241. ZSl 03322(102 1S58. 
~I Cl000022 1166. Ill 00002200 1014. 213 00320020 105>. 294 OJ32022C 2048. 
" 300C0022 1123. lH 00Cl0222 1812. 21' 00120002 9ll. 295 Ol3202C2 1910. " 00)10022 118'9. 134 00)00222 1794. 215 00322200 1512. 296 Ol32C022 l 124. .. CJOJOOZ2 lit 39. 11' OlC00222 1849. 216 00322020 1186. 291 0 l 1,2000 llt41. .. 3003(022 IJ'fb. 136 30(00222 18C6. 211 00320220 1738. 298 0 3 )(t0200 1 JSl. 
5b OJJOOOZ2 1'21. 131 00)30222 2061. 218 00)20202 lt>OO. 299 0 l 1,0020 lbOJ. 
57 JCJ00022 IJJ8. 138 01(30222 2122. 219 00320022 141'-• JOO 0 l 1,oor2 1469. 
s• 0 • 330022 lta94. l)Q )0(30222 2079. 220 003't2000 1131. JOI 0 l llt2ZOO 2124. 59 J ·O 110022 1651. HO 03100222 2 lOlt. 221 003"0200 1483. 302 0 l )'t2020 1938. 
60 COU00022 fl5b. 1,1 30300222 2061. 222 0031t0020 1297. 103 0 3 1,2002 1800. 
61 0003C202 Ul5. 142 01330222 2311. 223 00340002 us•. 10, 0 3 3't0220 2290. 
62 00300202 u·u. 10 303)0222 2:n1t. 22' 00)'t2200 1814. lOS 0 l 340202 2152. 
6) 0100(202 11s2. ••• OOC00222 11)39 .. 225 001,2020 1628. lOb 0)3't0022 \966. •• )0000202 uo• • 1,s 00(12022 1460. 226 00340220 1980. 301 30322000 1156. ., 00330202 IS10. 1•6 0C302022 14 .. 2. 221 001,0202 1842. 308 101202cc uoa. 
•• Ol01C202 162:5. I" 0)002022 l4QJ. 228 0031t0022 lb51b. Jo• 3032002 0 1 uz. 
41 3~03C202 1,12. I .. JOOC2022 l4S4e 229 01022000 941t. llO 3032000 l 118 •• 
•• 03)00202 lbOJ. • •• 0 0 3 3 2 0 2 2 111s. 230 03020200 12•u •• 111 3032220 0 l8l9. •• 10lOCZ02 1564 • 150 0 3 0 l 2 0 2 2 1110. 231 0)020020 1110. Jl2 10122r2 0 lbSJ. 
10 OlllC202 ltt80. 151 3 0 0 l 2 0 2 2 1121. 232 OJC20002 9U. HJ )032200 l 1515. 
II • 0)10202 1831. 152 0 3 3 0 2 0 2 2 I 152. 233 03002200 13,-. 11, 3C32022 C 2005'. 11 0 0000202 l0<1t2. 153 ) 0 C 2 0 , 2 1109. 21' 03002020 l 138. H5 )0320202 l8ttl. 
H n 00)2000 tr,04. 15' 0 ) l 2, 0 2 2 2025,. 215 03002002 1000. 316 30320022 lb&l. ,, C C > O 2 0 0 0 §8b. 15~ ) 0 l 2 0 2 2 1~82. 236 01000220 1490. )I J 101"2000 1198. 
15 ~ ) 0 0 2 0 0 0 b4le 156 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 1 u,. 231 0)000202 I 352. 118 101,0200 1150. ,. ) C 0 0 2 O O 0 S98. 151 000322 2 0 l J8-4i. 218 03000022 1166. 11• lC1•0020 15,6,.. 
11 0 0 ' I Z O O 0 ft'J(jl. 1~8 00,02220 116b. 219 0)022200 lb2J. )20 101,0002 1426. .. C ) 0 l l O O 0 ill-4i. 159 0)002220 1021. HC 03022020 1441. 321 10)42200 2081. ,. 3 0 0 l l O O 0 811. lbO JOC0l220 1118. 2'1 0)022002 110,. 322 103,2020 1aq,. 
HO n 3 O 2 0 0 0 8~6. IOI 00)12220 2Cl)9. 2'2 0)020220 l 19). 323 303,2002 1n,. 
•l l 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 8Sl. 162 OJC12220 20'9<11. 2') 03020202 10,,. lH 10340220 ll'tl. 
325 )0340202 ZlO'I. 
126 10)40022 1921. 
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computed by the DP program are shown in Table XVI. Table XVII then il-
lustrates the output of tracing the optimal decisions through the four 
stages and the resulting new network state at each stage. Stage number 
two has an optimal decision of 03322000 which corresponds to decision 
number 287. As indicated in Table XVIII, there are more optimal deci-
sions in this stage. This implies there exists alternative optimal de-
cisions for this stage. To find this alternative decision, one con-
siders the input state to stage two which is the new state, 42200000, in 
stage three as shown in Table XVII. Tracing this input state in Table 
XVI, one finds this corresponds to network number four. Tracing network 
number four to the second period decisions, one finds optimal decision 
numbers of 287 and 8. Therefore, decision number 8, which is 03300000 
as found in Table XV, provides the same cost as decision number 287, 
which is 03322000. This implies the network operators' cost savings 
from the construction of the two-lane roads built by decision number 
287 equals the cost for constructing the two two-lane roads. Since one 
has the same total costs for either decision, one would surely choose 
decision 287 since it would provide two additional two-lane roads at no 
extra cost. 
The optimal decisions in Table XVII dictate the following construe-
* tion policies: 1) in 1970, the optimal decision o4 = 30000000 corres-
ponds to the conversion of the two-lane road existing between Tulsa and 
Bartlesville (nodes 2-5) to a four-lane road. After a five year delay 
for construction lag time, one now has a new network state of 42200000; 
* 2) the optimal decision in stage three is o3 = 00000000 which implies 
one has no constructions during this 1975-1980 period; 3) but in 1980, 
* o2 = 03322000 which implies one converts the two-lane roads between nodes 
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OPTIMAL STAGE COSTS AND CORRESPONDING 
OPTIMAL DECISIONS 
IOTAL PERIOD C0STS1l,Z,J,4t PERIOD tl,2,J,4t DECISIO,.S---COL l • ONO, 
9154 .... 140!ZJt. 144.24). uinn. )Ol 0 0 9 0 0 • 0 
915767. 1405Jl?. 1"4t2""· 258 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 9'15)11, 14C5Jl6, ,,,.,a.,. 301 0 0 301 0 0 9 0 
975155, 1,0,,, •. 1446180, 211 0 0 287 8 0 12 0 
975110, 1405ZIJ, l4"-6IOJ, 211 0 0 211 0 0 2 0 ,,, .... 14105138, 14"-099, 181 0 0 229 12 0 12 0 
975822, 14052,,. 14461&5, 258 0 0 251 C 0 • 0 915116, 1405114, l41t5929, 181 0 0 181 0 0 12 0 ,,,,,. . 1405JCJ, l41t6124, 9 0 0 9 C 0 9 0 
919110. 140SZCJ, 1449950, • 0 0 • 0 0 4 0 975614, 1405012, 1'4)901, 9 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 
t;'H698, 1405115, , •• ,,11. 2 0 0 8 0 0 2 0 
975572, 140491~, 1-\45692, 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 C 
915608, 1•04911, "'''"'· 12 0 0 3 0 0 12 0 175584, 1,e .. ,2,. l445101t, 4 0 0 4 0 0 • 0 97540, 1404744, l•H548l, 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 
915733, 140SZ45, 14.6041, 9 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 915643, 14051CI, ,., .... , .... • 0 0 • 0 0 4 0 915601. 14049!0. l44518Z. • 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 975631. l4C49~3. l41t58Z5~ 2 0 0 • 0 0 8 0 975464• 1404166. u"''''· 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 915500. 1..0•121. l"4S614. IZ 0 0 ) 0 0 3 0 
915416. 1404111. v,•ssn. • 0 0 • 0 0 4 0 915305. 14045H, ,,.,.,,, .. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 
''''"'· l401J3JO. 1446155, • 0 0 • 0 0 9 0 91S7Z5• 14CSZ30. U4591l• • 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 
915619. 14050, •• 1441933. .. 0 0 9 0 0 • 0 
975113. lo\05142 •. 1445969. l 0 0 8 0 0 2 0 ,,,,.,. 14(4941. 1445724, 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 
9'H6i3. L4041it8. 14,ftSJlZ. IZ 0 0 3 0 0 12 0 ,,ss,,. 14C4955e 1445136. • 0 0 • 0 0 4 0 ,nu,. 1404111, l445SIS. 12 0 0 12 0 Q 12 0 ,,,,.,. 1405272. 1446011, • 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 ,,,.,,. 140,121. 1".5115. 4 0 0 • 0 0 4 0 ,,,,u. 1404917. 144,au. 9 0 0 9 C 0 • 0 
975641. L4050ZO. 1445156. 2 0 0 8 0 0 • C 
'""''· l4041'iJ. H45S•O• 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 Q 975514. 141104,848. 1445645. 12 0 0 3· 0 0 3 0 
9l5490e 111\0•UCS. ,,.,.,,oz. • 0 0 • 0 0 • Q ,,,11,. 1lt046Cle ... ,, ... 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 ,,,,21. 1405211. 1•••10,. • 0 0 • 0 0 9 0 975697. 1405118, 14"459JS• • 0 0 • 0 0 4 0 911J66'l • l40S04t=. lltlt5811. • 0 0 9 0 0 9 c· 9tS6IS• 1405089, 1445923. 2 0 0 8 0 0 2 C 
97'S59. 11to1ta,c. 144S611. 2 0 Q 2 0 0 2 0 
9'1559S. 1401t945. 1445121. 12 0 0 3 a 0 12 0 ,1,,11 . 140•9112, 1445690. • 0 0 • 0 0 • C 
'91!l421. llt04119. a..,5461. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 
915119. 1405219, llttWiOZ1. • 0 0 9 0 0 • 0 915629. 140501S. ,,,.sa,o. 4 0 0 • n 0 4 C 
1il5593. l4Clt924. l1t4Sl6l. • 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 ,,,.n. 1~961. l44S8IO. 2 0 0 • 0 0 8 C 
97'450. 141>\141. U45.5(tlt• 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 
915416. . 1,0.ran,. litlt5599. 12 a 0 ) C 0 3 0 
915462. 14047!3. lo\1t5S56. 4 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 915291. 1404\!C. 1'145JZJ. 12 0 0 12 0 Q 12 a 
9757~6. 1•0531•, llt4614Z. 9 0 0 • 0 Q 9 0 ,1,1u. 1405215. l1tltlff68. • 0 0 4 0 0 • C 91$616. 1'05083, l4it59ZO. 9 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 
915100. 1405120. llt45'156. 2 0 0 8 0 0 2 0 
915511t. 1404921, l41t511Z. 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 
971610. 1,c.9ez. 1445160. 12 0 0 J 0 0 12 0 
915516. 1404939, l4o\57Z4. • 0 0 • C 0 4 C 9154,.,. l4-0lt756. 1441500. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 n 
915115. 1409256. ,,.46060. • 0 0 9 0 0 • 0 115645. 1405113, 144>5163. 4 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 
975609. l4049U. lit"15801. • 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 
915633. l4050C1t. l44Sl4lt• 2 0 0 • 0 0 8 0 
975oWi6. 14()(,Jll. 14lt551'8. 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 
9754JOZ• 14048!!. 1445633. IZ 0 Q 3 0 0 ) 0 
915418. 140.790, 1445590, 4 0 0 .. 0 0 • 0 
9151Cl. 1404518. 1445351. 12 0 0 12 0 0 IZ r. 
,,,110. 1•0•12•. 1441189. 260 0 0 260 0 0 .. 0 
9174o\-S. 1401788. 1""8621. .. 0 0 .. 0 0 4 0 ,,n,,. 140''384. lo\-41268. 4 0 0 .. 0 0 • 0 
91671it. l406UJ, l44Ul6, 113 0 0 183 0 0 183 0 ,110,,. l40l2Z•, 14480,9. 12 0 0 12 0 Q 12 0 
977343. 140151!11. 1"48420. 12 0 0 3 0 0 12 Q 
97lJl9. 1407512, 1448383. • 0 0 4 0 0 • 0 ,1111•. 1401129. 1441160, 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 
916996. l40lJ65. 140014. 259 0 n • 0 0 • 0 
917411. 1401735. • ...... 3. • 0 0 • 0 0 • n ,nan. 1407332. 1441222. • Q n • 0 0 • 0 
916960. 1406719. 1447829. 182 C 0 182 0 0 12 C 
,1n10. 14011 H. l't48014. 12 0 Q 12 0 0 12 0 
9llJl5, 1401503, 1448115. 12 0 0 ) C 0 12 0 
4i11Z91. 1401460, llt48JJ8. 4 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 
977141• 1401216, 1448114. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 
911255, l407SU. 1448413. • 0 0 4 0 Q 4 Q 
91141t6. l40ll'U. , .. ,. .. , .. 4 0 0 4 0 0 • 0 
917195'. 1,ona2. 14482ft, 4 0 0 4 0 0 • 0 
,11u,. 1401425. 1441217. IZ 0 0 3 0 0 12 0 ,,, .. ,. l.\0122,. lit48062. 12 0 Q 12 0 0 12 Q 
917)44. l40HU. 14484.JO. 12 0 0 3 0 0 12 0 
911)20, 1401518. U49J9J. • 0 0 .. 0 0 • 0 
911111, 1,on,,. 1448169. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 
976644. 140HU, Ult 1905. 251 0 0 251 0 0 181 0 ,, ... ,. 1uo2s,. 14>50386. 181 0 0 111 0 0 181 0 
910211, l410t82. 14S07Jlt. 181 0 0 181 0 n Ill ·o 
916608. 1406441. 144111~· 181 0 0 181 0 0 181 0 
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TABLE XVI (Continued) 
101 442002 0 'i8l'tQ5. 14135 n. l't55285. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
102 424002 0 981780. 1.4139t.l. H55704. 12 0 0 ) 0 0 12 0 0 
10, 2 "1 4 0 0 2 0 91!11 lS-b. 1413918. 145S667. 4 0 0 4 0 0 • 0 0 
10• 44,.0022 0 981613. 1037]5. U'5544't. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
1''5 22200202 977109. l40l68C. 1448308. 269 0 0 76 0 0 76 0 0 
106 22400202 9804t34. llt1C'78'5. l4!Jl473. 192 0 0 192 0 0 84 0 0 
101 24200202 IJ40H6e lltlUCl. U51646e 192 0 0 192 0 0 84 0 0 
IOH 42200202 917073. 1406972. 1't48122. 192 0 0 192 0 0 84 0 0 
100 lt4200202 981511. l4136Ce. 1455318. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 a 0 
110 424'00202 981196. 1"'139S9. l45H37. 12 0 0 3 0 0 12 0 C 
111 24"00202 981112. l4U9st. l',55700. 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 C 
112 441t00202 981629. ,,unz. 1455477. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
113 22200022 971295. 1.ft09335. HS0899e 268 262 0 • 0 0 4 0 0 
114 22-\00022 97'1652. l•UlO~i. l4S2593e • 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 ~ 
11' 24200022 q794i100. 1"10681. 1'152224. 4 C 0 4 0 C 4 0 C 
II• 42200022 977259. )408582. l4S07l3e 191 185 0 132 185 0 12 0 0 
Ill 41t200022 979304. 1410§25. l4S20l5. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
110 42400022 979550. 1410854il. U52384e 12 0 0 3 0 0 12 C 0 
11• 21t400022 979526. 1410816. U5Z348. 4 0 0 4 0 0 • 0 C 
120 """oonz2 979)8). 1410632. 1452124. 12 0 0 12 n 0 12 0 C 
121 22222200 976291. llt06013. llto\6800. 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 
122 2242220C 9H550. 14091!0. 1449767. 12 0 0 12 n 0 12 0 C 
12) 24222200 '974)162. 1<10152. 1450113. 12 0 0 12 C 0 12 0 0 
124 4l222200 976119. 1'05917. Ult6S9l. 12 0 0 12 0 n 12 0 0 
12, 2l242200 ,,,.u,. l"C59lC. 1<'·46708. 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 C C 
l2o 214.,2200 979(,'t,Z. l4C96CO. lo\49660. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 n 
127 24242200 97'9152. IH0022. lo\50007. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
12" 42242200 97«.(80. 14.o,1e1. Ult61t84. IZ 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
129 .22222020 976'92.ft. l't061t!. 1448016. 40 0 0 40 0 C •• 0 0 
130 ?2422020 980183. lltl01t20• l450it9). 48 0 0 48 0 0 .. 0 C 
lH 1•22202e 910495. 100842. 100841. 48 0 0 48 0 0 48 C 
1)2 4l222020 916f22. l4066C7. 144731 l. 48 0 0 .. 0 0 48 0 0 
IH 22242(20 916856. l40661t1. 14.,192'9. 40 0 0 40 0 0 48 0 0 
134 221t42C20 980075. lltlCZJO. 1450.360. 48 0 0 48 0 0 48 0 0 
IH 24242020 980)16. lltl0t~3. U50707. 48 0 0 •• 0 0 48 0 e 
I 36 't2242C20 976713. 140.lt57. l4•Ul84. 48 0 0 48 0 0 48 0 n 
131 22222002 976281. 1406061. 14 .. 792. 4 0 0 4 0 0 • 0 C 
118 22422002 9HS•O• 1"109718. l41t9100. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
n• 24222002 91902. 14l014C. 1450106. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
I.., 42222002 9761 n. l4Ct•c,. 141t6584. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
141 22242002 9762:ll. lo\05'958. 1 .... ,100. • n 0 4 0 n 4 0 0 
141 2Zlt42002 97943·2. 1409see. 14 .. 9653. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
14) 1't-24Z002 97914). 14100-U,. l't50000. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
lH 42242002 9l6ClO. l«.05115. l't46417. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 ... 22220220 91ozn. 1406041. 1444115. 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 C 0 
146 22420220 419537. l't09701t. l4o\9lS2. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
147 2422022C li17'848. 1UOU7. 1450099. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
l4i 42220220 . 91'6175. 14058U. 1446576. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 ... 2221t02ZO 9l6ZLO. 1401945. 1'tlt669). • 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 
1'" 224't0220 979<fal7. 1 .. 0,sn. 1449645. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 • 
ISi 24240220 919139. l4C99~6. 1'49991. 12 0 0 12 n 0 12 0 C 
IS2 224022C 97.066. 1405161. 1446469. 12 0 0 12 C 0 12 0 0 
1'1 2220202 97629). 1406084. 14 .. 6818. 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 n e 
I >4 12420202 9l95S3. llt09741. lo\ .. 9185. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 C C 
155 2422~202 9H86it. l410H4. l4S01Sl. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 t•• 42220202 9761'1. uo,,2e. 1446609. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
I 51 2221t0202 'H6l25. 1405982. 1446726. 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 
1s• 221tltC-202 979ltltit. 1409611. 1449679. 12 0 0 12 C 0 12 0 0 
1,;q 24.Zo\0202 q,191,s. 1410013. 1450025. 12 0 0 12 0 • 12 0 0 
161' 42240202 916082. l't057Ci8. , ..... ,so,. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
••• ,2220022 91626-6. l4060?2. llto\6713. • 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 
1•2 22420022 979U5. lo\0,688. l4 .. 9140. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
I bl ZltZ.20022 971836. 1410111. litSOOll• 12 0 0 lZ 0 n 12 n 0 , .. ift.lZlOOll 916l6lt. l40S8l6. U46S64. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 ,., 7.221t0022 976199. 1405929. 1446680.. • 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 C 
16" ZZ•1tOC22 9194"16,. 1409He. 144943). 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 .. , 2,.240022 979128. l40~98l. 1449980. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
16• 4221t0022 9160S4. u,0,1""'· llt't6457. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 ,,.,., 22202220 976871. 1406165. 140947. 261 0 0 280 0 0 4 0 0 
l 7C 22't02220 980130. 1410422. litS0527. 184 0 0 204 0 0 184 0 0 
'" 242C2220 ,,0 .... 2. 1•0084!5. 1450815. 184 0 0 204 0 0 184 0 0 11> 42202220 976t69. l4066C'-• 1447JS2. 184 0 0 204 0 0 184 0 0 
lh 22l02202 971009. l4069C8. U-48058. 260 0 0 260 0 0 4 0 0 
174 i!.1402202 ,ao-2,a. 1410560. 141061>5. 183 0 0 Z03 0 0 183 0 V 
17' 24202202 980S80. 14 lOta,. 101013. 183 0 0 203 C 0 183 0 C 
11• it210Z202 06907. l"06ftt7. Ult14•0• 183 0 0 203 0 0 183 0 r 
177 22200222 9168.ftl. , .. 067)7. 1448055. 258 0 0 277 0 0 181 0 C 
11• 2l400222 980102. 14l0lCJ4. 1410499. 181 0 0 201 0 0 181 0 0 
179 24100222 9804llt. 1410.117. 145084 ,. 181 0 0 201 0 0 181 0 0 
lffO 42200222 9761.U. 1406581- 14411H. 181 0 0 201 0 0 181 0 0 
1•1 22222220 916406. llt061U. 1446901. 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 
IS2 22422220 979624. 140820. 14.,9854. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
183 24222220 9799)6. 1410241. usozo1. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
1•• 42222Z20 916262. 1406007. l41t66l8. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
us 22242220 f'i16Z9l, 1406041. "'"6768. 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 
1"6 22442220 9'r94-88. l4C96~2. 144971 l. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
187 l4242220 979100. 1410015. 1"50058. 12 0 0 IZ 0 0 12 0 C 
188 42242220 976126. 14-05839. 1446515. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 • ••• 22202222 971'579. 1407941. lit•USZO. 4 0 • 4 0 0 4 0 C 
190 2240Z222 '181)57. 1412•t•. 1452542. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
191 24202222 9811Cl. 141l9U. 102119. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
t•2 42202212 977435. uon1:J. 1448591. 12 0 0 12 0 0 l2 0 0 
103 22222222 ''""98. l 4063C3, l447001. • n 0 • 0 0 4 0 0 
1•4 22422222 9'H688. 1409913. 144994). 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
19S 24222222 9800N). 1410)36. l't'SOZ90. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
196 . 22222Z2 01021. 1406101. l't44768. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 " 0 197 2 2242221 976361. 1'iO&l2l. 1446838. • 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 
19. 2 2442222 979533. l 1t09ll8. U49773. 12 0 0 12 C 0 12 0 C 
19• 24242222 919845. 1410141. 100121. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 C 
200 ~2242222 ~, .. .,,. l40S9C6. l44!tS98. 12 0 0 12 0 0 12 0 0 
TABLE XVII 
OPTIMAL STAGE DECISION POLICIES 
STAGE NUMBER• 4 
OPTIMAL DECISION• 3 0 0 0 0 Q O 0 
DECISION NUMBER• 4 
OPTIMAL COST • 1337571. 
NEW STATE• 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
STATE NUMBER• 4 
STAGE NUMBER• 3 
OPTIMAL DECISION• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DECISION NUMBER• 12 
· OPTIMAL COST • 1446180. 
NEW STATE• 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
STATE NUMBER• 4 
STAGE NUMBER• 2 
OPTIMAL DECISION• 0 3 3 2 2 0 0 0 
DECISICN NUMBER •2B7 
OPTIMAL COST= 1405359. 
THERE ARE HORE OPTIMAL DECISIONS IN THIS STAGE 
NEW STATE• 4 4 4 2 2 0 0 0 
STATE NUMBER• 16 
STAGE NUMBER• l 
OPTIMAL DECISION• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DECISION NUMBER• 12 
OPTIMAL COST• 975441. 
NEW STATE• 4 4 4 2 2 0 0 0 
STATE NUMBER• 16 
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2-50 and 9-12 to four-lane roads. In addition, one constructs two new 
two-lane roads interconnecting nodes 4-33 and 17-46; 4) then in 1985 
* the optimal decision is D1 = 00000000 which corresponds to the do noth-
ing decision. This produced an output state of ~l = 44422000. These 
optimal decisions provide the minimum cost construction scheme for the 
budget limitations shown in Table XVIII. These optimal decisions mini-
mize the sum of operators' costs, maintenance costs, and construction 






PERIOD BUDGET LIMITATIONS 
1970 1975 
$ 500 $ 800 
1980 1985 
$1200 $2000 
A change in the interest rate from seven percent to four percent 
resulted in the following decision policies: 1) in 1970, the optimal 
* decision D4 = 30000000 corresponds to converting the link between nodes 
2-5 into a four-lane road. The optimal cost was $1,896,952; 2) in 
* 1975, one changes the input state of 42200000 by D3 = 00300000 to give a 
resulting output state of 42400000. In other words, one converts the 
two-lane road connecting nodes 9-12 into a four-lane road. The optimal 
cost at this stage is $1,888,062; 3) at stage 2 (1980), the optimal 
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* decision, o2, is 03042000 with a corresponding optimal cost of 
$1,689,274. Thus, one would convert the road between nodes 2-50 into a 
four-lane, build a new four-lane road between nodes 4-33, and build a 
new two-lane betweeen nodes 17-46; 4) in the final stage, 1985, the 
* optimal decision is o1 = 00000000. The optimal cost is $1,088,798 and 
the final network output state is 4442000. As noted in stage one in 
Table XVII, the final output state was 44422000; therefore, the interest 
rate for discounting monies does play an important role in the resulting 
output decisions. 
Reversing the budget constraints such that period 1, 2, 3, and 4 
budgets are 500, 800, 1200, and 2000 also changed the optimal decisions. 
While using an interest rate of seven percent the optimal stage deci-
* sions and output states were the following: 1) in 1970, o4 = 30000000 
and ~4 = 42200000; 2) in stage 3, 1975, o; = 00000000 and ~3 = 42200000; 
3) while in stage 2, 1980, o; = 00300000 and ~2 = 42400000; 4) in 1985, 
o; = 00000000 and ~l = 42400000. This compares to the corresponding 
output in stage one in Table XVII of 44422000. 
From these brief sensitivity runs, one would conclude that the 
last three roads, which connect nodes 19-44, 28-37, and 42-44, will 
need a major perturbation before they will be constructed. Also, the 
sensitivity due to the interest rate appears very reasonable because 
the smaller the discounting rate becomes the more monies provided for 
investing or building new roads. This is precisely what happens in the 
above examples. The major changes in the budget restrictions produced 
reasonably optimal decisions. 
In essence, these two examples serve to illustrate the application 
of the regional planning model presented in this dissertation. The 
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dynamic program required only 82k storage during the execution phase of 
the 53-node problem. The time requirements for the IBM 360 Model 65 
Central Processor Unit (CPU) are shown in Table XIX. The total costs 
for the 23 runs of program 1 and program 2 and one run of the DP pro-
gram are given. After seeing the total cost of $189.67 for the solution 
of the road investment problem, which includes 200 states and 326 deci-
sions to be considered at the stages of the DP optimization, it reveals 
the minimum cost requirements for the implementation of this planning 
process. The ability of the BPR programs to handle large networks, up 
to 8,170 nodes with eight connectors per node, makes the method even 
more attractive. The DP program could handle from 600 to 800 input 
states and 1000 decisions with very few restrictions on computer storage 
requirements. Since the BPR programs are being utilized by several 
statewide planning agencies, the implementation of this regional plan-
ning method would require only small efforts to incorporate the three 
programs, FMTLKVOL, NTOPCOST, and DP, which have already been interfaced 
in this research. 
This regional planning method for road investments has the charac-
teristics of being application oriented, requires minimum computational 
times, requires only small efforts for implementation, and has the abil-
ity to plan road investments on a regional (statewide) basis. Smaller 
regions within a state should be elementary for this planning method. 
The ability of this planning method to cope with very large networks, a 
large number of alternative decisions, and a large number of feasible 
network states, while using relatively small amounts of computer times, 
distinguishes this regional planning method for road investments from 










IBM 360 MODEL 65 CENTRAL PROCESSOR TIME REQUIREMENTS 
FOR 53-NODE PROBLEM 
CPU Time Required Approximate Costs 
(Approximate) Including Printing 
1.67 minutes $ 29.90 (23 runs) 
4.95 minutes $129.80 (23 runs) 
2.67 minutes $ 29. 97 (one run) 
9.29 minutes $189.67 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Sununary. A method by which regional road investments can be 
justified without major biasing from political inputs has been pre-
sented. The purpose of this planning method is to order the priorities 
for new constructions. Because priorities change with time, it is felt 
that reapplication of this planning method very five years would be 
necessary. The subsequent planning periods would start with the net-
work obtained in the first period of the first planning process and 
would continue for n stages with new alternatives. The requisite for 
reapplication is supported by the fact that more accurate data would be 
available for the generation of trips for the nearest planning periods. 
The primary reason for limiting the total planning period to twenty 
years was based upon the inaccuracies of trip generation estimates be-
yond that length of time. This planning method minimizes an objective 
function formulated as the sum of operators' costs, construction costs, 
and maintenance costs over a twenty year planning period. The optimal 
investment plan provides a network that satisfies the demands placed on 
it by the travelers and concomitantly minimizes the total costs encom-
passed by the objective function. 
Although the objective function is not unique, any weighted combi-
nation of the operators' costs, construction costs, and maintenance 
costs could be implemented with only minor changes in the calculation 
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procedure. The computer programs have been designed to use this partic-
ular objective function; however, the basic structure of the model would 
not change with the addition of an entirely new objective function. 
As the review of literature progressed, it became very apparent 
that previous studies in considering alternative road investments over 
multiple-time periods were not desirable in most practical applications. 
Previous models were limited in scope by either considering less than 
ten nodes or less than five investment alternatives within a given net-
work. Another severe limitation which has been characteristic of past 
modeling efforts has been the lack of planning on a multiple-time period 
basis. These static-type models are very inappropriate since the ser-
vice functions of new and old roads within a given network extends over 
a time frame of many years. The ability to cope with dependencies among 
decisions made in different time periods is a trait that should be part 
of any regional road investment model. In general, all previous region-
al road investment models having the scope and capabilities of the model 
presented in Chapter III, either requires an excess of computer time for 
computations or is not easily implemented with current techniques. 
Knowledge of the deficiencies of previous modeling efforts had led 
to the development of an integrated fonnulation for planning regional 
road investments. This integration has transpired from previous methods 
for solving the traffic generation, the traffic distribution, the traf-
fic assignment, and the limited work on the road investment problem. 
These techniques made possible a marriage of Bergendahl's (4) basic ap-
proach with the BPR programs to achieve a practical model which may be 
implemented with only minor efforts by most highway planning agencies. 
The BPR programs have been generated for studying large network 
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problems while minimizing computational times required by the computer. 
The BPR programs pennit a network to be constructed with a maximum of 
8,170 nodes while using a maximum of eight link connections on each 
node or 16,362 nodes while using four or less link connections on each 
node. The BPR programs are very efficient as noted in Chapter V and 
have been employed mainly because of their distinctive features for the 
solution of the traffic generation, the traffic distribution, and the 
traffic assignment problems. 
The utilization of these programs has been expanded for the con-
sideration of multiple-time periods. The BPR programs were interfaced 
with two computer programs to provide a network operators' cost for 
each specified time period. The first program, FMTLKVOL, has been de-
signed to convert the link volwnes on a given spiderweb network into a 
Fortran readable fonn and to assign a sequencing index to each link in 
the network. The second program, NTOPCOST, perfonns the computations 
necessary to find a network operators' cost by summing the products of 
link travelers' costs and link volumes over the entire set of links 
within a specified network. The NTOPCOST and FMTLKVOL programs were 
coupled with the BPR programs to ascertain the network operators' costs 
for the constitutent time periods in the dynamic programming fonnula-
tion. These costs are essential inputs for the road investment problem. 
This coupling of the above programs comprises the first portion of the 
regional planning model developed in Chapter III. 
The final part of the model makes use of dynamic programming for 
the solution of the road investment problem. Construction costs were 
postulated for every feasible decision considered for investing in new 
roads. Maintenance costs for each network state were assumed different 
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for each time period contained in the dynamic program. The duration of 
one time period was assumed to be five years. This was intuitively 
pleasing when considering the time delay necessary for the construction 
of new intercity roads; however, any reasonable length of time may be 
assumed for the duration of a time period without affecting the general 
modeling efforts employed by this planning method. The dynamic program 
solution technique as described in Chapter III was then applied to min-
imize the sum of construction costs, maintenance costs, and network op-
erators' costs over multiple-time periods. The type of optimization 
problem encountered in this road investment problem is a serial-type 
problem with one fixed and one free end point. The fixed end point is 
the road network which exists today. The solution procedure normally 
begins at the free end point and progresses toward the fixed end point. 
The planning model developed in this thesis has been implemented 
to illustrate the ease of considering a large number of network nodes, 
a large number of link connections, a large number of decisions or con-
struction policies, and a large number of feasible network states. 
6.2 Conclusions. The primary objective of the research reported 
in this dissertation was to develop an improved application oriented 
method for planning the construction of new roads on a regional, inter-
city, or statewide basis. Some of the important characteristics of 
this planning method which disti:nguishes it from previous methods are 
as follows: 
1. The method was designed to use basic techniques already avail-
able to most statewide planning agencies; e.g., the BPR programs for 
solving the traffic generation, the traffic distribution, and the traf-
fic assignment problems. 
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2. The planning method is application oriented and may be imple-
mented with small effort by any statewide highway planning agency. 
3. The model is capable of handling a very large network, a large 
number of specified construction policies, and a large number of speci-
fied network states. 
4. This planning model allows for maintenance costs to change be-
tween periods. This is analogous to the deterioration of existing roads 
within a given network over the duration of one time period. 
S. The decision for constructing new roads occurs at the beginning 
of a time period while the actual use of the new roads is assumed to 
occur five years later. The intent of this assumption is to improve the 
correlation between a mathematical modeling procedure and the existing 
real world situation. 
6. Two ties between optimal decisions that lead to the same total 
objective function cost is denoted by the dynamic program output. In 
certain cases, the trade-offs between these optimal decisions can be 
very useful for the decision maker. 
7. Budget limitations on construction decisions for each period 
are woven into the solution procedures. 
8. The optimal decision policies are traced back through each 
stage of the problem to provide the optimal decision and minimum accumu-
lated cost for the individual stages. 
9. All monies are discounted to their present worth value for ap-
propriate cost comparisons at one point in time. 
10. The total required computer time for this planning method is 
very small and should make this planning model very attractive for 
practical applications. 
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The numbers postulated for the maintenance costs, construction 
costs, link operators' costs, and personal income projections may not 
be realistic; nevertheless, they do serve to demonstrate the regional 
planning method for highway investments over multiple-time periods. 
Prior to the implementation of this method which depends on the BPR 
programs, one must become familiar with each of these programs and rea-
lize their limitations. But regardless of their limitations, it can be 
concluded that a practical application oriented technique for planning 
the construction of new roads on a regional basis has been developed. 
6.3 Recommendations for Further Study, There are a number of de-
sirable investigations and extensions related to this research that 
should be considered. Some of the more important are: 1) testing the 
model with actual data being employed; 2) consider implementation of 
this method when assuming that trips are a random variable and may be 
formulated through a probability distribution; 3) modify the dynamic 
progranuning to include a lower limit on the budgetary constraints for 
new constructions. This modification would be imposed to force the ex-
penditure of a certain percentage of each period budget; 4) consider 
the transfer of unused budgetary monies to the next planning period. 
This would ultimately reduce the constraints imposed by part of the 
period budgets; 5) perform several sensitivity analyses on the DP pro-
gram to include period budgets, link costs, link volumes, maintenance 
costs, and interest rate sensitivities. It has been noted that the op-
timal decisions did indeed change when the interest rate was reduced. 
The most logical approach for continued efforts in this area is the 
testing of the model with real world input data. The incorporation of 
of real data will provide a meaningful sensitivity analysis. 
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APPENDIX A 
MATHEMATICAL ,DESCRIPTIONS OF TRAFFIC DISTRIBlITION t.l>DELS 
A.1 The Fratar Model. A mathematical representation 0£ the . 
Fratar Model which has been programmed and described by the BPR refer-












Tij (k+l) = (T .. kF.k)F.k 1J J 1 
n 
I T. "k . 1 1J . 
1= 
trips between i and j for iteration k 
given trips when k = 1); 
destination (column) factor j; 
origin (row) factor i; 
final desired total for destination j; 
final desired total for origin; 
origin zone number, i=l,2, ••• ,n; 







n = nwnber of zones; 
k = iteration nwnber, k=l,2, •.• ,m; and 
m = nwnber of iterations. 
It is evident that the computation of 
T. 'k F k' lJ n 
j = 1,2, ••• ,n 
must occur before Fik can be obtained. Equation (A.1.1) represents a 
two-step programming process. The application of this process to all 
origin zones represents one iteration. 
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A.2 The Intervening Opportunities Model. The theory of the Inter-
vening Opportunities Model was first published in 1960 by Morton 
Schneider as an appendix to an article entitled "Panel Discussion of 
Inter-Area Travel Fonnulas" in Highway Research Board Bulletin 253. 
The infonnation concerning this model has been taken directly from the 
Bureau of Public Roads, General Infonnation and Introduction to System/ 
360 (31). 
The Intervening Opportunities Model asswnes that the trip inter-
change between an origin and a destination zone is equal to the total 
trips emanating from the origin multiplied by the probability that each 
trip origin will find an acceptable tenninal at the destination. This 
is expressed as follows: 
where: 
T .. = 0. P(D.) 
lJ 1 J 
(A. 2 .1) 
T .. = the trips between origin zone i and destination zone j; 
lJ 
0. = the total trip origins produced at zone i; 
1 
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= the total trip destinations attracted to zone j; 
the probability that each trip origin at i will find des-
tination j an acceptable terminal. 
P(D.), the probability that each trip origin at i will find desti-
J 
nation j an acceptable terminal, is expressed as a function of D., which 
J 
is the total trip destinations attracted to zone j. D. is used because 
J 
the model assumes that two zonal characteristics determine the proba-
bility that a destination will be acceptable. They are the size of the 
destination and the order in which it is encountered as trips proceed 
away from the origin. 
P(D.) may also be expressed as the difference between the proba-
J 
bility that the trip origins at i will find a suitable terminal in one 
of all destinations, ordered by closeness to i, up to and including j, 
and the probability that they will find a suitable terminal in all des-
tinations up to but excluding j. Thus: 
where: 
(A.2.2) 
A= the sum of all destinations for zones between, in terms of 
closeness, i and j and including j; 
\ 
B = the sum of all destinations for zones between i and j but 
excluding j. 
Note that 
A= B + A. (A.2.3) 
J 
It is then possible to formulate the function P. The probability 
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that a trip will terminate within some volume of destination points is 
equal to the product of two probabilities. These are (a) the probabil-
ity that this volume contains an acceptable destination and (b) the 
probability that an acceptable destination closer to the origin of the 
trip has not been found. This may be expressed in differentials as 
follows: 
dP = (1-P) LdV (A.2.4) 
where: 
P = P(V) 
and where: 
V = volume of destination points (destination trip ends) 
within which the probability of a successful terminal 
is to be calculated; 
L = the probability density (probability per destination) 
of destination acceptability at the point of considera-
tion. 
Assuming L to be constant, the solution to Equation (A.2.4) is: 
-LV P = 1-ke (A.2.5) 
where: 
k = the constant of integration; 
e = the constant base of natural logarithms, 2.71828 .... 
It can be shown that k=l since P must be zero when Vis zero. Equation 
(A.2.5) thus becomes: 
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P(V) = 1-e-LV (A.2.6) 
The function thus derived for P(V) may be substituted into Equation 
(A.2.2) thus: 
( -LB -LA) T .. = 0. e -e 
1J 1 
(A. 2. 7) 
Equation (A.2.7) is the standard formulation of the Intervening 
Opportunities Model and is the one used by the BPR programs. The form-
ulation requires that destination zones be ordered according to their 
nearness in time to the origin being considered. Thus, in the program, 
destinations are in sequence according to the contents of the skim tree 
associated with the origin. A skim tree is a sequence of records con-
taining only the travel times between each pair of zones. This data is 
obtained during the tree building process. 
Equation (A.2.7) is also of interest in that, unlike the Fratar 
and Gravity Model formulas, it is not insisted that the full number of 
trip origins be utilized. It is also significant that T .. represents 
1J 
a curvilinear function of L which may obtain a maximum value, 
Since the model is based upon the distribution of trip origins, an 
iterative technique similar to that employed in the Gravity Model is 
used to cause calculated destination (column) totals to approach the 
desired values. After each iteration adjusted destination totals are 
calculated by the following formula: 
where: 
D. 
= J D 
cj (k-l) j (k-1) 
(A.2.8) 
Djk = the adjusted destination total for destination zone 
(column) j, iteration k, Djk = D. when k = 1; 
J 
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cjk = the actual destination (column) total for zone j' itera-
tion k; 
k = the iteration number, k = 1, 2, ... ,m; 
m = the number of iterations. 
These adjusted destination totals are those to be employed in the next 
iteration of the model. 
A.3 The Gravity Model. Since an Intuitive Gravity Model formula-
tion has been presented in Chapter III, the author felt a more detailed 
description and formulation of the "Standard Gravity Model" should be 
presented. Again, the information concerning this more complex Gravity 
Model has been taken directly from the BPR reference (31). 
The Gravity Model formulation is based upon the hypothesis that 
the trips produced at an origin and attracted to a destination are di-
rectly proportional to the total trip production at the origin, the 
total trip attraction at the destination, a calibrating term, and pos-
sibly a socio-economic adjustment factor. This relationship may be ex-
pressed as follows: 
T .. ex: P.A.F .. K .. 
lJ l J lJ lJ 
(A. 3.1) 
where: 
T .. = trips produced at i and attracted at j ; lJ 
P. = total trip production at i; l 
A. = total trip attraction at j; 
J 
F .. = calibration term for interchange ij; lJ 
K .. 
lJ = socio-economic adjustment factor for interchange ij; 
i = an origin zone number, i = 1,2, •.. ,n; and 
n = number of zones. 
These terms will b~ further amplified below since they are basic to 
t:-,_~4:,,.._ 
much of what follows. ~...,;, r 
From the Gravity Model formulation four separate parameters are 
required before the trip interchanges (T .. ) can be computed. Two of 
1J 
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the basic parameters, the number of trips "produced" (P.) and the num-
1 
ber of trips "attracted" (A.) by each traffic zone in the study area, 
J 
are related to the use of the land and to the socio-economic character-
istics of the people who make trips. 
The Gravity Model distributes trips from production zone to attrac-
tion zone, while the other travel models in use distribute trips from 
origin zone to destination zone. To demonstrate the production and at-
traction definition, it is first necessary to class all trips as home 
based or nonhome based. Home based trips always have one end at the 
residence of the trip maker. Nonhome based trips have neither end at 
the residence of the trip maker. 
Home based trips are always produced by the zone of residence of 
the trip maker whether the trip begins or ends in that zone. Home 
based trips are always attracted at the nonresidential end of the trip. 
Nonhome based trips are always produced by the zone of origin and 
attracted by the zone of destination. 
The spatial separation between zones can be measured by one of 
several parameters. To date, the most effective measure seems to be 
travel time. 
The total travel time between zones is the sum of the minimum path 
driving time between zones plus the terminal times at both ends of the 
trip. Terminal times are added in order to allow for differences in 
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parking and walking times in these zones, as caused by differences in 
congestion and parking facilities. This provides a more realistic 
measure of the actual spatial separation (in time) between zones as it 
is likely to influence automobile drivers in their decisions as to 
places to work, shop, etc. Terminal times are normally only considered 
in urban trip distribution and not intercity trip distribution. 
The minimum path driving time between each pair of zones is ob-
tained by the traffic assignment process. The traffic assignment pro-
cess works with data showing the distance and travel speed over major 
routes of the transportation system. These data are used in preference 
to the trip times reported in the 0-D home interview survey because 
people tend to report travel time to the nearest 15 minutes even when 
asked to specify time to the nearest minute. 
Terminal times on the other hand, can be obtained from data on 
average walking distances, which are generally available from parking 
surveys. They can also be estimated by personal judgement. A reason-
able estimate of the terminal time is better than omitting it complete-
ly. 
Intrazonal driving times, the average driving times of those trips 
that start and end within the same zone, must also be estimated. Termi-
nal times are added to intrazonal driving time to arrive at intrazonal 
travel time. 
Travel time factors (F .. ) express the effect that spatial separa-
iJ 
tion exerts on trip interchange. They indicate the impedance to inter-
zonal travel due to spatial separation between zones. In effect, these 
factors measure the probability of tripmaking at each one-minute incre-
ment of travel time. 
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Today's travel time factors are usually asst.D11ed to remain the same 
into the future. The validity of this assumption has never been defi-
nitely proven, but evidence from studies of work trip travel patterns 
in Baltimore for the time period between 1926, 1946, and 1958, indicates 
that there is some basis for making this assumption. 
The remaining input to the Gravity Model formula reflects the ef-
fect on travel patterns of social and economic characteristics of par-
ticular zones or portions of the study area. These are represented by 
the zone-to-zone adjustment factor (K .. ). These factors reflect the 
1J 
effects on travel patterns of social and economic characteristic which 
are not otherwise accounted for in the use of the model. If found to 
be necessary, they must be quantitatively related to socio-economic 
characteristics of the particular zones to which they apply. It is 
necessary to relate the adjustment factors to characteristics of the 
zones so that they may be forecast as a function of the socio-economic 
conditions estimated for the future land use plan. Although the gravity 
model provides for these adjustments very few cities have found it 
necessary to use them. 
Relationship (A.3.1) may be written as an equation by introducing 
a constant term, C, as follows: 
T .. = CP.A.F .. K .. 
1J 1 J 1J 1J 
(A. 3. 2) 
A value for constant C for any origin zone i, C., may be established 
l. 
when it is specified that the sum of all T .. s for origin i must be 
l.J 























(C.P.A.F .. K .. ) 
l. l. J l.J l.J 
(A.F .. K .. ), i = 
J l.J l.J 
1,2, .•. ,n 
1 i 1,2, ..• ,n , = n 
l (A.F .. K .. ) 
j=l J l.J l.J 
P.A.F . . K .. 
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T .. l. J l.J l.J i 1,2, ... ,n (A.3.3) = = 
l.J n 
l (A.F .. K .. ) 
j=l J l.J l.J 
which is the Standard Gravity Model fonnula. 
The calibrating tenn, F .. , is generally found to be an inverse ex-
l.J 
ponential function of impedance. However, it is not obligated to take 
that particular fonn. This elasticity is, perhaps, one of the major 
strengths of the model. 
When all trip interchanges have been computed according to Equation. 
(A.3.3), production (row) totals will be correct due to the structure 
of Equation (A.3.3), the Gravity Model fonnula. However, attraction 
(column) totals will not necessarily match their desired values. An 
iterative procedure is employed to refine calculated interchanges until 
actual attraction totals closely match the desired results. 
After each iteration, adjusted attraction factors are calculated 





Ajk = adjusted attraction factor for attraction zone (column) j, 
iteration k. Ajk = Aj when k=l; 
Cjk = actual attraction (column) total for zone j, iteration k; 
A.= desired attraction total for attraction zone (column) j; 
J 
j = attraction zone number, j = 1,2, ... ,n; 
n = number of zones; 
k = iteration number, k = 1,2, ... ,m; and 
m = number of iterations. 
In each iteration, the Gravity Model formula is applied to calculate 
zonal trip interchanges using the adjusted attraction factors obtained 
from the preceding iteration. In practice, the Gravity Model formula 
thus becomes: 
P.A.kF . . K .. 
1 J 1J 1J 
n 
l (A.kF .. K .. ) 
j=l J 1J 1J 
(A.3.5) 
p 
where T .. k is the trip interchange between i and j for iteration k and 
1J 
= A. when k=l. 
J 
Subscript j goes through one complete cycle every 
time k changes, and i goes through one complete cycle every time j 
changes. Formula (A.3.5) is enclosed in brackets which are subscripted 
p to indicate that the complete process is completed for each trip 
purpose. It is equivalent to placing a subscript p on every variable 
in Equation (A.3.5). 
The calibration term, F .. , is usually a function of trip time. 
l.J 
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Its usage is generalized, however, by using a table rather than a form-
ula to obtain values for F ... The user thus supplies a table of F-
1J 
factors (friction factors) for each trip purpose. Individual values 
are related to increments of trip time. Skim trees are supplied by the. 
user to indicate interzonal travel times. lbe F-factor chosen for each 
interchange is thus a function of the trip time for that interchange. 
It is quite evident, however, that the F-table supplied by the 
user for a particular trip purpose could easily represent something 
other than a continuous inverse exponential function, It is equally 
evident that the contents of the skim trees supplied by the user could 
reflect some other measures of impedance than time alone. This feature 
of the model makes it a very general technique. 
lbe usual procedure, having chosen an appropriate measure of im-
pedance, is to calibrate to base year data. An assumed set of F-factors 
is adjusted until a satisfactory approximation results. A detailed 
discussion of the calibration procedure can be found in the BPR docu-
mentation (31). 
The adjustment term, K . . , unlike the F-factor, is supplied only to 
l.J 
interchange ij. If none is supplied by the user, K .. = 1 is assumed by 
lJ 
the program. K-factors should be resorted to only when a few extreme 
socio-economic variations can be distinguished. They are usually de-
veloped and applied to the aggregate. 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS AND SAMPLE OUTPUTS 
B.1 Program 1. This program executed the programs BLDSPWB, 
FMTSPWB, and BLDSPTR. A listing of the execution cards and data cards 
for the 53-node problem is shown in Table XX. Disk data sets were 
employed to save the spiderweb and the spider trees found by the pro-
grams BLDSPWB and BLDSPTR. 
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TABLE XX 
LISTING OF PROGRAM 1 
//CHAP l JOB ~l0652,441-40~6462,1,,,9001,3t,•L 
//JCeLIB CO Ol~P•OLO, 
II O~N~osu.ACTl0652.CHAP 
//STEPOl EXEC PGM•Bl0SPWB,TIME•C,10t,REGION=301< 
//OPl'.TIIPE 00 SYSOUT=A 
//NWRCOO DO OISP2 CLO, 
II O~N=0SU.ACT10652.SPNET 
//SYSIII. DC • 
PAR,53,53,8,0 
GC 
1537 2447 OKLA CITY 
2 1625 24CJ2 TULSA 
3 1488 2387 LAWTON 
4 1517 2''.ill ENID 
5 1625 2534 BARTLESVILLE 
6 1564 2530 PONCA CITY 
7 l66C 2466 l"USKOGEE 
e 1514 2380 DUNCAN 
9 1560 2358 ARD"10RE 
10 1565 2492 STILLWATER 
11 1572 2437 SHAWNEE 
12 1555 2399 PAULS VALLEY 
13 1436 2390 ALTUS 
14 U:85 2544 MIAMI 
15 lt:25 2458 OKMULGEE 
16 1636 2410 MCALESTER 
17 1585 2399 ADA 
1e 14 32 2513 WOODWARD 
1 c; 1702 2418 POTEAU 
20 1514 2418 CHICKASHA 
21 14CJ6 2419 ANADARKO 
22 1457 2451 Cl INTON 
23 1471 2539 ALVA 
24 1431 2443 Ell< C ITV 
25 1586 2432 SFMJNOLE 
2t 1662 25C6 PRYOR 
27 168<; 23'.!9 IDABEL 
28 1457 2434 CORDELL 
zc; l6Cl 2344 DURANT 
30 168 l 2480 TAHLEQUAH 
3l 1645 2506 CLAREMORE 
32 ,1453 2373 FREDERICK 
33 1543 2475 GliTHRI E 
34 1573 2464 CHANDLER 
3~ 14.52 2418 HOIIART 
3t 1487 2475 WATONGA 
37 1515 2475 KINGFISHER 
3E 166.'i 2528 VINITA 
3c; 1690 2446 SALL I SAW 
40 15 1H 2503 PERRY 
41 l65e 2481 WAGONER 
42 1600 2420 HOLDENVILLF 
43 1650 2347 HUGO 
44 16 lt: 2'.Hl ATOKA 
45 1569 23.81 SULPHER 
46 1580 2352 MADILL 
47 1646 2532 NOWATA 
4f 1580 2,;09 PAWNEE 
4c; 1426 2408 MANGUM 
50 1650 2448 CHECOTAH 
'j 1 1605 2443 OKEMAH 
52 1495 2371 ._Al TERS 





TABLE XX (Continued) 
I 11 12 20 22 33 34 37 
2 5 7 15 31 34 41 48 50 
3 II 12 13 20 21 32 35 52 
4 6 111 23 33 36 37 40 
5 6 31 47 48 
6 10 23 40 48 
7 15 30 39 41 50 
e 9 12 20 45 52 
9 12 45 46 52 
lC 15 33 34 40 411 
11 12 17 25 34 51 
12 17 20 45 
13 32 35 49 53 
14 30 38 47 
15 16 34 41 50 51 
16 17 19 27 42 43 44 50 
17 25 42 44 45 
te 22 23 24 36 
1 c; 27 39 "3 5C 
20 21 37 
21 22 28 35 36 37 
n 23 2't 28 36 
2'! 36 
2't 28 35 't9 53 
25 35 42 51 
26 30 H 38 "1 47 
27 "3 
28 35 37 
2c; "3 't4 46 
3C 39 41 
31 38 41 4 7 
32 35 52 








lt2 44 50 51 
":! lt4 






//STEPC2 EXEC PGMaFMTSPWll,TIME•C,10t,REGION•20K 
. //CP~T4PE CD SYSOUT•A 
J/NWRCCI DD OISPaCLD, 
II OSN ... OSU.AC T 10652. SPNET 
//STFP03 EXEC PGM•BLDSPTR,TIMEal,lOl,REGION2 25K 
//OP~T4PE CO CUMMY 
//NWRCOI OD OISPaCLO, 
II OSNa0SU.ACTl0652.SPNET 
//PATHSO CO CISP•DLO, 
II OSN•0SU.ACT10652.TREES 





B.2 FMI'SPWB Output. The sample output as shown in Table XXI is 
the standard output for this BPR program. The A node and each B node 
connected to the A node is provided for every node in the network. For 
example, in row 1 of Table XXI, node 1 is connected to node 11, 12, 20, 
22, 33, 34, and 37. Also provided in the output of the FMTSPWB program 
is the link impedance, the link distance, the speed on this link, and 
the x-y coordinates of the A node. 
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B.3 FMTSPTR Program. The program FMTSPTR execution cards and 
data cards are shown in Table XXII. This is a typical execution setup 
for this program. 
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TABLE XXII 
FORMAT SPIDER TREES (FMTSPTR) PROGRAM 
// JOB 110652,441-40-6462,1,,,9001,3),'L D CHAPMAN' 
//STEP4 EXEC PGM=FMTSPTR,TIME=(,10),REGION•SOK 
//OPNTAPE OD SYSOUT=A 
//PATHSI DO DISP=OLO, 
II 0SN=OSU.ACT10652.TREES 
//SYSIN OD* 
C 53 53 8 




B.4. FMTSPTR Output. Tables XXIII, XXIV, XXV, and XXVI are the 
typical outputs from the FMTSPTR program as shown in Appendix B.3. 
Tables XXIII, XXIV, XXV, and XXVI are the tree outputs for nodes 1, 2, 
40, and 53, respectively. 
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TABLE XXIII 
FMTSPTR OUTPlIT FOR NODE 1 
21 16 
TREE FROM NOOE CONTINUED IN TRACE 16 
2 34 HOME 28 21 
CONTINUEO IN TRACE 21 
3 20 HO"f 2q 46 45 12 
4 n H0'4E CCNTINUED IN TAACE q 
5 48 10 33 t0'4E 30 7 
CC"T INUEO IN TA ACE l 
6 40 33 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 5 31 CCNTI NUED IN TRACE 14 
7 15 34 n 3 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 2 CCIH INUED IN TRACE 3 
8 20 33 CCIITI 1,iUED IN TIIACE 5 
CCIITI NUEO IN TRACE 3 
34 CONTINUED IN TRACE 2 
9 12 H0'4E 
35 21 
10 cna INUEO IN TRACE 5 CONTINUED IN TRACE Zl 
11 HCl'E 36 CONTINUED IN TRACE 18 
12 CONTINUED IN TRACE q 37 CC"TI NUEO IN TRACE 4 
13 3 38 CONTINUED IN TRACE 14 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 3 
3q 50 51 11 
14 38 3l 2 CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 11 
CCNTINUED IN TA ACE 2 
40 CONTINUED IN TRACE 6 
15 CONTINUEO IN TRACE 7 
41 15 
16 42 25 11 CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 1 
CCI\TINUED IN TRACE 11 
42 CONTINUED IN TRACE 16 
17 I I 
CCt,TINUFD IN TRACE 11 43 44 17 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 17 
1e 36 37 
CONT I NUED IN TRACE 4 44 CONTINUEll IN TRACE 43 
19 16 45 CCI\ TI IIUEO IN TRACE 2q 
CONTINUEO IN TRAC£ 16 
46 CONTI NUFD IN TRACE 29 
20 CONT INUEO IN TRAC( 3 
47 31 
21 20 CONTINUED IN TRACE 14 
CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 3 
48 CONTINUED IN TRACE 5 
22 1'0'4E 4q 35 
23 4 CCNTI NUEO IN TRACE 35 
CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 4 
50 CONTINUEll IN TRACI: 3q 
24 22 
CCNT INUEI) IN TRACE 22 51 CCt,TINUED IN TRACE 3q 
25 CCNTI t,UFO IN TAACE · 16 52 3 
CCNTINUFO IN TRACE 3 
26 31 
CCNT INUFO IN TRACE 14 53 4', 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 4q 
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TABLE XXIV 
FMTSPTR OUTPUT FOR NODE 2 
CC ... TII\UEO IN TRACE 14 
TREE FIICI' NOOE 2 
27 16 
!4 HOME CCNT INUEO IN TRACE 16 
3 20 1 28 n 33 34 
CCNT INUEO IN TRACE CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 1 
4 40 48 HOME 29 44 16 
CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 16 
5 t'C~E 
30 41 HOME 
6 48 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 4 31 CCl'iTINUEO IN TRACE 14 
7 HCME n 3 
cc...r INUEO IN TRACE 3 
8 12 ll 34 
CONTINUED IN TRACE !3 CCII Tl I..UED IN TRACE 28 
II 45 17 42 51 15 HOME !4 CONTINUED IN TRACE 
lC 48 35 21 
CONTINIJEO IN TRACE 4 CONTINUED IN TRACE 21 
ll CONTINUED IN TRACE 8 36 37 
CCNTIIIUEO IN TRACE 28 
12 CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 8 
37 CONTINUED IN TRACE 28 
13 3 
C(IITINUEO IN TRACf 3 38 CCNTINUfO IN TRACE 14 
14 38 31 HO~f !9 CCIITJNUEO IN TRACE 19 
15 CCNTINUFO IN TRACF 9 40 CONTINUED IN TRACE 4 
lt 15 41 CCNTINUEO IN TRACE 30 
CONTINUED IN TIUCE 9 
42 CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 9 
17 CCNTINUEO IN TRACE 9 
43 16 
1e 4 CCNTINUEO IN TIIACE 16 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 4 
44 CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 29 
19 39 1 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 1 45 CCNTINUEO IN TRACE 9 
20 CONTINUED IN TIIACE 3 46 45 
CCNT INUEO' IN TRACE 9 
21 20 
CONTI NUEll IN TRACE 3 47 31 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 14 
22 1 
CCNT INIJEO IN TflACE 48 CCII TINUEO IN TRACE 4 
2l 4 4<; 35 
CCIIT INUEO IN TRACf .. CONTINUED IN TRACE 35 
24 22 50 l<Cl'E 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 22 ~, CCNTI NUED IN TRACE 9 
2o; 'H 
CCNT I NllErl IN TRACE 9 52 3 
CCNTI NUEO IN TRACE 3 
26 H 
53 49 
CCl'.TIIIUED IN TRACE 49 
llS 
TABLE XXV 
FMTSPTR OUTPUT FOR NODE 40 
CCNTINUEO IN TRACE 22 
TREE FROM NOOF too 25 11 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 11 
33 l'OME 
26 3l 2 
2 4@ HC"E CONTINUED IN TRACE 2 
3 20 l 27 16 
CCI\T INUEO IN TRACE CCNT INUEO IN TRACE lb 
,, HC~E 28 CONTI NUEO IN TRACE l3 
5 48 2'1 lob 45 12 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 2 CCNTINUEO IN TRACE 9 
6 I-CME 30 "1 2 
CCNTINUEO IN TRACE 2 
l 2 
CONTINUED IN TRACF 2 !l CCNTI I\UEO IN TRACE 26 
8 20 32 ] 
CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 3 CCNTINUEO IN TRACE ' 
'I 12 l 33 CONTINUED IN TRACE 
CCNTINUEO IN TRACE 
34 CONTINUED IN TRACE ll 
10 HOME 
35 CCNTI NUED IN TRACE 13 
ll 34 10 
CONTINUFO IN TRACE 10 3b- CONTINUED IN TRACE 22 
12 CONTINUED IN TRACE 9 37 CCIH INUEO IN TRACE 13 
l3 3S 28 37 HOME 3e 47 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 14 
14 41 5 
CCNT INUEO IN TRACE o; 39 50 
CONTINUED IN TRACE l9 
l5 lC 
CONTINUED IN TRACE lO 4 l CONTINUED IN TRACE 30 
lb l '5 42 25 
CONTI NUEO IN TRACE IS CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 25 
17 11 43 44 l7 
CCNTINUEO IN TRACE ll CCNTINUED IN TRACE 17 
18 4 41o CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 43 
CCI\T INUEO IN TRACE 4 
lt5 CCNTINUEO IN TRACE 29 
l9 SC IS 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 15 t,t, CCl'iTI I\UfO IN TRACE 29 
20 CCI\T INUEO IN TRACE 3 "7 CONTINUED IN TRACE l't 
21 37 48 CCNTINUEO IN TRACE 2 
CONTINUF.O IN TRACE ll 
t,<; 35 
22 31> H CCNTINUED IN TRACF 13 
CONTINUFO IN TRACE 13 
50 CCNTINUEO IN TRACE l9 
23 ,. 
COIT 11\UFO IN TIIACE .. 5l 34 
COIT INUED 11'-l TRACE ll 
24 22 
52 'J 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 3 
53 49 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 49 
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TABLE XXVI 
FMI'SPTR OUTPUT FOR NODE 53 
25 CCNTIM}ED IN TIOCE 7 
TREE FROM NOCE 53 26 31 2 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 2 
20 21 35 4'1 HOME 
27 43 2'1 46 q 
2 34 l CONTINUED IN TRACE 
q 
CO.TINUED IN TRACE 
28 CONTINUED IN TRACE 5 
3 l3 HCME 
2'1 CCNTI NUED IN TRACE 27 
4 36 22 24 HOME ~o 7 
5 48 40 37 28 35 CCNTINUED IN TRACE 7 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 
31 CCII Tl IIUED IN TRACE 26 
6 4 
CCIITINUEO IN TRACE 4 32 l3 
CCI\T INUEO IN TRACE 3 
7 15 51 25 35 
CCIITINUED IN TRACf n CCNTI NUED IN TRACE 10 
e 3 3', CONTINUED IN TRACE 2 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 3 
35 CCNTINUEO IN TRACE 1 
q 8 
CONTINUED IN TRACE 8 36 CCNTI NUED IN TRACE 4 
lD H 37 37 CONTINUED IN TRACE 5 
CCNTINUED lN TRACE 5 
38' 31 
ll l CONTINUED IN TRACE 26 
CCNTINUEO IN TRACE 1 3'1 50 51 
12 1 CONTl"IJED IN TRACE 7 
(.ONTI NUEO IN TRACE 3 
40 CONTINUED IN TRACE 5 
13 CONTINUED IN TRACE ) 
41 15 
14 47 5 CONTINUED IN TRACE 7 
CCI\T INUED IN TRACE 5 
42 25 
15 CCIITINUEO IN TRACE 7 CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 7 
16 17 12 43 CONTINUED IN TRACE 27 
CCNTINUED IN TRACE 12 
44 45 8 
17 CCl',TII\UEO IN TRACE 16 CONTINUED IN TRACE 8 
18 24 45 CONT INUEO· IN TRACE 44 
CO.il INUED IN TRACE 4 46 CCllill"UEO IN TRACE 27 
I 'l 16 
CONTI NUEO IN TRACE 16 "7 CONTINUED IN TRACE 14 
20 CCNTINUEO IN TRACE 48 CCl',TINUEO IN TRACE 5 
21 CONTINUED IN TRACE 4<; CCl'\11 NUED IN TRACE 
22 CONTINUED IN TRI.Cf 4 50 CONTINUED IN TRACE 3'1 
23 22 51 CCNTINUED IN TRACE 7 
CCNT INllFO IN TIIACE 4 
!2 u 
24 CONTI NIJEO IN TRACE 4 CCNT INUrn IN TRACE 32 
FMTSPTR 107/31/691 CO~PLETf. 
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8.5 BLOTT Program. In Table XXVII is the program listing for the 
BLDTI' program. This program computes the two-way trips between each 
pair of nodes for a given network and writes an output that is compata-
ble with the LDSPWB program. The Intuitive Gravity Model in Equation 
(3,2.1) has been used in this program. The program will read trip table 
entries directly from data cards and fonnat the proper input require-
ments for the LDSPWB program. 
TABLE XXVII 
BUILD TRIP TABLE (BLOTT) LISTING 
IIBLCTT JOB 110652,441-40-6462,1,,,9001,31,'L D CHAPMAN' 
II EXEC FORTGCLG,REGION.GC=89K 
//FOPT.SVSIN DD• 











GO TO C 12,60,711 ,JKL 
12 WRITEC6, 131 
1~ FOPMATC/llX,'GRAVITY MODEL USED TO GENERATE TRIP TABLE'I 
WRITE 16,201 
20 FOP~H llH ,4HNODE,2X,81-'LATITUOE,2X,9HLONGITUDE,2X,l8HPERS0NAL INC 
#OME MS) 
CO 3C KK=l,N 
PEADC5,251 NC,DLAT,CLAT,OLON,OLON,EP,101,102 
25 FORMAT C15,4X,F2.0,1X,F2.0,5X,F3.0,1X,F2.0,2X,Fl2.4,33X,2A41 
WRITEC6,35INO,OLAT,OLAT,DLON,OLON,EP,ID1,1D2 
35 FOP~ATClH ,13,5X,F3.0,1X,F3.0,5X,F3.0,1X,F3.0,5X,F9.1,BX,2A41 
DOLAT = OLATl60.0 
AIKKI = CLAT + DOLAT 
AR(KK) = A(KKl*3.l4159/180.0 
DOLON = OLON/60.0 
A(KK) = DLON + DOLON 
BR(KKI = BIKK)*3.l4159/180.0 
OIKKI = EP 
t-1\ CKK I = NO 
IDF.NlC KK I-= If)l 
IOEN2IKKl=I02 
30 CONTINUE 
CO 50 1=1,N 
A I = AR C I I 
fl I = BR I 11 
DO 50 J=l,1 
IFCI-JI 40,45,40 
40 CONTINUE 




GO TO 46 
45 CONTINUE 





ro s1 J=2,N 
~1 sc11~sc11+Fct,JI 
K=N-1 




DO 52 J=L,N 
52 S(l):SflJ+FCl,Jt 
'1:(-1 




00 54 J=l,MM 
TABLE XXVII (Continued) 
54 SINl=S(Nl+FCJ,NI 
IF(NOTTO.EQ.11 GO TO 55 
55 00 120 1=1,N 
00 115 J=l, I 




600 FORMAT( 1 11 ,1X,20161 
WRITEl6,6001 CJ,J=l,201 
00 800 1=1,53 
750 ._RITEl6,701 I I,(FCl,J) ,J=l,20) 
701 FORMATII3,20F6.0I 
800 CONTINUE 
ll = 21 
l2 = 40 
DO 890 11=1,2 
._RITEl6,6001 CJ,J=ll,L21 
DO 850 I=l,53 
WRITEl6,70ll 1,IFll,Jl,J=ll,l21 
e5C CONTINUE 
ll = 41 




00 150 I=l,N 
K= l 













200 FORMAT(////lX,'BUILO TRIP TABLE CCMPLETE 1 ) 
GO TO 64 
6C PEADC5,62l((Fll,JJ,J•l,N),1=1,NI 
62 FORMAT(8Fl0,0I 
WRITE(6 1 631 
63 FORMATl//lX 1 1 TRIP TABLE HAS BEEN READ DIRECTLY FROM DATA CARDS') 
6t C:O TO 140 
71 DO 75 1=1,1\ 
on 75 J=l,N 
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72 FORMATC//lX,•ALL TRIPS MULTIPLIED BY TRPMU 1 1 
WRITEl6,731 TRPMU 
73 FORMATC//lOX, 1 TRPMU"' 1 ,Fl0.31 
IFINOTTO.EQ.l) GO TO 74 
CALL OUTPUT 
7't GO TO 140 




LOGICAL MAU2,MAU3 1 MAU4,MAV1,MAV2,MAV3,MAV4 
COMMCN NR,N,NP,NNC 601,IDENlC 60l,IDEN21 601,Nl,N2,Ml,H2,Gl,G2, 
# Al,A2,Dl60,60),Fll60,601,F2160,60),P1C601,P2160), 
I Sl(60J,S2160J,Wl(601,W2(601 
DIMENSION TAC201 1 UA2C60,60J,UA3(60,601,UA4(60,60l,VA1C601, 
#VA2C60l,VA31601,VA41601,FHTNllOl,FHTAllOl,HAS(lOI 
EQUIVALENCE CUA2,0J,CUA3,Fll,IUA4,F21,IVA1,Pl,VA2,VA3,VA41 
nATA FHTN/ 1 (4X,','13 ,•,•2x,•,• •,•x,•,•101',•F•,• 12.•,•4•,•11•1 
CATA FMTA/'11X,','2A4,',' •,• •,•x,•,•1oc •,•F•,• 12.•,•4•,•11•1 
DATA HAS/ 1 2 1 , 1 14 1 ,'26', 1 38 1 , 1 50 1 , 1 62 1 , 1 74 1 , 1 86 1 , 1 98 1 , 1 110'/ 
CATA HAB, HAl, HA2, HA4/ 1 1 , 1 1','2', 1 41 / 
DATA HD, HFl, HF2, HPl, HP2, HWl, HW2, HS1, HS2, HE, HF 
#/ •0 1 ,•F1 1 ,•F2 1 ,•Pt• ,•P2•,•w1•,•w2•,•s1•,•s2•,•e 1 ,•F 1 / 
l FORMAT(' 1 I 
2FORPIHC'0 1 1 
3 FOR MA TC '- I) 
'l FOIHUT('l't 




IFINAT.LE.OIGO TO 140 
rm 139 IA=l,NAT 
READ (5,131 ITACJAl,JA=l,201 







15 FORMAT 15X, 1 PROGRAM CONSTANTS:• I 
WRITE 16,161 NR,N,NP 
16 FORMHl 1 -•,1ox,•RuN•,13,•;•,1s,• Nooes;•15,• PRIMARY NOOES'I 
WRITE (6,171 HAl,Gl,"1,Nl,Al 
17 FORMATl'- 1 ,lOX,'EQUATION 1 ,Al,t: G= 1 ,El5.8,', M=•, 1':i,', N='l':i, 
# 1 ,A: 1 ,F5.2) 
JFCLAR.LE.OIGO TO 180 









210 00 214 IA=l,~ 








GO TO 225 
215 00 219 IA=l,N 
VA21IA,=Wl( IAI 





GO TO 225 







TABLE XXVII (Continued) 















00 890 JAC=l,JAC2 
FMTNl41::HAS11) 










IFIJAR.GT.CNP+9)/10) GO TO 700 
WRITEl6,4ll JAR,JAC,NR 
41 FOR"'ATl'lPAGE •,t2,',',I2,5X, 1 RUN 1 ,l3L 
WRITE (6,421 HAUl,HAVl 




TABLE XXVII (Continued) 
43 FORMATl2X,A2,3X,A2,2X,1012X,2A4,2X) 
kRITE(b,43) HAU4,HAV4 
00 589 KAR=KARl,KAR? 
WRITEl6,2) 
IF(f'AU21GO TO 525 
WRITEt6,FMTNI NN(KARl,(UA2(KAR,KACl,KAC=KAC1,KAC21 
GO TO 530 
~2! WRITE 16,FMl~JNNCKARI 
53C IF(MAU31 GO TO 535 
WRITEl6,FMTAI IOENl(KARJ,IOEN2(KARl,(UA3(KAR,KAC),KAC=KACl,KAC2) 
GO TO 540 
535 WRJTE(6,FMTA)IOEN1(KAR),IOEN21KAR) 
540 JF(MAU4IGO TO 545 
WRITEl6,FMTAIHAV,HAe,lUA4(KAR,KACl,KAC=KACl,KAC2) 
GO TO 550 
54!: kR ITE (6 ,11 
55C COtHINUE 
sec; COltlT INUE 
59c; CONTINUE 
lOC WRITEl6,4l) JAC,JAC,NR 














DO 889 KAR=KAC1,KAC2 
l<A=KA+l 
KARPl=KAR+l 







IFl~AVll GO 10 815 
WRITEl6,FMTAI HAB,HAB,VAl(KAR) 
GO TO 820 
8 1 IS WR I TE I 6 , l ) 
820 GO TO (821,822,823,824),LAMZ 
821 kRITE(6,FMTNINNIKAR),VA2(KAR),(UA21KAR,KACl,KAC=KARPl,KAC2) 
GO TO 830 
822 FMT~l4)=HASCKA+ll 
kRITEl6,FMTN)NNIKAR),(UA21KAR,KAC),KACaKARPl,KAC21 
FMTN I 4 )=HAS (KA I 
GO TC 830 
82~ WRITE(n,FMTN)NN(KAR),VA21KARI 
GO TO 830 
824 WRITf(6,FMTN)~NIKAR) 
83C GO TOIS31,A32,e33,834) 1 LAM3 
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TABLE XXVII (Continued) 
e31 WRITE(6,FMTA)IDENl(KAR),IDEN2(KAR),VA3(KARI, 
# (UA3(KAR,KACt, KAC = KARPl, KAC21 




GO TO 840 
833 WRITE(6,FMTA)IOEN11KARl,IOEN2(KARl,VA3(KARI 
GO TO 840 
834 WRITEC6,FMTA) IDE~l(KARl,1DEN2CKARI 
840 GO TO (84l,842,B43,8441,LAM4 
841 WRITE(6~FMTAIHAB,HAB,VA4(KARl,IUA4(KAR,KACJ,KAC=KARP1,KAC21 
GO TO 850 
842 FMTAl4J=HAS(l<A+ll 
WRITE(6 1 FMTAIHAB,HAB,(UA4(KAR,KACl,KAC=KARP1,KAC21 
FMTA(4l=HAS(KAI 
GO TO 850 
84? WRITEC6,FMTAI HAB,HAB,VA4(KARI 
GO TO 850 






DO c;oo K=l,NROW 
CJOO WR IT E ( 6, 1 I 
RETURN 
ENO 
/IGO.SYSIN DD * 
123 
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B.6 Program 2. This program executes the following programs: I) 
LDSPWB; 2) FMTLKVOL; and 3) NTOPCOST. A listing for the four time peri-
ods used in the 53-node problem is shown in Table XXVIII. Each of the 
programs are repeated for each of the four different time periods. 
TABLE XXVII I 
PROGRAM 2 LISTING 
//CHAP2 JOB ll0652,44l-40-6462,l,,,900l,31,'L D CHAPMAN' 
//JOBLIB DD DISP•OLD, 
// DSN•0SU.ACT10652.CHAP 
// DD DSN•OSU.ACT10652.~HAP2,D1SP•0LD 
//STEPl EXEC PGM•LDSPWB,TIME•l,101,REGION=33K 
//CP~TAPE CD OUMMY 
//PAlHSI DD DISP•OLD, 
II DSN•0SUoACTl0652,TREES 
//TRIPS! DD OISP•0LD,DSN•0SU,ACTl0652.TTl 
//NWRCDI DD DISP•OLD, 
II 0SN•OSU.ACT10652.SPNET 
1/NWRCOO 00 OISP•INEW,PASSI, 
II DSN•&&LDNET,UNIT•DISK,SPACE=ITRK,101, 
II CCe•CRECFM•VBS,LRECL•84,BlKS1ZE•lOOOI 
//SYSIN DO •,OC8•8LKS1ZE•80 
NL07 VOLAB 10 1-4 





VOL A TO 8 FIRST LOAD 
VOL 8 TO A FIRST LOAD 
VlA-A 12 16 
V2 LCCVABl 12 






2 VOLUME A-8 FIRST LOAB 
2 VOLUME 8-A FIRST LOAR 
76 19 WORDS 
//STEP2 EXEC PGM•FMTLKVOL,TIME=l,101,REGION=43K 
//INCATA 00 DISP•IOLD,DELETEl, 
II OS~•&&LDNET 
//OUTDATA OD OISP=INEW,PASSI, 
II DSN•&&LKNVOL,UNIT=DISK,SPACE•ITRK,101, 
II OCB•IRECFM=VB,LRECL•50,8LKS1ZE=4441 
1/SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT•A 
//STEP3 EXEC PGM=NTOPCOST,TIME•l,lOl,REGION•50K 
IIFTC5F001 DD• 
153 B 6 l 8 
8 15 
3.7 5.2 3.5 8,1 




9.2 1.1 2.8 
6.8 2,7 2,9 
3.3 6.5 2.3 
3,2 2,6 4,3 2,5 














1,1 2,4 2,5 3,l 4,0 1,7 
3,2 2,8 2,9 3,8 2,8 2,8 
6.c; 2,7 4,5 
4,3 4,4 4,7 5,0 
5,0 5,3 5,6 5,7 
4.1 4,2 4,6 4,9 
4,4 4,6 4.8 5.0 
4.8 5.0 5,4 ~.5 
9,1 9,3 c;.5 9,9 
7,2 7,7 7,8 7,9 
5,2 5,4 5,6 5,8 
4,1 4,2 4,3 4,4 
4.6 4,7 4,9 5,1 
3,7 ].9 4,0 4,3 
3,8 4,2 4,2 4,3 
4,5 4,5 4,7 4,8 
8,0 R,2 8,7 9,0 
6,5 6,7 7,0 7.1 
4.6 4,7 4,8 5,0 
16 l 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 
162 2 2 4 2 0 0 2 2 
1~3 2 4 2 2 0 0 2 2 
164 4 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 
165 2 2 2 4 0 0 2 2 
16~ 2 2 4 4 0 0 2 2 
167 2 4 2 4 0 0 2 2 










//FTC6FOCI 00 SYSOUT•A 
IIFTC8F001 00 OISP•IOLD,OELETEI, 
II OSN•&&LKNVOL 






































6, l l, 8 
5,7 3,5 
3, 3 2. 9 
2,4 4,3 
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2,8 6,8 5.3 
2.1 5.1 3,9 
2.5 2,2 6,8 
2,4 3,2 2.0 
6,5 4,4 4,0 
5,8 5,2 4,3 
1,8 2.2 3,2 




TABLE XXVIII (Continued) 
iiSTEPlt exec PGji;Losi>wii~HME•C, 101,·REGfONw33K 
/l'CPIIUPE CD C.UMMV 
//PATHS! DO OISP•OLO, 
// 0SN-OSU.ACT10652.TREES 
//TRIPS! 00 OISP•OL0,0SNsOSU.ACTl0652.TT2 
//NWRCOI 00 OISP•CLO, 
// 0SN•OSU.ACTl0652.SPNET 
//NWRCOO 00 OISP•INEW,PASSI, 
II OSN•ggLONET,UNIT=OISK,SPACE•CTRK,101, 
:// OCB•CRECFM•VBS,LRECL•84,BLKS1ZE•l000I 
//SVSIN DC •,DCB•BLKS1ZE•80 
NL07 VCUB 10· 1-4 





VOL A TO B FIRST LOAD 
VOL B TO A FIRST LOAD 
VlA-A 12 16 
V2 LCCVABl 12 






2 VOLUME A-B FIRST LOAB 
2 VOLUME B-A FIRST LOAB 
76 19 WORDS 
I/STEP5 EXEC PGM•FMTLKVCL,TIME•l,10l,REGION&43K 
/IINDATA DO OISP•IOLO,OELETEI, 
II CSN=&&LONET 
IIOUTOATA DO OISP•CNEW,PASSI, 
II OSN•&&LKNVOL,UNIT•OISK,SPACE•CTRK,101, 
II OC8•CRECFM•VB,LRECL•50,BLKS1ZE•444I 
//SVSPRINl DO SVSOUl•A 
//STEP6 EXEC PGM•NlOPCOST,TIKE~l,101,REGION•50K 
IIFTC5FOC1 00 • . 
153 e 6 2 e 
8 
3.9 5.4 3.6 
4.1 3.5 4.3 
9.3 3.2 3.0 
1.0: 3.0 1.1 
3.5 6.9 2.5 
3.6 3.0 4.6 
4.1 5.7 6.3 
2.0 2.8 2.5 
3.5 3.0 1.1 










4.3 4.4 4.7 5.0 
5.0 5.3 5.6 5.7 
4.1 4.2 4.6 4.9 
4.4 4.6 4.8 5.0 
4.8 5.o 5.4 5.5 
9.1 9.3 9.5 9.9 
1.2 1.1 7.8 7.9 
5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 
4.1 4.2 "·' 4.lo 
4.6 4.7 4.9 5.1 
3.7 3.9 4.0 4.3 
3.8 4.2 4.2 4.3 
4.5 4.5 4.7 4.8 
8,C 8,2 8.7 9,0 
6.5 6,7 7,0 7,1 
4,6 4,7 4,8 5.0 
15 
161 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 
162 2 2 4 2 0 0 2 2 
163 2 4 2 2 0 0 2 2 
164 4 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 
16~ 2 2 2 4 0 0 2 2 
166 2 2 4 4 0 0 2 2 
167 2 4 2 4 0 0 2 2 










3 .o 5,0 
I/FTC6FOOI 00 SVSOUT•A 
//FT08F001 DD OISP•COLO,DELETEI, 
II DSN•&&LKNVCL 











































3,0 1.0 5,6 
2.5 5,5 4, l 
2,7 2.1t l.3 
2.1 3.lt 2,1 
7,0 4.8 4.0 
5.9 5.3 4. 7 
2.3 2,5 3.4 
2,6 5,1 4.4 
s.2 4,3 3,2 
TABLE XXVIII (Continued) 
liSTEP7 EXEC PGH=LOSPWB,TIME•l,101,REGION•33K 
//CP~TAPE CC CUMMY 
//PA1HS1 DD OISP=OLD, 
// OSN•0SU.ACT10652.TREES 
//TRIPS! DD DISP=OLD,DSN•0SU.ACT10652.TT3 
//NWRCDI DD DISP=OLD, 
// OSNa0SU.ACT10652.SPNET 
//NWPCDO 00 OISP=INEW,PASSI, 
II OSNa&&LONET,UNIT=OISK,SPACE=ITRK,101, 
II cce•IRECFH=VBS,LRECL=84,BLKSIZE=l000) 
//SYSIN DO •,OCB=8LKS1ZE=80 
NL07 IIOLAB 10. 1-4 





VOL A TO 8 FIRST LOAD 
VOL 8 TO A FIRST LOAD 
VlA-A 12 16 
V2 LOCVABl 12 
V2 LOCVAR2 16 
V2 RESERVE 
E 
2 VOLUME A-8 FIRST LOAD 
2 VOLUME B-A FIRST LOAB 
76 19 WORDS 
//STEPS exec PGH•FHTLKVCL,TIHE•l,101,REGION•43K 
//INOATA CO OISP•IOLD,DELETEI, 
// CSN•&&LDNET 
//OUTDATA OD DISP•INEW,PASSI, 
// OSN=&&LKNVOL,UNIT=DISK,SPACE•ITRK,101, 
// CCB=IRECFH=V8,LRECL•50,BLKS1ZE•4441 
//SYSPRINT OD SYSOUT=A 
//STEP9 EXEC PGH=NTOPCOST,TIHE=l,101,REGION•5DK 
//FTC5F001 00 • 
153 e 6 3 e 
8 
4,0 5.7 3.8 
4,2 3,8 4,4 
9,8 3,6 3,4 
7.4 3,2 3,4 
3,8 7.3 2,7 
3.6 3,C 4,S 
4.9 5.8 6.'5 
2,3 2,9 2,6 
3.7 3,3 3,5 




4.3 4,4 4.7 5,0 
5,0 5,3 5,6 5.7 
4,1 4,2 4,6 4,9 
4,4 4,6 4,8 5.0 
4.8 5.0 5,4 5.5 
9.1 9.3 9,5 9,9 
7,2 7.7 7,S 7,9 
5.2 5.4 5.b 5,8 
4,1 4,2 4.~ 4,4 
4.6 4.7 4.9 5.1 
3.7 3.9 4,0 4,3 
3,8 4,2 4,2 4,3 
4.5 4.5 4.7 4.8 
e.o e.2 e.1 9.o 
6,5 6.7 7.0 7,1 











161 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 
162 2 2 4 2 0 0 2 2 
163 2 4 2 2 0 0 2 2 
164 4 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 
16~ 2 2 2 4 0 0 2 2 
166 2 2 4 4 0 0 2 2 
167 2 4 2 4 0 0 2 2 















//FTC6F001 00 SYSO~T•A 
//FTCBFOOl 00 OISP=IOLD,DELETEI, 
II CS~•&&LK~VCL 


































3.4 7.3 5.7 
2.6 5.6 4.4. 
2.e 2.6 7.4 
3.0 3.6 2.3 
7.1 5.0 4.2 
6.0 5.4 4.il 
2,5 2.1 3,6 
2,8 s.1 4.9 
5,2 4.6 3,4 
TABLE XXVIII (Continued) 
//SfEPlO EXEC PG'l=L0SPWB,TIMEal,lOl~REGION.,33K 
//OPI\TAPE OD DUMMY 
//PAlHSI CO OISP•OLO, 
// OSN•0SU,ACT10652,TREES 
//TRIPS! CC C1SP=OLD,OSN•0SU,ACT10652,TT4 
//NWRCCI DD DISP•CLO, 
II DSNaOSU,ACTl0652,SPNET 
/INWRCCO CO OISP.,11\EW,PASSI, 
II OSN•&&LONET,UNIT=OISK,SPACE=ITRK,101, 
II OCB=IRECFM=VBS,LRECL=84,BLKSIZF=lOOOI 
//SYS!~ DD •,DCB•8LKS11E=80 
NLC7 VOLAB 10 1-4 





VOL A TO 8 FIRST LOAD 
VOL 8 TO A FIRST LOAD 
VlA~A 12 16 
V.2 LDC VAB 1 12 





2 VOLUME A-B FIRST LOAR 
2 VOLUME 8-A FIRST LOAR 
76 19 WORDS 
E 
//STEPll EXEC PGM=FHTLKVOL,TIME=l,l01,REGION=43K 
1/INDATA DO OISP=IOLD,OELETEI, 
II OSN=&&LONET 
/IOUlDATA OD DISP•INEW,PASSI, 
II DSNa&&LKNVOL,UNIT=OISK,SPACE•ITRK,101, 
II CC8=IRFCFM=VB,LRECL•50,BLKS1ZE=444l 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
//STEP12 EXEC PGM=NTOPC0ST,TIME=l,l01,REGION=50K 
//FTC5FOO I DO • 
153 e 6 4 8 
8 
4.2 6,0 3.9 
4,4 3,9 4,6 
9,9 3,8 3,5 
7,5 3,3 3.5 
4,0 7,4 2,8 
3,8 3,2 5,0 
5,C 6,3 6,6 
2,3 3.0 2,7 
4,0 3,6 3,A 
7.7 3.2 5,3 
4, 3 4 ,4 4. 7 
s.c 5.3 5,6 
4,1 4.2 4.6 
4,4 4,6 4,8 
4.8 5,0 5.4 
'l,l 'l,3 'l,5 
1,?. 7,1 7,8 
5.2 ~.4 5,6 
4,1 4,2 4,1 
4,6 4,7 4,9 
3,7 3.9 4,0 
1,8 4,2 4,2 
4,5 4,5 4,7 
R,C 8,2 8,7 




































161 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 
162 2 2 4 2 0 0 2 2 
163 2 4 2 2 0 0 2 2 
164 4 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 
16 ~ 2 2 2 4 0 0 2 2 
l6f 2 2 4 4 0 0 2 2 
167 2 4 2 4 0 0 2 2 











/IFTC6FOC1 00 SYSOUT=A 
//FTCBFOOl no DISP=IOLD,DELETEI, 
// DSN•&&L~I\VCL 
//FlC~FOCl DD DISP•~CO, 
II OSN=OSU,ACTl0652.NTOC, 
49 123 
5,0 4, l 3,2 
5,8 5,3 4,2 
2,7 5,8 5,2 
2,0 3,3 3,9 
3,4 3,1 5,7 
7,4 8,5 3,6 
7,4 3,4 3,9 
3,6 3,0 4,5 























3,5 7,4 5.9 
2,8 5,7 4,5 
2,9 2,7 7,5 
3,1 3,8 2,5 
7,2 5,3 4,7 
6,3 5,8 4,9 
2,6 2,9 3,8 
3,0 5, 2 5,0 
5,4 4,6 3,5 
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B.7 FMI'LKVOL Program. This program was written to convert the 
output of the LDSPWB program into a readable Fortran form. The program 
was written in the PLl language by Fred Witz. The listing of the pro-
gram is shown in Table XXIX. The output of the program is the link 
volumes for each link in the spiderweb network with a sequencing index 
which is assigned to every link for identification purposes. 
TABLE XXIX 
FORMAT LINK VOLUME (FMTLKVOL) PROGRAM 
Sl lST 
//FMLKV JOB 110652,441-40-6462,1,,,9001,3J,•L D CHAPMAN• 
//LOAD EXEC PlllFCL 





PROGRAM TO CONVERT OUTPUT OF LOSPWB 
TO FORTRAN READABLE FORMAT 
BY FRED WITZ 









OFFSET IN RECORD 
I LENG TH 
VARIABLE BLOCKED OS/360 STANDARD 
VARIES 
AS SPECIFIED BY LCSPWB 




0 1 CARRIAGE CONTROL CHARACTER 
1 10 SEQUENCE NUMBER 
11 10 TOTAL VOLUME ON LINK 
PROC OPT JONS I !!A IN J 
DCL ,. STRUCTURES FOR INPUT RECORDS: ,. ,. PAROETER RECORD 
l PARM BAS ED CAP ARM I, 
2 UNKNOWN CHAR.CU, ,. NUMBER OF LAST NODE 
I• 0•1 2 CLAST CHAR 141, ,. 4*/ 2 Fill CHARI 1681 1 
1•112•1 
'* NODE INFORMATION RECORD 1 REC BASEO(ARECI, 
I* NUMBER OF LINKS ,. O•I 2 CNUM CHAR.CU, ,. 1•1 2 Fill CHARl231, ,. LINK INFORMATION ,. 24*/ 2 LINKI 81, ,. FROM-NODE NUMBER*8+LINK # ,. O•I 3 (A FIXED BINC15J, ,. 2•1 3 Fill CHARl21, ,. TO-NOOE NUHBER*8 + LINK # ,. "*' 3 IB FIXED BINl15 >, ,. 6*/ 3 FILL2 CHARl61, ,. VOLUMES , .. 12•1 3 VOLA FIXED BIN1311, ,. 16*/ 3 VOLB Fl XED 8IN1311, ,. 20*/ 
,. WORK VARIABLES 
130 
*' 











TABLE XXIX (Continued) 
LAST 
NUM 






FILE I OU TOA TA) , 
FIXED BINl31), 
FIXED Bl N(31), 
FIXED BINl311, 
I* DATA 
FILE SEQL INPUT, 
FILE PRINT, 
FILE PRINT ; 
FILEISYSPRINTI LINESIZEl125) ; 
SETS 
PUT FILECSVSPRINT) LIST1•$$$$$$SSS CONVERTER PROGRAM') ; 
*I 
/* SKIP RECORDS LISTING *I 
I* FORMAT IN ENGLISH *I 
READ FILEIINDATAI IGNOREC51) ; 
I* READ PARAMETER RECORD *I 
I* I IN BUFFER) *I 
READ FILEIINOATAI SETIAPARM) 
UNSPECl~ASTI • UNSPECICLAST) 
ILINK = 0 
I* MOVE LAST TO ALIGN *' 
I* ITERATE FOR ALL NODES *I 
DO IREC = 1 TO LAST ; 
I* READ NOOE INFO. RECORD *I 
READ FILEIINOATAI SETCAREC) ; 
I* CONVERT NUM TQ FULLWORD *I 
UNSPECCNUMI = 1241 1 0 1 8 II UNSPECICNUMI ; 
IAI "' IAUl/8 ; 
PUT FILEISYSPRINTI SKIP(ll ; 
I* ITERATE LINKS *I 
DC I = 1 TO NUM ; ,. ELIMINATE "LOWER TRIANGLE" 
I BI = IBI 11/8 ; 
IF ISi > IAI THEN DO; 
ILINK = llINK + 1 ; ,. PRINT INFORMATION 
PUT FILE I SYS PR INTI 
EDIT( ILINK, IAI, I Bl, VOLA(ll + VOLBCII 
I (3IF151, FllOI , ; 
'* COPY INFO. TO DISK PUT FILEIOUTDATA) 
ENO 
F.NO; 
EDITI (LINK, VOLAIII + VOLBIII I 
ICOLlll, 141FC101 I ; 
If IAI = LAST THEN GO TO EXIT 
END ; 
PUT FILEISYSPRINTI SKIPl31 LISTl 1 $SSSS$SSS STANDARD ENO') 










B.8. NTOPCOST Program. Table XXX is the computer listing of the 
NTOPCOST program. This program calculates the network operators' cost 
for a fixed network configuration. Two to four-lane changes which con-
struct new feasible networks are calculated by this program. This per-
mits the user to calculate the network operators' cost of several net-
works with only one run of the BPR programs. 
TABLE XXX 
NETWORK OPERATORS' COST PROGRAM 
Sl lST 
//~TCCST JOB 110652,441-40-6462,1,,,9001,31,'l D CHAPMAN' 
//LOAD EXEC FORTGCL 







C I'= NUMBER OF LKS IN NETWORK 
C LA= NUMBFR OF POSSIBLE LK ADDITIONS IN COMPLETE NETWORK 
C LAC~= NUMBER OF POSSIBLE LK ADDITIONS IN CURRENT NETWORK 
C LIii = LK NUl'BER 
C LKVOLCII = LK VCLUME ON LK I 
C LC(II • LK CHANGE NUMBER 
C PACll=POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT IN ROAD 
C OCLCll=OPERATORS COST FOR LINK I 
C ~OCC~Nl=NETWORK OPERATORS COST FOR NETWORK NN 
C NN=NETWORK NUMBER 
C P=PERIOD 
C NRUNS = NUMBER OF RUNS WITH THIS NETWORK 
C 
REAOC5,11 ~,LA,LACN,P,NRUNS 
l FORl'ATC 5131 
C 









5 FORMATI 81101 
WR I TEI 6, 71 
7 FORMATC30X,'llll',3X,'LKVOLlll',5X,•ORIGINAL'I 
WRITEC6,81 I LC I I ,LKVOLI 11,1=1,MI 
e FORMATllX,15,111101 
IIRITEl6,91 ILCI 11, 1=1,LACNI 
~ FORMATl///1X, 1 LK CHANGE NUMBERS =',20131 
I\W=l'-LACN+l 
JJ=l'-LACN 
C TEST FOR LK CHANGES 
C 
IFILClll.EQ.01 GO TO 100 
C 
C STATEMENTS THRU 40 REORDERS LKVOL SUCH THAT THE 
C LINKS THAT MAY CHANGE ARE PLACED AT BOTTCM OF LIST 
C 
C STORE LKVOL THAT MAY CHANGE 
C 
CO 10 JK=l,LACN 
10 LKVCLSCJJ+JKl=LKVOLCLCCJKII 
C 
C MOVE All LKVOL UP TO Fill GAPS CREATED BV 





TABLE XXX (Continued) 
LLA • LACN-1 
C 
C IF THERE IS ONLY ONE LK ADDITION POSSIBLE, GO TO STEP 25 
C 
C 
IFILLA.LT.11 GO TO 25 
00 20 J=l,LLA 
JE,.JE+l 
N"LCIJ+l 1-1 J+l I 
C INCREMENT VARIABLES IF LCIII ANO LCll+ll ARE TWO 
C · NUMBERS IN SEQUENCE 
C 
C 
IF(N.LT.LNCI GO TO 20 




C IF LK CHANGE NUMBER IS CONTAINED IN LAST LALK CHANGE 
C NUMBERS, THEN PLACE LKVOL THAT CHANGE AT ENO OF LIST 
C 
IFINE.LT.LNCI GO TO 35 
00 30 ll=LNC,NF. 
30 LKVOLllll=LKVOLlll+JEI 
C 
C PLACE THE LKVCL THAT CHANGE AT ENO OF LIST 
C 
35 CONTINUE 
00 36 18 -=NW,M 
36 LKVOLIIBI = LKVOLSIIBI 
C 
C IF LACN IS GE 4, REORDER LKVOL, PLACING LKVCL 9-12 AHEAD 
C CF LKVOL 4-33 
C 
C 
IFILACN.LE.31 GO TO 41 
~ABC= LKVOLINW+21 
lKVCLINW+ZI = LKVCLINW+31 
LKVOL(NW+11 = NABC 
C READ FIXED OCLIII FOR THIS NETWORK -----MUST BE IN THE 
C CORRECT LK NUMAFR SEQUENCE AFTER THE LKS THAT MAY CHANGE 
C ARE PLACED AT THf BOTTOM OF ORDERING SEQUENCE 
C 
C 
41 READl5,421 IOCLlll,1=1,JJI 
42 FORMATl16F5.ll 
C RF.AD 2l AND 4L LK COST MATRIX THAT MAY CHANGE IN COMPLETE 
C ~ETWORK FOR EACH PERIOD 
C 








TABLE XXX (Continued) 
C 
C FIND OCLCII THAT CHANGE FOR THIS NETWORK 
C 
CALL OCLCHNCNW,LA,PI 
WR ITEC 6, 45 I 
45 FORMATCll30X, 1 Lll1 1 ,3X, 1 LKVOLCll 1 ,5X, 10CLCll',5X, 1 REORDERED 1 1 
4l WRITEC6, 501 CLCll,LKVOLCll,OCLlll,1•1,MI 
50 FORMAT(lX,15,llO,F5.1,2110,F5.1,2110,F5.1,2110,F5.1,2110,F5.11 
55 CONTINUE 
5l FORMATClll1X, 1 NOCC NETWORK NUMBER, PERIOOl 1 1 
WIHTEC6,5ll 
CO 60 · lal ,,. 
60 LVOLCll=LKVOLIII 
C CALCULATE NETWORK OPERATORS COST 
C 
A=O. 
co 75 lal,JJ 
75 A•LVOLCll*OCLCJl+A 
C 
C CALCULATE NOC FOR EACH NETWORK THAT IS FEASIBLE 
C 
DO 99 NNET=l,NRUNS 
76 FORMATCI5,20121 
ec IIOCINN,Pl=A 
DO 85 l=NW,M . 
85 IIOCINN,Pl=LVOLlll*OCLlll+NOCCNN,PI 
WRITEC6,901 NN,P,NOCINN,Pl,CPACll,1•1,LAl,COCL(lt,l•NW,MI 
9C FORMATllOX,•NOCl',13,',',12,'t • 1 ,El4.7, 
#5X, 1 LK INVEST =•,812,5X, 0 0CLS • 1 ,8F5.ll 
WRITEC9,921 NN,P,NOCINN,Pl,IPACl),1•1,LAI 
92 FORMATC215,El4.7,2012) 
IFINNET.EQ.IIRUNS) GO TO 99 
C 









lOC WR ITEC 6,105 I 
105 FORMATllll9X,'Llll 1 ,3X,'LKVOLCll',5X, 
# 1 REOROEREO SAME AS ORIGINAL 1 1 






LIii ., NW 
00 470 1=1,LA 
IFCPACII.E0.01 GO TO 470 
IFCPAIII.EQ.21 GO TO 441 
OCLILINI = LKC4Lll,PI 
GO TO 442 
441 CCLCLINI • LKC2Lll,P) 




//LKEO.SYSLMOO OD OISP=CLO, 
II DSNs0SU.ACTl0652.CHAP2CNTOPCOSTI 
II 
$00l I ST 
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B. 9 Four Period Output From FMI'LKVOL and NTOPCOST Programs_. 
Table XXXI represents the output of the FMI'LKVOL program for the peri-
ods of 1970, 1975, 1980, and 1985. Table XXXII shows the corresponding 
output for the four periods of the NTOPCOST program. The output of the 
FMI'LKVOL program is formated in rows of a maximum of five sets of nt.Ull-
bers each containing four distinct numbers. Within a given set of num-
bers, the first number is the link number, the next two represent the 
node connections for this particular link, and the fourth number is the 
volume on the given link. The formated output of the NTOPCOST programs 
contains the original set of link numbers and corresponding link 
voll.Dlles. The links that change in this network are shown to be links 
8, 15, 27, 49, 123, and 144. These link volumes are placed at the end 
of the list and the corresponding link operators' costs for each link 
are shown. The link operators' costs that change are shown beside each 
network operators' cost and link investment scheme. 
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TABLE XXXI 
1970, 1975, 1980, AND 1985 OlITPUT FROM FMTLKVOL PROGRAM 
IIIIUIII tC~VtHfl f'lll.0(.JlliM 
I I II 41il4 2 l 12 1710 3 20 6511 • zz .. , s JJ so,. • I ,. S~36 ' I ,, JCBO • z t )4'i8 • 2 ' JZl• 10 2 15 4180 II JI HIO 12 z ,. no• IJ z •• 1)12 1• z .. 23'6 15 z 50 221 l• ) • t••• 11 3 lZ 22• 18 J IJ 422 19 20 2390 20 n • •• Zl J 32 218 2Z 3 35 HO 2) 3 12 118 ,. • • ]32 25 • u 10 26 • 23 2•2 21 • J3 lSZ ZI • ,. U• ,. • ,, &6116 30 • 40 100 31 s • lll 32 s JI JU ,, s 41 428 •• ' •• HI n • 10 362 •• • 23 20 3l 6 40 no 38 • 41 .,. H ' 15 ,,. •o l 30 416 41 ' )9 ... 42 7 41 1224 ., 7 50 J76 •• • • , .. 0 • 12 221 46 • 20 •zz 47 • 0 32 41 • 52 151 •• • 12 U8 so • 0 350 51 9 .. 326 52 9 52 ID n 10 15 •• ,. ID 3J 1'31 ,s 10 34 n• 56 10 40 ,.. 57 10 41 1)46 
SI II lZ uo 59 ll 11 666 60 II 25 22'8 61 II )4 996 62 II 51 Z71 .. 12 11 321 64 12 zc 160 65 12 45 )56 
66 lJ J2 I .. " 13 35 150 61 13 49 420 .. 1J u ,. 70 14 30 20 71 14 J8 ,.. 12 '" 41 102 n 15 II 410 '" 15 ,. 524 15 15 •• 96 " 15 50 u 71 15 51 104Z 71 16 17 90 19 16 19 10 10 16 27 70 II 16 42 304 12 16 4) zo n 16 44 .. 14 16 50 106 
15 11 ZS 122 .. 17 42 460 u 11 .. 96 .. 17 0 366 
•• II ll so 90 II 23 56 91 II 24 zo 9Z II 36 120 ., 1• 21 ll 94 " 
,. 32• t5 19 43 • 96 19 50 20 n zo 21 l21' •• zo 37 44 99 21 22 12 100 21 28 151 IOI 21 35 234 102 Zl J6 ,. 103 ZI 17 90 
104 22 23 10 105 22 24 310 106 22 29 709 101 22 ,. UC 
IH lJ ,. 20 
109 24 21 Ill 110 z• )5 9Z Ill 24 49 90 112 ,. SJ • I IJ 25 35 0 II• ZS ., 648 115 25 51 380 
116 26 30 Ill ll l 26 JI 1130 Ill 26 JI 201 119 26 41 ZM uo Z6 ., 30 
121 21 ., 31 
uz ZI n ,SI 123 ZI 37 28 
126 ,. 43 zz 125 ,. •• 90 12• 29 46 216 u, 30 J9 12 UI 30 41 486 
129 31 31 650 1)0 31 •• 218 IJI 31 47 392 uz 32 35 ze IJ3 32 52 30 
U4 u ,. , .. us 3J J7 176 U6 J3 40 9Z4 u, 34 51 16 
IH ,, 49 156 
U9 J• Jl 546 
140 31 40 •• 
141 ,. 0 98 
162 J9 ,a 10 
10 40 41 ,-.o 
10 4Z 44 • 145 42 SC " 146 u 51 462 147 ., 44 z• 
141 44 4S 16 149 44 46 22 
HO ., 46 164 
151 •• SI • 152 •• SJ ,. 
1') 50 SI •• 
UHIIIII !tU, .. ClMC '-0 
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TABLE XXXI (Continued) 
uuutu ,011vuu1 PROGAIN 
I I II 6Zl0 ' I IZ ZJCO 10 .. OJ • Zl 
115 ' JI uo• • I J• UC6 1 I J1 HOO I z ' 4!Z• • z 1 .... 10 l u UDO II z II 11•0 u l .. 6618 II z 41 191Z " z •• 1116 u 2 ,o nz I• I • JI•• " , u JZ6 II ) II 516 " , 10 u,o za , ZI 910 ZI , u •OZ lZ , H ,u 2J ) " IUZ ,. • • •o• " • II 96 16 • u ZII 21 • ,, zoz ZI • ,. IH ,. • n n•• ,0 • 40 190. JI ' • ZIO u ' JI !O.\ ,, ' 41 ,,. ,. ' .. •o• H • IO ... ,. • ZS z• J1 • 40 '" ,. 6 .. IZJt ,. 1 u ,,. 40 1 ,0 704 41 1 19 662 4Z 1 41 1616 u 1 ,o ,.. 
•• • • •n ., • u HO 46 • zo 1426 41 • ., '2 •• • n 240 49 • u 171 ,o ,, ., ,., 51 • •6 .,, ,z • ,z •• n 10 u 140 S4 10 JJ UOI " 10 ,. ... ,. 10 40 ,,. n 10 •• 1104 " II u 100 " II 11 H• 60 II z, ,,., 6l II )4 1411 ., II " HZ ., u 11 uz •• u zo ZJ6 ., u ., 416 .. II H HI 67 IJ ,, 116 •• IJ 49 ,oz .. IJ SJ to 10 14 JO JO 11 14 H ,., 1l •• 47 IZI 
1J u .. ,oa 74 u ,. n• H u •• uz 16 u ,o IJ6 11 u 51 UIO 
H 16 11 112 ,. 16 It 100 IO ,. n 100 II 16 42 HO IZ 16 ., zo ., 16 •• 106 .. 16 ,o IJZ ., IT z, 110 16 17 . , ... 11 11 44 110 .. 11 ., U6 .. II zz 14 ff II u 10 .. u , . 21 ,, II ,. uz ,, It n ,0 .. It ,. UI " 19 ., 4 .. 19 ,0 Z6 97 20 21 2111 .. 20 n '° •• 21 " uo 100 21 H ZZI IOI ZI H za• IOZ ZI ,. 76 IOJ u J1 n• ••• ,z u 20 '" zz ,. ,00 106 zz ZI 1117 107 zz ,. Zl6 IOI Z) ,. ,. 
10. ,. ZI 192 110 24 ,, 140 Ill ,. •• uo IIZ ,. u • 
IIJ z, ,, 0 11• " ., MZ 11, " ti HZ 116 Z6 JO 206 111 Z6 11 Z602 Ill 26 ,. ZIZ n• Z6 •• • •• uo Z6 0 ., 
IZI Z1 ., ,o 
IZZ ZI H ... UJ ZI J7 ,o 
124 z• 4J ,. u, ,. •• 126 u, ,. 46 Jl4 an ,0 Jt 116 UI ,0 •• IOZ u, JI ,. 151 uo JI 41 HO IJI JI 0 uo 
IU H ,, ., UJ H ,z •• u• JJ ,. SOI IH JJ J1 266 116 n 40 IIIZ 
111 ,. " z• IH ,, •• • •• Ut ,. J1 142 
140 J1 .. •• 
141 ,. 41 116 ,., ,. ,0 101 ,., •• .. '°' 
144 42 •• 16 ,., ., ,0 .. • •• ., " ,u ,., 0 •• ,. , .. •• ., II '"' .. •• ,. l,O ., .. zoo 
111 •• ti u uz •• ,, •• HJ ,0 H ,. 
HIUUH SfANDAaD 1110 
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TABLE XXXI (Continued) 
IIHHIII C(NVEATE11: PN.(;(,~.tM 
II 83h 2 I 12 ]132 3 20 12891 • 22 921 ' n 89)0 • H ions 1 I J1 HU • 5 66.0b 9 2 1 64)0 10 2 15 9011 II 2 31 un• 12 z ,. 1an6 13 •I 2,u 14 2 .. 040 15 2 50 536 
u 8 5148 17 J 12 "' 18 J I) 856 19 J 20 ,au zo J 21 l6U ll Jl UC 22 J 35 816 u 3 52 1951 
24 • ' 642 25 4 18 14• 26 • ZJ 394 Z1 4 u 318 21 4 J6 262 19 4 H JUO 30 • 40 1454 31 ' 6 312 32 5 31 U6 n s 41 688 34 5 41 5•4 3S 6 10 640 J6 6 u 28 J1 6 40 1344 38 6 48 1142 .. 1 15 10oz 40 1 JO 926 41 1 39 192 42 1 41 Z096 0 1 so 144 
44 I 9 S18 ., • 12 414 .. I 20 1110 0 • 4S 16 41 • ,z 210 49 • 12 1094 ,o • ., 664 51 9 46 ,,. 52 • sz 16 5) 10 15 200 54 10 ,, JJOI '5 10 34 ua " 10 40 1062 SJ 10 41 2520 ,. 11 12 ,11 " 11 11 '84 60 11 ZS 3968 61 11 34 199! 6Z 11 51 UJ u 12 11 580 64 IZ 20 JOO 65 12 ., uo 
66 13 n JOI 61 13 JS ZS6 .. 13 49 634 .. IJ SJ 68 
10 I• JO J8 11 14 ,. 1040 1l 14 41 ... 
n ., 16 112 " u 34 1011 " u 41 1'8 16 IS ,o 198 11 u 51 ZOH 11 16 11 144 19 16 19 UI 80 16 11 1)4 II 16 •l .,. IZ 16 0 JO 
I) 16 •• 156 14 16 ,0 161 ., 11 25 114 •• 11 42 140 11 11 44 ISO .. 11 ., 662 .. II 22 116 90 II l3 •• 91 II 24 ,. 92 II ,. 212 u 19 u 32 94 19 J9 ,,. 9S 19 0 4 96 19 50 ., 
" 20 21 3130 .. 20 n .. •• ZI 22 HZ 100 21 H HO IOI 21 JS , .. IOZ ZI .. 114 IOJ 21 n zzz 104 2Z ZJ ll 10, zz Z4 612 106 22 ZI IS12 101 zz ,. 218 
IOI ZJ ,. ,. 
109 z• ZI HI 110 24 J5 201 Ill 24 49 152 112 z• 53 • IIJ " u z IU n 4Z 1052 115 2S 51 n4 116 Z6 JO 162 111 Z6 u J4U Ill Z6 JI JJ4 119 Z6 41 500 120 Z6 u ,z 
121 l1 0 .. 
IZZ ZI 15 UZI 123 21 n 11 
U4 29 ., •• 125 29 64 161 126 29 46 400 111 JO 39 ... UI JO 41 1194 
Ut JI JI 1191 uo 31 41 410 UI JI 0 162 
IJZ 32 15 60 UJ J2 S2 S4 
114 H 34 146 U5 u n 316 136 u 60 1610 u, 34 51 ,. 
UI 15 49 254 
139 36 n 916 
140 J7 40 92 
141 JI 41 150 
142 J9 ,0 1)6 . ., •O 41 .... 
••• 42 •• 24 IU 4Z 50 IJZ 146 42 ,. H2 Ul ., .4 H ... .. ., , . , .. .4 46 36 
uo ., .. 210 
ISi 41 51 16 
U2 .. ,, 60 
IU so " uo UUUIU STANDAIO ENO 
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TABLE XXXI (Continued) 
.......... «•~,., •• ,.c, .... 
I I II ICl90 z I 12 4000 J zo 16000 • u 1112 5 JJ Ill .. • I )4 12116 ' l n 6716 • z 5 ., .. ' z ' IZZI 10 I u lUl9 II I Jl an•• IZ I ,. l2ZDZ I) z 41 •101 &• z .. U6t u z 50 610 
16 J • "" IT ) u , .. II ) I) IOU It ) zo JOH zo ) 11 Zlll 11 ) u HZ 2l 1 H ICl4 u ) 52 zn• ,. • • t06 H • II ltl ZI • ZJ !IOI " • )) 466 H • ,. , .. 2t 6 n ., .. JO 6 40 "" JI 5 6 nz JI ' 11 164 )) ' 41 1090 ,. 5 41 no H • 10 ... ,. • u 40 n • 40 nu )I • 41 ZJOO Jt ' u 1414 40 ' )0 nu •& ' J9 II .. 4Z ' 41 nu ., ' 50 IOlO 44 • ' 754 0 • u 14Z •• • zo 1164 " • ., 111 •• • u ,,. ., ' lZ l4CI 50 ' 0 ... 51 ' 66 656 H ' u u n 10 u H6 ,. 10 n 4490 H 10 ,. ltO 16 10 40 Utl 51 10 •• JJII H II lZ UZI ,. ll n 1111 60 ti ZI IU4 61 II ,. 2111 6Z ll u UI ., u 11 146 64 lZ 20 ... 0 u 41 ... .. u JJ JIO " u H 104 .. u ., .,. 6t u n " JO u )0 H n &• II 1420 1l 14 41 HI n u 16 HI " u )6 U6• H u 41 )01 " u 50 212 " u H 2604 " l6 ,, 111 79 16 It , .. 10 u " 164 ll 16 4Z IH IZ 16 ., J6 IJ u 44 212 .. 16 50 l .. H n H ZII •• n 4z IC74 " n •• ltZ .. 11 ., . ..It II n UI 90 II ZJ no ti II 14 41 ti II .. HO ,, 19 n 44 .. It St 704 " ,. 41 • .. a• 50 sz " zo II .. ,. " zo JJ Ill 111 II u 206 100 ZI ZI ... 101 n H ... &OZ II H uo IOJ u ,, 190 
104 zz 2J 10 105 H ,. IOI 106 u H u,, 10, zz 16 J'J6 
IOI u J6 .. 
109 z• ZI )04 110 z• H 260 Ill Z4 ., 106 llZ 14 H 14 
IU z, H 6 u• J5 4Z Utl IU u 51 194 
116 Z6 JO JU 111 Z6 1l 4156 Ill ,. JI '" n, 16 41 116 uo 16 41 76 UI 17 ., •• lU H H 1114 121 H JJ 104 
124 " 
., 60 12, " •• 216 126 Zt •• 104 111 JO )9 IOI UI JO 41 16U u, JI JI u,o uo H 41 621 Ul ll 47 1006 
uz u H JI IU IZ u 16 , .. n •• IOOZ u, JJ n ... ,,. JI 40 1100 u, •• Sl 5" lH ,, .. HO , .. ,. JJ &160 
140 17 40 uo 
141 ,. 47 ZH 
&41 :It 10 ltl 
&0 •o •• Ul4 
l .. " .. J4 141 ., 10 194 .146 4Z n 1057 .. , 0 •• u 141 •• ., 52 . .. 4• 46 •• l!IO 41 .. ))0 
111 •• n 21 HZ .. 5) l6 ,,, 50 5l '110 
111111111 ST &NCAIC IIID 
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TABLE XXXII 
1970, 1975, 1980, AND 1985 OUTPUT FROM NTOPCOST PROGRAM 
LIii LllYCLII I OIIIGlflAL 
I 4934 2 1710 3 6517 4 415 5 SOIi> • 5536 1 30'8 • 3498 9 3274 10 4180 ll 5110 12 5104 13 IJl2 14 139" 15 228 16 1144 17 224 18 422 
19 23'0 20 ... 21 211 22 no ZJ 878 24 332 
Z5 JO 26 242 27 152 28 124 29 1686 JO 100 
ll 222 JZ 351 JJ 421 34 328 35 3"2 36 20 
31 110 JI 936 J9 524 40 416 41 496 42 1224 
4J JJ6 44 241 ., 228 46 922 41 )Z 41 151 
49 511 50 J50 ,a J26 52 10 53 94 54 1931 s, H6 "' 596 " 1346 58 460 59 666 60 2291. 61 996 62 211 63 328 64 11>0 65 J56 66 191 ., 150 61 420 69 36 70 20 11 591 12 102 
13 410 74 5l4 75 96 16 14 11 1042 78 90 
19 80 80 10 11 J04 12 20 13 86 84 106 
15 122 16 "° 17 96 •• J66 19 50 90 56 91 20 92 120 93 18 94 326 95 4 96 20 
91 2ll9 .. 44 99 72 100 Ill IOI 234 102 56 
IOJ 90 10• 10 lC5 HO 106 109 107 130 IOI zo 
109 ll8 110 92 Ill 90 LIZ 6 IU 0 114 641 
us HO 116 122 111 IIJO 118 208 119 294 120 JO 
121 )I uz 551 U3 28 U4 Z2 125 90 126 226 
Ill 72 UI 416 129 650 130 218 UI J92 132 28 
UJ JO 134 341 IH 176 136 924 137 16 131 156 
U9 546 140 44 141 98 142 10 143 540 H4 • 14' 51 146 442 147 26 148 16 H9 22 150 164 
l51 6 152 JI lU 64 
U CHAflGE NUN8ER5 • • 15 27 49123144 
LIii LKYOI.I II OCUII REORDERED 
l 4934 ,. 7 2 1110 5.Z 3 6'17 3a5 4 415 1.1 5 5016 J.O 
6 55!6 ,. 7 1 3080 J.6 • )274 4aJ 9 4180 J.3 10 5180 2. 5 II '104 506 u 1312 J.4 13 2396 .. , 14 1144 2.1 u ZZ4 6ol 
16 422 5a3 11 2390 3a9 18 668 ,., 19 Zl8 , .. 20 330 4al 
21 878 1.1 22 332 ,.o u 10 1.4 24 242 5aJ 25 124 4. 7 
26 1686 3a6 27 700 3a4 21 222 6.0 29 HI Ja4 30 421 2.1 
31 328 5.1 32 J62 , .. JJ 20 9aZ 34 770 ,.1 35 936 2.1 
36 124 ,. , n 416 2a6 JI 496 3a6 39 1224 la5 40 176 2.1 
41 241 ,.2 42 221 4.5 43 922 3.1 44 32 5.6 ., 158 2.2 
46 350 2.5 41 J26 z.z 48 10 ••• 49 94 6al 50 1938 z., SI J36 2a9 52 596 1.8 53 1346 2., ,. 460 4oJ 55 666 4.0 
S6 2291 la5 57 996 2.1 51 271 3o3 59 328 3.1 60 160 4.5 
61 356 z., 6Z UI 2a4 63 150 3,2 64 420 z.o 65 36 J.J 
66 zo 6al 67 '" 2.3 68 IOZ 4a I 69 410 5a0 10 524 ,.2 71 96 4al 7Z 14 2.1 73 1042 2., 74 90 ,.3 75 80 .. , 
76 10 .. , 11 304 , .. 18 20 6a5 79 16 4a4 80 106 4o0 
81 122 ,.2 IZ 460 Z.6 83 96 4.3 84 366 Za5 85 ,o 6.7 
86 ,. 4a6 17 20 1.0 88 120 ,. , 99 II ,.1 90 326 3.0 
91 • ••• 92 20 .. , 93 2219 1.1 94 .. s.8 95 72 5a2 96 151 4.3 97 ZJ4 4.5 98 16 S.6 99 90 6.0 100 10 ••• IOI 310 2.1 102 109 1.1 103 uo 3.9 104 20 606 105 118 2.1 
106 92 ,., 101 90 306 108 6 5. 7 109 0 ,., 110 648 , .. 
Ill 380 2.2 112 12Z ,.2 11! 1830 1.1 114 208 2a4 115 294 z.5 
116 30 Jal 117 38 •• o 118 558 la 7 119 22 ,.1 120 90 ,.1 
121 lZ6 z., 122 72 3.6 123 486 2.3 U4 650 3.3 125 218 2., 
126 392 2a5 121 28 •• 5 128 JO .. , 129 348 ,.2 130 176 , .. 
131 924 2.9 uz 16 !.a 133 156 2.8 134 546 2.a 135 44 4.5 
136 .. 2o3 137 10 ,.o 138 540 ,.o 139 51 ,. , 140 442 z.4 
141 26 4.3 142 16 4o9 143 22 .. , 144 164 3.1 145 6 609 
146 38 2.1 147 '64 4a5 148 3498 •• 3 149 228 5.0 150 588 4.1 
151 152 4a4 152 28 1.2 153 a 5.2 
NOCI "1Eh10R" "UIIIEA, PERIOOI 
NOCll61, II • Oa3551516E 06 LK IN\'fST • 2 l l 2 0 0 l 2 OCLS • .. , 5o0 •• 1 ••• ,.2 ,. 2 N0Cll62, ti • o. 5549234£ 06 ll( INVEST • 2 2 4 2 0 0 2 2 OCLS • 4o) 5o0 1.1 4o4 ,.z 5a2 
NOCll63, 11 • Ce )5506 lltE 06 LK 111vesr • 2 4 2 2 0 0 2 2 OCLS • .. , ••• 4ol ••• ,.2 5.2 NOCIL64, 11 • o. J544190E 06 LK INVEST • 422200 2 2 DC.LS • 4ol 5.0 4.1 ••• 7,2 ,.2 NOCll65, 11 • 0,3U06l4E 06 LK INVEST • 222400 2 2 OCLS • .. , 5.0 4ol lo 8 ,.2 ,. 2 
tlOC.(166, U • Oo 35483ZIE 06 LK l~•EST •224400 2 2 OCLS • 4a) 5.0 ,. , 3.8 1.2 ,. 2 
r«ICIL67, 11 • O.J549762E 06 LK INVFST • 242400 2 2 OCLS • .. ) .. , ••• '..h9 1.2 ,.2 NOC.tl68, II • Oo H43618E 06 LK l~VEST •422400 2 2 OCLS • 4. l 5.0 ... 3o I 1.2 5. 2 
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TABLE XXXII (Continued) 
LIi i UVOLIII ORIGINAL 
l 62l0 2 uoo J 1603 4 715 5 6604 6 7106 
1 HOO I 4524 9 4411 10 6200 11 8140 1Z 6618 
I] 1982 14 )216 15 ))2 16 JIU " )26 18 536 19 )190 20 910 21 402 22 512 ZJ 1152 24 404 
25 96 26 218 Z7 202 ZI 116 29 1948 30 190 
31 280 JZ 504 J3 524 34 401 35 491 36 24 
n 118 JI IZJ6 39 114 40 704 41 662 42 1676 
0 546 44 418 45 380 46 1426 4f 52 48 240 
49 871 50 562 51 428 52 14 5) 140 54 zsoe 
" 411 56 IJ6 51 1104 51 700 59 754 60 3298 61 1418 62 312 63 02 64 236 65 486 66 231 
61 116 61 502 69 50 10 JO 11 718 12 U8 
n 501 74 734 75 uz 76 U6 11 1514 78 112 
79 100 10 l'JO 81 )60 12 20 u 106 •• IJZ 15 170 16 636 17 110 81 H6 19 14 90 70 
91 ze 92 uz 93 JO 94 428 ., 4 96 Z6 
97 2Ul 91 60 99 120 100 221 101 284 102 76 
10) 116 104 zo 105 500 106 1111 101 216 IOI 24 
109 192 110 140 111 uo 112 • au 0 114 162 IU 512 116 206 111 2602 111 Zl2 119 414 120 42 
121 50 122 141 IZJ 50 u• J4 125 IZ6 IZ6 314 
Ill 116 IZI 102 129 152 uo JZO IJI 510 U2 42 
UJ 46 IJ4 501 1)5 266 U6 1112 Ul 24 UI 198 
IH 142 140 64 141 116 142 102 L4J 706 144 16 
145 .. 146 61Z 141 21 141 II 149 24 uo 20C 
Ill 12 LU u 153 .. 
LK CHANGE NUNIHS • • u 27 49123144 
LIi I Ll<VOL 111 OC:LI 11 REORDERED 
I 6120 J.9 2 2J00 5.4 J 160) 306 4 715 lo4 5 6604 ,., 
6 7106 3.9 l 3700 3o9 8 4418 4.5 9 '200 J.5 LO 1140 2, 7 
11 6618 5,. 12 nez 3,6 1J )216 4,1 14 3146 J,O a, )26 7,0 
16 536 506 11 )190 4,1 II 910 J,5 19 402 4,J 20 512 5,0 
21 1152 2,0 22 404 5,2 Z3 96 8,6 24 211· 5,4 25 176 5.0 
26 1941 J, 7 21 190 3,8 ZI 210 ,., 29 504 ,., JO 524 Z,5 
JI 401 5,5 J2 491 4,1 n 24 •• J J4 971 ,.2 ,, LU6 J,0 
)6 114 4,0 J7 704 2.1 JI 662 J,7 )9 1676 I, 1 40 546 2,4 
41 411 5,5 42 HO 4,6 43 1426 4,2 66 u 5,1 45 240 2,4 
46 562 2,7 47 421 2o4 41 14 7,J 49 140 7,0 50 2501 J,0 
" ... 3, 1 52 U6 1,9 n 1104 2,4 54 7011 4,6 " 754 4,4 56 3291 .. , '1 1411 J,O " JU 3,1 59 432 J,J 60 ZJ6 4,9 61 416 2,5 62 UI 2.1 6) 116 J,4 64 ,oz 2, I ., ,0 J,5 66 JO 6,9 67 711 z., .. 121 4ol 69 501 5,Z 70 1)4 5.5 
11 112 4o2 72 1)6 2.8 n 1114 2,6 74 112 5,5 1S 100 1,1 ,. LOO 9,1 11 360 4,2 18 zo 7,0 " 106 4.1 80 U2 4,0 81 170 , .. 12 616 1.0 13 110 4,6 14 536 2,7 ., 84 1.2 
86 10 ,.o If ZI 1,J .. U2 7,0 .. JO 1,3 90 421 J,2 
91 4 .. , 92 H 6oJ 9J 2157 Z,O 94 60 5,9 " 120 ,., •• ZZI 4,7 97 214 4.8 " 76 5.1 99. 116 .. , 100 20 ,.z 101 500 2,9 LOZ 1117 z.o IOJ 216 4o2 104 Z4 7,2 10, 192 ,.o 
106 140 J, 7 107 IJO 4.0 LOI • 600 109 0 J,8 110 862 2.1 111 512 2.5 112 206 J.4 IIJ 2602 z.o 114 212 z.a IU 414 2., 
U6 42 J,4 111 10 4,1 111 141 2,0 119 34 t.4 120 126 J,1 
IU 314 2., 122 116 4o0 IZJ 802 z.4 IZ4 152 1., 121 320 J,J 
126 510 2,6 127 42 ,.1 128 46 4,4 129 501 J,5 uo 266 J,0 
UL 1182 J,1 132 24 4.2 UJ 191 J,O U4 742 J,O 13' 64 5,0 
lU 116 2,J 1)7 102 4.0 U8 706 3,2 LJ9 91 6,2 140 612 2.5 
141 za 4,4 142 II 5,2 143 24 4,J 144 200 J,2 145 1Z 7,2 
146 46 3,0 10 .. 4ol 148 4524 4,4 149 JJZ ,., no 178 4.2 
151 202 4,6 152 50 1, 1 UJ 16 5.4 
NOCI NU WOIA IIU"IEA, •ea1001 
NOCl161, II • 0, 5019511E 06 L• INYESJ • 2 2 2 Z O 0 2 2 OCLS • 4,4 5,J 4.z 406 1, 1 5.4 
NOCIHZ, 21 • o. ,oe6tS•E o• LK INVEST • 2 2 4 2 0 0 2 2 OCLS • 4,4 ,., J.9 406 1, 1 5o4 
NOCl16J, 21 • O.S01J596E 06 LK U~VEST • 2 4220022 OC.L S • 4o4 4o 7 4,2 406 1.1 , .. 
NOCIL64, ZI • O, 50I05J9E 06 L• INVEST • 4 2220022 OCLS • 4,2 5,3 4,2 4.6 1, 1 5.4 
N0(1165, 21 • 0,50H779E 06 LK !NVF.ST • 2 22411022 OCLS • ••• ,.1 4,2 4,Z 1.1 5.4 
NOC 1166, 2 I • C.5Cl61~6E 06 L• INVEST • 2 2440022 OCLS • 4o4 ,., J.9 4o2 1.1 ,. 4 
NOCI 167, Z1 • 0,5016781E 06 LK lhVEST • 2 4240022 OCLS • 4o4 4,7 4.2 4.2 1. 1 5.4 
NOCIIH, 21 • 0.50191JlE 06 LK INVEST • 4 2240022 OCLS • ,.2 5.J 4.2 4o2 1.1 5,4 
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TABLE XXXII (Continued) 
LI II LK•OL Cl I ORIGINAL 
8316 2 Jl3Z 3 12en 4 928 5 1930 6 10855 
5536 8 6606 9 6430 10 9012 II 12554 12 10216 
D 29]6 " 4940 15 536 l6 5148 11 SH 18 856 •• sa23 20 IU2 21 680 22 816 23 1958 24 642 25 1 .. 26 J94 21 318 28 262 29 3210 30 1454 
)I '82 32 636 33 688 34 S64 35 640 )6 28 
37 1344 38 1842 39 1002 40 926 41 892 42 2096 ·~ 744 44 518 4S H4 46 1170 41 16 48 zao 49 1094 so 664 H SJ4 52 16 53 200 54 3308 
55 UI 56 1062 51 2520 58 911 59 914 60 1968 
61 1992 62 533 n 510 64 JOO 65 630 .. 308 
67. 256 61 634 69 68 10 38 11 1040 12 164 
1) 112 74 1011 75 198 76 198 11 2059 78 144 
19 IZ8 80 u .. II 04 82 JO 8J 156 14 168 
iS u .. 16 8-.0 n ISO II 662 89 116 90 84 
91 ,. 92 212 93 J2 94 558 95 4 96 42 
91 3830 91 16 9S 142 100 290 101 JU 1~2 114 
103 lll 10 .. Z2 105 612 106 1512 107 218 101 36 
109 238 110 201 Ill IS2 112 a 113 2 114 IOU 
llS 714 116 262 117 3422 118 n• 119 soc uo 5Z 
121 66 122 1228 123 78 124 44 125 161 126 400 
121 1,8 128 1194 129 1198 130 410 131 162 132 60 
UJ 54 U4 746 135 376 136 1610 131 J6 IJ8 2s, 
IJ9 U6 '"° 92 141 ISO 142 1)6 143 1146 144 24 145 lU 146 8JZ 147 38 148 J4 149 J6 150 no 
ISi 16 152 60 ISJ IJO 
L K .CHA~GE NUMBERS • I IS 21 •912Jl44 
Lil I LKVCL 111 CCLI II REORDERED 
1 8316 4.0 2 JIJZ ,.1 3 12 .. , J.8 4 921 8.5 5 89JO 3.6 
6 10955 4.0 1 5536 4o2 8 600 408 9 9012 308 10 12554 J.c 
II 102J6 S.9 12 29)6 3.9 13 4840 5.0 14 51"1 3,4 15 '" 1. J 16 156 5, 1 17 582) 4.2 18 1612 J.8 19 610 4.4 20 816 ,. J 
21 19S8 2. J 22 642 , . .,. 23 144 8,8 24 394 , .. 25 262 5,2 
26 UIO J.8 21 1454 3.9 28 382 6.4 29 6J6 J,6 JO 688 2,6 
31 564 5,6 32 640 4,4 3J 28 9,8 34 1344 J,6 JS 1842 3,4 
36 1002 4,2 J1 926 J.2 38 892 3. I 39 2096 1,9 40 744 2,6 
41 578 ,. , •'2 414 ,.o 43 1770 4,3 44 16 6,0 45 280 2,6 .. 66'o 2.1 47 !34 2,6 48 16 1 •• "' 200 , .. so JJ08 3,2 " 638 J.4 52 1062 2,0 53 2520 2.' 54 911 4,8 55 914 4,5 56 3'68 1,8 S1 1992 3,2 S8 533 Jo 7 59 580 3,' 60 JOO 5,2 
" 630 2.8 62 308 3,0 63 256 J,6 64 6J4 2,3 ., 68 J,8 •• J8 1,3 u 1040 2, 7 68 164 4,6 69 112 5,4 10 1011 5,6 11 198 4, J 1Z lt8 3,1 n 2059 2., 14 14'o 5,6 15 128 ,. J 
1b 13• 9,5 11 454 4,3 78 30 1, I 19 156 5~0 80 168 4,2 
81 184 3.6 82 840 3,0 83 ISO 4,8 84 662 2.1 85 116 1,4 
86 84 5, I 81 36 1,6 88 212 7,2 89 12 804 90 558 3,4 
91 4 9, J 92 42 ••• 93 3830 2, I 94 86 6,0 95 1"2 5,4 96 290 4,8 97 396 4o9 98 114 5,8 99 222 605 100 22 9o 7 
IOI 612 3,2 102 1512 2,2 101 288 4, s 104 )6 7.J 105 2)8 J,3 
106 208 J.8 101 152 4o2 108 8 6.2 109 2 3,9 110 1052 2.5 
Ill 134 2.1 112 262 3,6 113 3422 2,J 114 3)4 2,9 115 500 2,6 
116 52 3, 5 111 66 4,2 118 1228 2. J 119 44 5,6 120 168 Jo4 
121 400 2.1 122 148 4,2 123 1194 2,6 124 1198 3o 1 125 410 3,4 
126 162 2,8 121 60 ,.1 128 54 4.9 129 146 3, 1 130 316 J,3 
131 1610 J.S 132 16 4,5 133 254 3.3 134 986 3.6 135 92 s.2 
U6 ISO 2. 5 131 136 4,3 138 1146 J,4 139 132 6.S 140 832 2, 1 
141 38 406 142 34. ,.2 143 16 4,6 144 21C 3,• 145 16 1.6 
146 60 J, 1 141 IJO 5,2 148 6606 4, 1 149 536 s.6 150 1044 406 
151 118 •• 8 152 l8 1,8 153 24 S,6 
NOCl NET WORK NUMBER t PERIOD! 
NOtllt)l, 31 • c. 778495'61: 06 lK INVEST • l 2 2 0 0 2 2 OCLS • .. , S.6 4,6 ,.a 7,8 s •• 
~OCll62, JI • c.111e391e 06 lK lh~E.SJ • z 2 4 0 0 2 2 OCL 5 • 4, 1 5,6 4,0 4,8 1 •• 5,6 
NOCt 103, 31 • C. 778l2C4E 06 lK INVEST • 2 4 2 0 C 2 2 OCLS • 4, 1 4,9 4,6 4,8 1,8 5,6 
NOCIL6111t,. Jt • o.175a,12E 06 LK INVES7 .. 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 OCLS • 4, J 5,6 4,6 4,8 1,8 S.6 
~0Cll65, 31 • c. l7831)1t8E 06 LK l""VEST • 2 2 2 • 0 0 2 2 OCLS • •• 1 5,6 4,6 4,2 1 •• 5,. 
h0Ct166, JI • O. 1776481tE 06 LK JhVEST • 2 2 4 • 0 0 2 2 OCLS • .. , 5,6 4,0 4,2 1,8 5,6 
NOCll&J, 31 • O. '1119Z~&E 06 LK INVEST • 2 4 2 4 0 0 2 2 ~CLS • 4, 7 4,9 4,6 4.2 f .!\ S,6 
NOC I 168, 3) • o. 1l5b624f 06 LK l•~ESf •• 2 l 4 ~ C 2 l CCLS • .. ) s., ... •• 2 1, ~ ,. ~ 
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TABLE XXXII (Continued) 
LI 11 UVGLI 11 OIIIGINAL 
I 10890 2 4000 ) 16000 4 1182 ' 11896 6 12886 1 6116 8 9266 9 8Ua 10 11589 II ISS44 12 12202 
I) 4202 14 6169 15 HO 16 6116 11 746 ll 1022 
19 70)1 10 2111 21 8'2 22 IOH 2J 2374 24 906 
l5 196 26 509 27 466 28 364 29 4191 )0 1991 
JI SU )2 964 )) 1090 )4 uo )5 194 J6 40 
n 1142 JI 2300 )9 1414 40 1354 41 1144 42 nu 
0 1010 44 154 45 662 46 2364 41 112 41 316 
49 1408 ,0 898 51 656 52 22 SJ 216 S4 4490 
5S no S6 1591 51 3)88 58 1121 59 1111 60 5lS4 
61 2111 62 728 6) 746 64 .,. 65 886 66 380 
67 )04 68 126 69 18 10 58 11 1420 12 256 
n 921 74 U64 l5 )08 76 Z82 n 2604 18 IH 
79 164 10 164 II 595 82 )6 8J 212 .. 241 
15 UI 86 1014 n 192 81 166 19 UI 90 110 
91 41 92 210 9) 44 94 104 95 • 96 5l 91 4911 91 lll 99 206 100 HI 101 488 102 UC 
103 290 104 JO 105 806 106 1914 107 '96 IOI u 
109 304 llO 260 lll 206 112 14 IU 6 114 1198 
IU 194 116 )12 111 4156 118 471 119 116 IZO 16 
Ill 14 122 1524 123 104 IZ4 60 125 Zl6 126 504 
127 208 121 16)2 IZ9 ano uo 622 UI 1006 IJ2 18 
IJJ 16 1)4 1002 us 468 136 2100 131 so 138 )40 
IJ9 1260 140 uo IU 2J2 142 192 143 1514 144 )4 
10 IH 146 1051 141 ,z 148 ,z 149 48 uo ))0 
151 2) 152 76 153 no 
L~ (HAhGE hUM8US • I U 21 4912)14~ 
L 111 UVOLI 11 DCLC II REORDERED 
I 10890 4,2 2 4000 6,0 ) 16000 J,9 4 1182 8, 1 5 11196 J, 1 
6 128-6 4, 1 l 6116 4,5 8 8228 5,0 9 11589 4,1 10 15544 ). 2 
II 12202 6,C 12 4202 4,0 lJ 6169 5,2 14 6716 3,5 15 746 l,4 
16 1022 5,9 ll 70)1 4,4 u 2118 3,9 19 152 4,6 20 108' 5,4 
21 2114 Z,4 22 906 5,5 2) 196 8,9 24 508 S,8 25 364 5,) 
26 4198 4,2 11 1998 4,1 28 512 6,' 29 964 3, l JO 1090 Z,I 
)I no 5, 7 32 894 4,5 )3 40 9,9 )4 1142 ),8 l5 Z)OO 1, 5 
)6 IH4 4,J 31 1354 3,3 38 1144 4, J )9 ))62 2,3 40 1010 2, 7 
•• 154 5,8 42 662 5,2 0 2364 4,4 44 112 6,2 ., Jl6 2,8 41, d98 2,9 41 656 2, l .. 22 l,5 49 286 7,5 50 4490 3.J 
51 890 3,5 52 uu 2,3 53 ))88 2,9 54 UZI 4,9 5' 1178 4,6 
56 5154 Z,0 57 2711 J,3 58 128 3,9 59 , .. J,8 60 411 5.4 
"' 186 3,0 62 JIO J, 1 63 304 J,I 64 126 2,5 6S 78 4,0 66 58 7,4 67 1420 il,8 68 256 4,8 69 921 5,6 10 1)64 5, 1 
II 308 4,4 72 28Z 3,4 n 2604 J, I 74 188 5, l 15 164 l,5 
76 lh 9,6 n 595 4,4 78 36 l,2 79 212 5.J 80 248 4.1 
81 218 J,8 82 1074 3,2 8) 192 5,0 84 866 2,9 85 158 l,6 ... 110 5,2 81 .. I, 1 88 280 7,4 19 44 8,5 90 704 3,6 
91 8 9,1 92 S2 t,5 93 4938 2,2 94 118 6,) 9' 206 5,8 ..• 368 4,9 91 488 ,.o 98 150 6,J 99 290 6,6 100 30 9,9 
IOI 806 3, 2 102 1914 2,2 103 396 4,6 104 41 1,4 105 304 1,4 
106 260 3,9 107 206 4,3 1C8 14 6,4 109 6 4,0 110 1398 2.6 
Ill 89~ 2,9 112 312 3,8 IIJ 4156 2, J 114 478 ,.o IU 116 2.1 
lib 76 3,8 Ill 84 4,4 118 1524 2,4 119 60 5,9 120 216 J,6 
121 504 3.0 Ill 208 4,5 123 1632 2,7 IZ4 1570 4,0 125 622 J,6 
126 1006 3,0 121 18 5,2 128 76 5,0 129 1002 4,0 130 468 ),6 
131 llOO 3,8 132 50 4, l 13) 340 3,5 1)4 IZ60 3,6 135 120 5,2 
!Jo 2)2 2,5 131 192 4, 5 138 1514 3,8 139 ,,. 6,6 140 105 l 3,0 
141 52 4,8 142 S2 5,4 10 48 4,6 144 330 ).5 14S Z3 1, 1 
146 16 3,2 147 110 5.3 141 9266 5,0 10 610 ,. , 150 1408 4,9 
151 466 5,0 152 104 l.9 153 34 5.1 
~-1c1 t.fr•ukK h!JM8£R, POIOOI 
NOCll61, 41 • Ool048849E 01 LA INVESI • 2 2 2 2 0 0 z 2 OCLS • 5,0 5, 7 4,9 5,0 1.9 ,. 8 
~I)( 1162, 41 • O. lO't8025E Ol ll rr.vesr • 2 2 4 2 0 0 z 2 OClS • 5,0 5,7 4,3 5,0 l,9 5, 8 
hOCIIU, 41 • C, 1048462E 01 lK U1VFST • 2 • 2 2 0 0 2 2 OCLS • 5,0 5,1 4,9 5,0 l,9 5,8 hOCC 16 .. , '9t • 0, 10433llf 01 LK lhVI.SI • 4 2 2 2 0 0 z 2 OCLS • ••• 5, l 4,9 5,0 l,9 ,.a 
NUCI 1651 41 • 0, l0485HE 01 lK INVESi f • 2 2 2 4 0 0 2 2 OCLS • 5,0 ,.1 4,9 .. , 1,9 5,8 
..ac116.,, 41 • o. tO't7ti9£ 01 LK INVESJ • 2 2 • 4 O 0 2 2 OCLS • 5,0 S,l 4,3 4.1 1,9 ,,a ~oc 1161, 41 • c.1ouu,e 01 ,. lt\\lESJ • 2 4 240022 OCLS • 5,0 5,1 ..9 4,3 l,9 ,. 8 
~O( I 108, 4t • 0,1042UU 01 LK lhVESJ • 4 2 240022 OClS • ••• 5, l .., •• J ,., 5,1 
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8.10 Dynamic Programming (DP) Program. Table XXXIII is the list-
ing of the DP program. Two subroutines were employed within this pro-
gram which were used in generating construction costs and maintenance 
costs. These subroutines would not be adequate for practical applica-
tions. 
TABLE XXXIII 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING PROGRAM 
//OP JOB (10652,441-40-6462,5,,,9001,31,'L O CHAPMAN' 
II EXEC FORTGCLG,REGION.G0=85K,TIME•(51 
//FCRT.SYSIN CO• 
C 
REAL ~C(200 1 4),IR 
INTEGER SC200, 81 1 01330, 81,DNOC3301,DECC330,3,41,ST,STATE,DN 
DIMENSION OCC200,41,CC(3301,NSC81,FC200,51,NETSTl81,BUDG(41 
CCM~ON CC,MC,CC,O,S 
CATA OEC/3960*0/,F/lOOO•O.I • 
C ~PA s NUMBER OF POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE ROADS COIGITSI 
C NOPER = NUMBER OF PERIODS 
C NOSTAT = NU~BER OF.STATES 
C NOOEC = NUMBER OF POSSIBLE DECISIONS 
C NPYR = NUMBER OF PERIOD YEARS 
C ~CYR s NUMBER OF YEARS 
C IR= INTEREST RATE 
C BUOGCII = CONSTRUCTION BUDGET LIMITATION IN PERIOD I 
C Sll,4) = STAT OF NETWORK I IN PERIOD J 
C NS= NEW STATE 
C NETST = NETWORK STATE 
C ON= OfCISlON NUMBER 
C DCl,JI = DECISION I IN PERIOD J 
C ONO • OECIS ION NUMBER 
C FCl,JI = OPTl~AL COST FUNCTION FCR NETWORK I THRU PERIOD J 
C CCIII= CONSTRUCTION COST FOR DECISION I 
C OCCl,JI = ~ETWORK OPERATORS• COST FOR NETWORK I DURING PERIOD J 
C DECCl,J,KI = DECISION NUMBER I IN PERIOD K; J PROVIDES 3 







NPA = 8 
~OPER = 4 
~CSTAT = 200 
NOCEC = 326 
~pyp = 5 
flUDGCll = 2000. 
BUDGC21 = 1200. 
PUDG 01 = 800. 
euoGC4J = soo. 
IR = 0.07 
PS= 1./Cl.+IRl**NPYR 
READ OPERATORS COST ANO NETWORK STATES FOR EACH NETWORK ANO 
PERIOD FROM DISK SAVING ONLY THE LAST OCCURING VALUES • 
CO 10 JKL=l,1500 
READC8,4,END=301 1,J,X,CNETSTILl,L=l,NPAI 
4 FOR~ATl215,E14.7,8121 
C CHA~GE PERIOD ORDERING FROM LEFT-TO-RIGHT TO REGHT-TO-LEFT 
C TO CORRFSPOND WITH ORDERING DEFINITION AS THE NUMBER OF 
C PERICDS REMAINING IN THE TOTAL PLANNING PERIOD 
C 
GC TC 15,6,7,81,J 
5 J•4 
GO TO q 
6 J=3 























GO TO 9 
E J=l 
TABLE XXXIII (Continued) 
STORE OPERATORS COST FOR NETWORK I AND PERIOD J 
c; OC I I , J) = X 
STORE NETWORK STATE 
CO 10 KL=l,NPA 
10 Sfl,~L)=NETSTIKL) 
IIRITEC6,l5t 
15 FORMATl///lX,'010 NOT FINO END OF FILE',///1X, 1 1NCREASE JKL 
#ll~IT IN FIRST DO LOOP'I 
STCP 
3C hRITE16,311 
31 FORMAT(///1X, 1 FOUNO END OF FILE') 
READ DECISION NUMBER AND DECISION DIGITS 
READ15,32) IONOIKl,IDIK,Ll,L=l,NPAJ,K=l,NODECJ 
32 FOR~ATl15,8I2J 
CALL SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE All CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
CALL CCNSTCINPA,NOOECI 
WRITE STATE NUMBER, STATE DIGITS, AND CCNSTRUCTION COSTS 
ev COLUMNS 
WRITEf6,331 
33 FORMATf 1 11 ,//lX,'ON0',9X,'OEC 1 ,llX,•cc•,4X,•DN0 1 ,9X, 1 DEC',llX, 
••cc•,4x,•0No•,9x,•0Ec•,11x,•cc•,4x,•0No•,9x,•oec•,11x,•cc•t 
LNCCL = NOOEC/4 
L2CCL = LNCOL 
l3CCL = l2COL + LNCOL 
l4COL = l3COL + LNCOL 
DO 34 I= 1,LNCOL 
12 "' I • LZCOL 
13 = I + L3COL 
14 ,. I + l4COL 
WRITEC6,35) 1,IOll,L) 1 L•l,NPAl,CClll,12,f0f12,L),L•l,NPAJ, 
lCCI 12), 13, (Of 13,L I ,L=l,NPA) ,CCC 131, 14,fDf 14,ll ,L•l,NPAJ ,CCfl41 
34 COi\ T 11\UE 
35 FORMATCl4,2X,812,2X,F6.0,16,2X,812,2X,F6.0,I6,2X,BJ2,2X,F6.0 1 
#J6,2X,812,ZX,F6.0I 
IFC4•LNCOL.EQ.NOOECI GO TO 42 
15 " 14 + l 
wRITEl6,361 11,1011,Ll,L•l,NPAJ,CCIIJ,1•15,NOOECI 
36 FORMATC94X,16,2X,812,7X,F6.0I 
CALL SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE All MAINTENANCE COSTS 
CALL MAINCINOSTAT,NOPER,NPAJ 
C kRITE STATE NUMRER, STATE DIGITS, NETWORK OPERATORS• 













TABLE XXXIII (Continued) 
43 FORMAT1•1•,//lX,'NETNU•,1x,•STATE•,22x,•oPCOST,PERIOD=l,2,3,4', 
#27X,•MAINTENANCE COST,PERIOD=l,2,3,4'1 
CO 45 l•l,NOSTAT 
WRITEC6,44t 1,CSfl,IKt,IK•l,NPAl,COCCl,Jl,J•l,NOPERJ, 
#CMCCl,Jl,J=l,NOPERI 
44 FORMATCl5,3X,812,3X 14Fll.O,BX,4Fll.OI 
45 CONTINUE 
START AT LAST STAGE 
lt6 NP :s 1 
TAKE 1ST NETWORK 
· 4E NN=l 
TAKE FIRST DEC IS ION 
5C ON• l 
C 
C IS CONSTRUCTION COST BELOW BUDGET IN THIS PERIOD 
C 
S5 IFCCCCCNI.GT.BUDGCNP)t GO TO 121 
C 
C TEST FOR PERMISSIBLE INVESTMENT 
C CHECK DIGIT BY DIGIT 
C 
DO 80 M•l,NPA 
IFISCNN,Ml*D(ON,MI.EQ.Ot GO TO 80 
IFCSINN,MI.EQ.OCDN,MJI GO TO 121 
Xl=SCN~1Ml+OCDN,MI 
IF(Xl.EQ.31 GO TO 121 
IFCXl.EQ.61 GO TO 121 
IFCXl.fQ.71 GO TO 121 
80 COIOl!'.UE 
C 
C CONSTRUCT NEW STATE AFTER INVESTMENT 
.c 
C 
CO 100 l=l,NPA 
NSILJ = S(NN,LJ+OCDN,LI 
IFINSILI.EQ.51 NS(Ll=4 
100 COl'.TINUE 
C TEST FOR EXISTANCE OF THE NEW STATE BY CHECKING All STATES 
C TAKE ONE STATE 
C 
C 
00 110 ST=l,NOSTAT 
STATE=ST 
C MAKE A DIGIT BY DIGIT COMPARISON 
C 
C 
00 105 M•l,NPA 
IFCNS(MI-SCSt,MJ.NE.01 GO To·110 
105 CONTINUE 
GO TC 115 
llC CONTINUE 
GO TO 121 
C ~Ek STATE INDEX 
148 




C CALCULATE TOTAL COST FOR THIS PERIOD AND NETWORK 
C 
CJ• PS•OC(NSl,NPJ • CC(DNJ + MC(NN,NPJ 
C 




















TEMPF •CJ+ PS•FfNSl,NPJ 
HAS A COST FOR THIS STATE BEEN CALCULATED BEFORE---IF NOT, 
STCRE THIS VALUE 
IF(F(NN,NP+lJ.Eo.o., GO TO 118 
TEST FOR MORE THAN ONE OPTIMAL PT 
IFIF(NN,NP+ll.EQ.TEMPFI GO TO 150 
TEST FOR MINIMUM INVESTMENT 
lf(F(NN,NP+lJ.LT.TE~PF) GO TO 121 
lle F(NN,NP+lJ = TEMPF 
18•1 
ll~ 
NOTE DECISION THAT PRODUCED BETTER INVESTMENT 




IF(ON.LT.NODEC) GO TO 200 
IFINP.EQ.NOPERJ GO TO 124 
IFINN.LT.NOSTATJ GO TO 210 
!F(NP.NE.NOPERI GO TO 220 
WRITE STATE NUMBER, STATE DIGITS, TOTAL OPTIMAL COSTS, AND 
OPTIMAL DECISION NUMBERS 
124 WRITEC6,l251 
125 FORMAT('l 1 ,//2X, 1 NN',9X, 1 STATE 1 ,18X, 1 TOTAL PERIOD COSTSll,2,3,4)•, 
# RX,'PERIOO (1,2,3,41 DECISIONS---COL 1 • ONO, COL 2&3•ALT DNO•J 
l2t LJK=NCPER+l 
lll= NOPER - 1 
WRITE(6,1271 ONO(ll,CS(l,JJ,J•l,NPA),(F(l,JJ,J•2,LJKJ, 
lf(OEC(l,IB,J),18•1,3),J•l,NOPERI 
127 FORMAT(IX,13,3X,812,4fll.0,2X,314,5X,314,5X 1 3f4,5X,3I4I 
00 129 I: 2,NOSTAT 
WRJTE(6,l281 I,(S(f,JJ,J=l,NPAt,(FCI,Jl,J=2,NOPERJ, 
#(fCECll,IB,JJ,IB•l,31,J=l,LLLJ 
12e FOR~A1(1X,13,3X,812,3Fll.0,13X,314,5X,314,5X 1 3J41 
12q CONTINUF 
C TRACE OPTIMAL DECISIONS BACK THRU THE STAGES. 
C 
NSI = 1 
18 z 1 
fl• NOPER 
130 JKN = OECCNSl,18,ILI 
C 










TABLE XXXIII (Continued) 
WRITEC6,2801 IL,CO(JKN,Ll,L•l,NPAt,JKN,F(NSl,LJK) 
IF(OECCNSl,2,IL).NE.Ot WRITE(6,27ll 
FCRM NEW STATE 
00 131 Ls l,NPA 
!\Silt• SCNSl,L) + OCJKN,LI 
lFCNSCL).E0.51 NSCL) = 4 
131 CONTINUE 
SEARCH FOR STATE NUMBER 
CO 133 STsl,NOSTAT 
STATE= ST 
00 132 ., .. l,NPA 
lF(NSIMI.NE.SCST,MI) GO TO 133 
132 CONTINUE 
GO TC 134 
133 COi\ Tl NUE 
134 NSl = STATE 




IFIIL.EQ.l) GO TO 135 
LJK = LJK - 1 
IL = ll-l 
GO 10 130 
135 STOP 
150 18=18+1 
IF(IB.GT.31 GO TO 270 
GO TO llq 









GO TC 55 
INCREMFNT NETWORK NUMBER 
210 1\1\ = NN + 1 
GO TO 50 
INCREMENT STAGE NUMBER 
22C I\P =NP+ 1 
GO TO 48 
27C Wl:tlTEl6,2711 
271 FORMATl/1X,20X,•THERE ARE MORE OPflMAL DECISIONS IN THIS STAGE•) 
GO TC 121 
27~ FCR~ATC//AX,'NFW STATE ;',812,//BX,'STATE NUMBER =',131 
280 FORMATl///1X, 1 STAGE NUMBER =',13,//SX,'OPTIMAL DECISION=•, 


















READ CONSTRUCTION COST FOR CONSTRUCTING 2L, 
3L ICCNVERT 2L TO 4L), AND 4L ROADS FOR EACH LINK ADDITION 
R EA D ( 5, 5 I ( CST 2L C I > , C S T3 ll I > , C ST 4L( I I , I • 1 , NP A> 
5 FORMAT(3Fl0.0) 
CALCULATE CONSTRUCTION COST FOR EACH FEASIBLE DECISION 
00 40 1=1,NODEC 
CC 11 > .. O. 
CO 40 J=l,NPA 
IFIDII,JI.EQ.01 GO TO 40 
IFICII,J).EQ.21 GO TO 10 
IFCCll,JI.EQ.3) GC TO 20 
CCTEM = CST4L(J) 
GO TO 30 
lC CCTEM = CST2L(Jl 
GO TO 30 
20 CCTEM = CST3L(Jt 









MCll,11 = 230Q75. 
MCll,2) = 155818. 
MC I 1,31 = 81489. 
MCll,41 = 53308. 
CO 30 1:2,NOSTAT 
NOSUM = 0 
CO 10 J=l ,NPA 
10 ~OSUM = NOSUM + SII,JI 
SU'°'= NOSUM 
X = ISUM-6.I/SUM 
CO 2C J=l,NOPER 
) = IX/100.l*MCll,J) 




//GO.FTC8FC01 DD OISP=CLO, 
II 0SN=OSU.ACT10657..NTOC 
//GO.SYSII\ 00 * 
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